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Before the Board of Public Inquiry  

in the Assassination of Daphne Caruana Galizia 

 

 

 

Note of Submissions of Peter Caruana Galizia and Matthew, Andrew and Paul 

siblings Caruana Galizia. 

Respectfully submit: 

 

The Board has authorised the presentation of written submissions on its terms of 

inquiry to be done by the 15th May 2021 and the family of Daphne Caruana Galizia 

wish to avail themselves of this opportunity and hereby make their submissions; 

 

The submissions herein contained are in addition to the submissions already presented 

to the Board of Inquiry by email and which dealt with the second line of inquiry raised 

in the Board’s terms of reference. These submissions now deal with the first and the 

third line of inquiry.  

 

Chapter 1 - General Introduction 

 

1. Daphne Caruana Galizia was murdered on 16th October 2017, in a brutal, 

intricate assassination close to her home in Bidnija. She was an investigative 

journalist, writer and anti-corruption activist, and the evidence in this Inquiry has 

laid bare that she was, undoubtedly, murdered for her journalism. She has been 

described as “Malta’s crusading scourge of official corruption, cronyism and 

incompetence… the embodiment of investigative journalism: forthright, 

uncompromising and totally fearless.”1 The Atlantic has described how, “her 

scoops consistently made life uncomfortable for the powerful, whether in banks 

or the prime minister’s office.”2  

 

2. Daphne Caruana Galizia was a much-loved mother, wife, daughter, sister, and 

aunt. Her assassination has devastated her family, on whose behalf these 

submissions are filed with the Board of Inquiry. 

 

3. This Inquiry’s Terms of Reference require the Board of Inquiry to investigate 

independently, and to report, on the assassination of Daphne Caruana Galizia 

 
1  Citation for the 2018 Commonwealth Press Union Media Trust Astor Award, awarded posthumously to 

Daphne Caruana Galizia on 17th April 2018. 
2  The Atlantic, ‘Who murdered Malta’s most famous journalist?’ 8th February 2018, available at 

https://www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2018/02/who-murdered-daphne-caruana-galizia/552623/  

https://www.theatlantic.com/international/archive/2018/02/who-murdered-daphne-caruana-galizia/552623/
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and on the events preceding, concomitant with, and following upon, her 

assassination. The terms of reference identify, in paragraphs 1 - 3, three lines of 

inquiry, namely: 

 

4. “[with view] to determining whether any wrongful action or omission by, or 

within, any State entity facilitated the assassination or failed to prevent it. In 

particular whether (a) any State entity knew or ought to have known of, or 

caused, a real and immediate risk to Daphne Caruana Galizia’s life including 

from the criminal acts of a third party and (b) failed to take measures within the 

scope of its powers which, judged reasonably, it might have been expected to 

take in order to avoid that risk”.  

 

5.  “[with a view] to establishing whether the State had and has in place effective 

criminal law provisions and other practical means to avoid the development of a 

de facto state of impunity through the frequent occurrence of unresolved 

criminal acts and to deter the commission of serious criminal offences, backed 

up by law enforcement machinery for the prevention, suppression, investigation 

and punishment of serious breaches of the law”3; and 

 

6. “[with a view] to determining whether the State has fulfilled and is fulfilling its 

positive obligation to take preventive operational measures to protect 

individuals whose lives are at risk from criminal acts in particular in the case of 

journalists.” 

 

7. Although submissions are structured as broken down according to these three 

strands, we respectfully emphasise at the outset that they are not each entirely 

self-contained; they overlap and intersect. Together, they reflect the full extent of 

the terms of reference establishing this Public Inquiry. The terms of reference 

require this Board to inquire and determine whether state entities were compliant 

with standards of governance required by established principles of democratic 

governance, including the protection of human rights.   

 

8. The main issues of human rights that are pertinent to this Inquiry are the  

substantive requirements of the right to life enshrined in the European 

Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms4, as 

well as the  protection of freedom of expression protected under Article 10 

thereof, and the combination of these two rights. The main issues of governance 

 
3 Submissions on behalf of the family on this second line of inquiry have already been presented to the Board.  
4  European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, as enshrined in 

ordinary legislation in Chapter 319 of the Laws of Malta, The European Convention Act. 
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that the Board is established to determine compliance with are rules and 

principles established in the Constitution of Malta and in ordinary legislation. 

These standards and duties are explained in more detail when making 

submissions under the three particular lines of inquiry.  
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Chapter 2 - First line of Inquiry - State Responsibility 

 

Introduction 

 

1. The terms of reference for this Public Inquiry into the assassination of Daphne 

Caruana Galizia require this Board to determine, inter alia, whether any 

wrongful action or omission by, or within, any State entity facilitated the 

assassination or failed to prevent it. The first line of inquiry set in these terms of 

reference specifically require this Board to determine “whether (a) any State 

entity knew or ought to have known of, or caused, a real and immediate risk to 

Daphne Caruana Galizia’s life including from the criminal acts of a third party 

and (b) failed to take measures within the scope of its powers which, judged 

reasonably, it might have been expected to take in order to avoid that risk”. 

 

2. The determination of this first line of inquiry therefore requires the Board to 

determine not only whether the State or any of its entities actively participated in 

any wrongful action that may have facilitated the assassination of Daphne 

Caruana Galizia or failed to prevent it, but also whether they did so by omission, 

be it passively or purposely. Yet, this first line of inquiry is not merely one of 

verifying actions or omissions relevant to the scope of this Inquiry, but also 

demands the determination of whether any State entity “knew or ought to have 

known of, a real and immediate risk to Daphne Caruana Galizia’s life”, and 

consequently failed to take measures to avoid that risk.  

 

3. This means that the inquiry is not simply into actions or omissions taken with 

intent or without intent that facilitated the assassination or failed to prevent it, 

but also into whether it was the responsibility and duty of any State entity to 

have known that Daphne Caruana Galizia was at risk of harm. The terms of 

reference establish the standard by which the State’s actions and omissions are to 

be judged and that standard is one of “reasonableness”, that is considering all the 

circumstances whether it is reasonable to expect the State to have realised, 

become aware or know that its actions or omissions were placing Daphne 

Caruana Galizia at risk of harm.  

 

4. This line of inquiry does not require the Board to determine any action or 

omission that amounts to an offence at law. Indeed, that investigation rests with 

other State entities the work of which forms part of the inquiry which this Board 

was entrusted with. So while this Inquiry is not about the determination of 

whether any particular person or group of persons through actions or omissions 
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may have with intent or otherwise participated in the commission of an offence, 

it is about the determination of whether the entity within which that person or 

group of persons who, through their actions or omissions may have with intent 

or otherwise facilitated the assassination or failed to prevent it when it is 

reasonable to expect them to have known of the risk, was negligent, unethical, or 

followed low standards in the carrying out of its duties.  

 

5. This line of inquiry does not require the Board to determine whether any action 

or omission of a private person, that is one not related or connected with the 

State or any of its entities, facilitated the assassination. The behaviour that is 

under scrutiny is that of persons exercising some role within any State entity, 

participating in any State related network or entity, or who benefitted from any 

State entity action or omission. This means that the behaviour of those who 

would otherwise be considered as private persons may fall under the scrutiny of 

this Inquiry only in so far as it exposes and provides this Inquiry with 

information on the actions and omissions of State entities with which they 

corresponded or with which they were connected.  

 

Wrongful action or omission by or within state entities – Standards 

established at law 

 

6. For the purposes of this Public Inquiry action is wrongful where it falls below 

the standards of governance, of the rule of law, of human rights and of 

established legal principles which are in the public interest. Actions of state are 

wrongful where they are contrary to the interests of a democracy. Actions which 

are classified at law as being criminal may be flagged by the Public Inquiry but it 

is not its role to identify such criminal action nor to assess State action vis-à-vis 

the standard of evidence established in criminal law.   

 

7. Article 1 of the Constitution of Malta itself establishes the basic parameters 

which regulate all State actions. When it declares that “Malta is a democratic 

republic founded on work and on respect for the fundamental rights and 

freedoms of the individual.”5 it obliges all State entities to work in the interests 

of democracy and to limit the exercise of powers and discretion to what is 

necessary within a democratic society. Article 1 specifically recognises that 

Malta is founded on respect for fundamental rights and freedoms, amongst 

which the Constitution recognises the right to life6 and freedom of expression.7 

 
5 Article 1(1), Constitution of Malta, https://www.parlament.mt/media/82078/constitution.pdf  
6 Article 33, Constitution of Malta, https://www.parlament.mt/media/82078/constitution.pdf  
7 Article 41, Constitution of Malta, https://www.parlament.mt/media/82078/constitution.pdf  

https://www.parlament.mt/media/82078/constitution.pdf
https://www.parlament.mt/media/82078/constitution.pdf
https://www.parlament.mt/media/82078/constitution.pdf
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All State entities are therefore also bound to act in a manner that fulfils the 

state’s responsibilities under these two fundamental human rights the protection 

of which is further enhanced by the European Convention Act8. None of the 

entities established under the Constitution or under any other ordinary law may 

act contrary to the interests of democracy or contrary to those fundamental 

human rights9. Wrongful actin is also that action which runs counter to the 

principles of good administrative behaviour which may be developed through 

custom, in guidelines or in legislation. The Ombudsman’s Office has twice 

published guidelines for good public administration, once in April 200410 and 

again in March 200911. 

 

8. The standards of administration may therefore be considered wrongful where the 

administration fails to abide with the guidelines published by the Ombudsman’s 

office, itself a Constitutional entity whose role is closely connected with holding 

State administration to account. Amongst the principles established therein, one 

finds the following: 

(1) to act lawfully by abiding with the Constitution, with law, refrain from 

arbitrariness and observe due process; 

(2) to act reasonably by taking proper account of established good practice, 

take reasonable decisions objectively and spend public funds with care 

and propriety; 

(3) to provide open, accessible and accountable service by being open about 

the entity’s policies and procedures, provide reasons for decision 

making, retain proper and appropriate records and take full 

responsibility for their actions; 

(4) to act fairly and proportionately by treating people impartially, with 

respect and courtesy, without discrimination or prejudice, ensuring that 

no conflict of interest exists; and 

(5) to make amends for injustice or hardship resulting from 

maladministration or service failure. 

 

 
8 Chapter 319, Laws of Malta 
9 Submissions on the State’s failure to protect Daphne Caruana Galizia as a journalist and consequently the 

engagement of the State’s responsibility for wrongful action or omission in this regard is considered in detail in 

the third chapter of these submissions which deals with the third line of inquiry. 
10 The Ombudsman’s guide to standards of best practice for good public administration and redress: the 

introduction of a new culture in Maltese public administration; https://www.ombudsman.org.mt/wp-

content/uploads/2014/10/Guidlines-for-Good-Governance.pdf  
11 Guidelines for good governance; https://www.ombudsman.org.mt/wp-content/uploads/2014/10/Guidlines-for-

Good-Governance.pdf  

https://www.ombudsman.org.mt/wp-content/uploads/2014/10/Guidlines-for-Good-Governance.pdf
https://www.ombudsman.org.mt/wp-content/uploads/2014/10/Guidlines-for-Good-Governance.pdf
https://www.ombudsman.org.mt/wp-content/uploads/2014/10/Guidlines-for-Good-Governance.pdf
https://www.ombudsman.org.mt/wp-content/uploads/2014/10/Guidlines-for-Good-Governance.pdf
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9. Article 4 of the Public Administration Act12 establishes the main values against 

which the performance of duties by ‘public employees’ is measured. These 

include eight specific public administration values as follows: 

(a) integrity;  

(b) respect; 

(c) loyalty;  

(d) trust;  

(e) quality;  

(f) accountability;  

(g) impartiality; and 

(h) non-discrimination. 

 

10. These values are further described in the Code of Ethics found in the First 

Schedule to this Act. Where a public employee fails to act in a manner which 

subscribes to these values that employee is subject to disciplinary action. Now 

‘public employee’ is defined in the Public Administration Act as referring to 

public officers and employees of government agencies and government 

entities13. If such values are applicable to employees of departments, agencies 

and entities which are answerable to politically appointed or elected persons, is 

not only logical to expect those politically appointed or elected persons to also 

be bound to act in line with these values?  

 

11. For example article 14 of the Act specifically indicated that while the Principal 

Permanent Secretary is to lead the public service, he is to take instructions from 

the Prime Minister. In doing so he is to uphold and promote the public 

administration values and code of ethics, and one is unable to do so while acting 

under instruction from a Prime Minister who himself fails to abide with these 

values. It is therefore being submitted that the actions of state entities, be it 

through elected or appointed persons, are wrongful actions were they fail to 

abide with any one of the values.  

 

12. Actions taken by persons elected to public office are wrongful also when they do 

not live up to the basic rules of ethics established in the Code of Ethics of 

Members of the House of Representatives14, and the Code of Ethics for Ministers 

and Parliamentary Secretaries15.   Amongst the principles of ethics most relevant 

to this Inquiry one finds the following: 

 
12 Chapter 595 of the Laws of Malta, https://legislation.mt/eli/cap/595/eng/pdf  
13 Article 2, Public Administration Act, Chapter 595 of the Laws of Malta, 

https://legislation.mt/eli/cap/595/eng/pdf 
14 https://parlament.mt/en/menues/about-parliament/code-of-ethics/members-of-parliament/  
15 https://standardscommissioner.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/Code-of-Ethics-Ministers.pdf  

https://legislation.mt/eli/cap/595/eng/pdf
https://legislation.mt/eli/cap/595/eng/pdf
https://parlament.mt/en/menues/about-parliament/code-of-ethics/members-of-parliament/
https://standardscommissioner.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/Code-of-Ethics-Ministers.pdf
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“4.1 The principle of collective responsibility, in the sense that a Government is 

collectively responsible to and shall have the duty to answer for its management, 

to Parliament.”; 

“4.2 Ministers are individually responsible to Parliament for their decisions, 

policies and actions and for those of the departments and agencies that fall 

within their ministries.” 

“4.4 Ministers shall be, to the widest extent possible, open to providing 

information to Parliament and to the public in general.”   

“4.5 Ministers shall ensure that government departments and entities that fall 

within their ministries are managed well and prudently.” 

“4.7 Ministers shall ensure that there is no conflict of interest between their 

public duties and personal interests.”  

“4.8 Ministers shall not accept any gifts or benefits, except as provided in this 

Code, that may or may reasonably create an impression that they are 

compromising their judgement or place them under an inappropriate 

obligation.” 

 

13. The Code of Ethics for Ministers also includes the standards by which their 

actions in public office is verified. These are established in regulation 5 of the 

Code and include:  

 

“5.1 A sense of service – the supreme good is the common good and a Minister 

should not be motivated by a spirit of gain for himself, his family, his friends or 

persons close to him but only by a sense of service towards the community in 

general and the common good, because above all he is managing public 

property on behalf of the general public.  

5.2 Integrity – Ministers shall not put themselves in a position of being 

influenced by a financial obligation or otherwise of persons or organizations 

that try to do so, or make improper use of information that comes to their 

knowledge because of their office in order to give undue advantage to someone 

whilst disadvantaging others.  

5.3 Diligence – once Ministers administer public property, on behalf of the 

public in general, they shall exercise the highest level of diligence including in 

the expenditure of public funds, and they shall also work diligently and hard in 

the performance of their duties.  

5.4 Objectivity – in the performance of public duties, including in the 

appointments to offices, public procurement, or in the context of any award of 

benefits.  

5.5 Accountability – Ministers administer public property and shall be 

transparent in their operations and open to necessary scrutiny.  
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5.6 Transparency – Ministers shall as much as possible perform their duties in 

an open and transparent manner, and therefore give reasons for their decisions 

and actions.  

5.7 Honesty – Ministers shall avoid entering into conflicts of interest between the 

public interest and their private interest and shall provide complete and correct 

information to Parliament, to the Cabinet and the public in general.  

5.8 Justice and respect – in their behaviour and in decisions which they take, 

Ministers shall show respect to the institutions and shall respect the laws of the 

country. They shall show a sense of balance and consideration by being sensitive 

in general to all sectors of society, and in particular to the rights and aspirations 

of the persons concerned, in order to act with a sense of justice.  

5.9 Leadership – Ministers shall embrace and be inspired by these values in 

order to lead by example.” 

 

14. The standards against which actions of persons of trust are measured are 

established in the Code of Ethics for Persons of Trust. Two versions of this Code 

are of relevance to the Inquiry; the first version which was in force till March 

201916 applies to state action preceding, concomitant with and following the 

assassination; the second version which came into force from March 201917 

applies to state action following the assassination but which had already started 

prior to or concomitant with the assassination.  

 

15. The standards applicable pre-March 2019 and which are most relevant to this 

Inquiry are as follows: 

 

(1) “2. The public has a right to expect that public sector organisations and 

their employees are of the highest integrity and competence and serve all citizens 

fairly, reasonably, equitably and efficiently.” 

 

(2) “8. A conflict of interest may be defined as a situation in which a public 

employee has a private or personal interest sufficient to influence or appear to 

influence the objective exercise of his or her official duties.” 

 

(3) “9. Public employees shall avoid any financial or other interest or 

undertaking that could directly or indirectly compromise the performance of 

their duties.” 

 

 
16 https://standardscommissioner.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/Code-of-Ethics-POTs-pre-Mar-2019.pdf  
17 https://standardscommissioner.com/wp-content/uploads/Code-of-Ethics-POTs-current.pdf  

https://standardscommissioner.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/Code-of-Ethics-POTs-pre-Mar-2019.pdf
https://standardscommissioner.com/wp-content/uploads/Code-of-Ethics-POTs-current.pdf
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(4) “13. No public employee or any member of his household shall accept 

gifts or services such as might be deemed to create an obligation, real or 

imagined.” 

 

(5) “15. Public employees shall perform any duties associated with their 

positions diligently, impartially and conscientiously, to the best of their ability.” 

 

(6) “16. In the performance of their duties, public employees shall:  

(b) …  

(c) treat members of the public and other staff members with 

courtesy and sensitivity to their rights;  

(d) … 

(e) maintain adequate documentation to support any decisions made;  

(f) strive to obtain value for public money spent and avoid waste and 

extravagance in the use of public resources;  

(g) not take or seek to take improper advantage of any official 

information gained in the course of employment;  

(h) not wilfully supply incorrect or misleading information;  

(i) not indulge in favouritism or nepotism.” 

 

(7) “17. At all times the behaviour of a public employee shall be in such a 

way as not to discredit his or her position and not to reflect adversely on the 

public service.” 

 

(8) “19. Public employees shall not harass or discriminate in work practices 

on the ground of sex, marital status, pregnancy, age, race, colour, nationality, 

physical or intellectual impairment, sexual preference, or religious, political or 

other convictions/allegiances when dealing with their colleagues and members 

of the public.” 

 

(9) “30. It is of the greatest importance that public confidence in the 

impartiality of the public administration shall not be impaired in any way. 

Public employees need to ensure that their participation in political activities 

does not bring them into conflict with their primary duty to serve the 

Government of the day. This is important in order to maintain ministerial and 

public trust in the impartiality of the advice given, and actions taken, by public 

employees.” 

 

The State’s substantive obligation to protect Daphne Caruana 

Galizia from risk of harm  
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16. As indicated above, the first line of inquiry also places upon this Board of Public 

Inquiry the task and responsibility of determining whether any state entity “knew 

or ought to have known of, or caused, a real and immediate risk to Daphne 

Caruana Galizia’s life including from the criminal acts of a third party”.  

 

17. This means that the Board is not expected to identify whether there is evidence 

likely to place suspicion of criminal activity having occurred with the 

participation of state entities, that is to identify whether a state entity or person/s 

within a state entity are criminally responsible for the assassination. But the 

Board is expected to identify whether considering the information available at 

the time preceding and concomitant with the assassination there is evidence that 

a state entity or person/s within a state entity ought to have known that Daphne 

Caruana Galizia was at real and immediate risk of harm.     

 

18. This specific line of inquiry under this first term of reference is therefore a 

reflection of the State’s substantive obligation to protection Daphne Caruana 

Galizia from risk of harm as encompassed with the right to life enshrined in the 

European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental 

Freedoms18. The substantive obligation of States under article 2 of the European 

Convention is one which requires States not only to refrain from the intentional 

and unlawful taking of life but also to take appropriate steps to safeguard the 

lives of those within its jurisdiction.19  

 

19. This places upon the State a primary duty to secure the right to life by having in 

place effective criminal law provisions to deter the commission of offences 

against a person as well as enforcement mechanisms for the prevention, 

suppression and punishment of breaches of the law. The substantive obligation 

of States under article 2 also extends “in appropriate circumstances to a positive 

obligation on the authorities to take preventive operational measures to protect 

an individual whose life is at risk from the criminal acts of another individual.”20 

The State remains subject to the operational obligation for as long as the risk to 

life persists.  

 

 
18 Article 2, European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, as enshrined 

in ordinary legislation in Chapter 319 of the Laws of Malta, The European Convention Act 
19 See L.C.B. v. the United Kingdom, 9 June 1998, Paragraph 36, Reports 1998-III 
20 See Osman v. the United Kingdom, 28 October 1998, Paragraph 115, Reports 1998-VIII, also cited in 

Kontrova v. Slovakia, application number 7510/04, Paragraph 49, ECHR 2007, and as referred to in the Council 

of Europe’s Research Report on the Safety of Journalists, 

https://www.echr.coe.int/Documents/Research_report_safety_journalists_ENG.PDF  

https://www.echr.coe.int/Documents/Research_report_safety_journalists_ENG.PDF
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20. The State’s obligation to take operational measures to prevent that risk from 

materialising is based on circumstances that show that the authorities knew or 

ought to have known at the time of the existence of a real and immediate risk to 

the life of an identified individual from the criminal acts of a third party and that 

they failed to take measures within the scope of their powers which, judged 

reasonably, might have been expected to avoid that risk.21  

 

21. Whether the State owes the operational obligation is assessed by reference to the 

facts as they were or should have been known to the authorities at the time of the 

risk; subsequent evidence on whether operational measures would in fact have 

prevented the risk are not relevant in deciding whether, at the time of the risk, 

the State was required to meet the operational obligation.  

 

22. Where the operational obligation arises, the authorities must take such steps 

within the scope of their powers which, judged reasonably, might be expected to 

avoid the risk to life.22 The broad nature of this positive obligation has been 

confirmed by the Grand Chamber of the ECtHR: see Öneryildiz v. Turkey (2005) 

41 EHRR 20. 

 

23. Source of the Risk 

The risk to life that triggers the operational obligation on the State can emanate 

from either another private individual, a group of private individuals, or from a 

risk of self-harm.23 It also encompasses “accidents waiting to happen”, such as 

environmental disasters.24 

 

“Real and immediate risk” 

24. A “real” risk to life is one that is “a substantial or significant risk and not a 

remote or fanciful one”. It is not as high as a “likelihood or fairly high degree of 

risk”, a threshold for which there is no support in the Article 2 jurisprudence 

from Strasbourg.25 The family note that a risk of 5% - 20% has been held to be 

“real” for these purposes, for example. An “immediate” risk to life is one that is 

 
21 Kılıç v. Turkey, application no. 22492/93, Paragraph 63, ECHR 2000-III, Gongadze v. Ukraine, application 

no. 34056/02, ECHR 2005-XI, and Dink v. Turkey, application nos. 2668/07, 6102/08, 30079/08, 7072/09 and 

7124/09, Paragraph 65, 14 September 2010. 
22 See Osman v. UK (2000) 29 EHRR 245, [116], cited in multiple subsequent cases; and  as referred to in the 

Council of Europe’s Research Report on the Safety of Journalists, 

https://www.echr.coe.int/Documents/Research_report_safety_journalists_ENG.PDF.  
23 See e.g. Osman v UK (2000) 29 EHRR 245; Keenan v UK (2001) 33 EHRR 38, para 92; Renolde v France 

(2009) 48 EHRR 42. 
24 Öneryildiz v. Turkey (2005) 41 EHRR 20 
25 See the analysis of the UK Supreme Court in Rabone v Pennine Care NHS Foundation Trust [2012] 2 AC 72, 

[38] on this issue. 

https://protect-eu.mimecast.com/s/ON-9CBJMcv5Z4Hz_8-5
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“present and continuing”.26 It is not necessary for the risk to be apparent just 

before death.27  

 

Knowledge of Risk 

25. The operational duty is triggered not only where the State authorities know of 

the relevant risk, but also where they ought to know. Constructive knowledge 

suffices; actual knowledge is not required for the duty to apply. Stupidity, lack of 

imagination and inertia do not afford an excuse to a State authority which 

reasonably ought, in the light of what it knew or was told, to have made further 

inquiries or investigations. The authority is then to be treated as knowing what 

such further inquiries or investigations would have elicited.28  

 

26. It is not necessary that the failure to identify the risk to life should amount to 

gross negligence or wilful disregard for there to be a violation of the operational 

obligation.29 

 

Reasonable Steps to Protect 

27. It is of course recognised that the operational obligation does not amount to a 

requirement to prevent every possibility of violence and must be interpreted in a 

way which does not impose an impossible or disproportionate burden on the 

State.30 The steps that it is reasonable for the State authorities to take in 

responding to a risk depend on the circumstances of the case, including factors 

such as the ease or difficulty of taking precautions, and the resources available.31 

 

28. The operational obligation requires a graduated response which takes account of 

the nature and degree of the risk, so that a very high and specific risk will call for 

a heightened and different response compared to a more generalised threat.  

 

29. The operational obligation requires the authorities to think through the 

implications of the risk and decide what action, if any, should be taken.32 The 

ECtHR has identified specific actions and steps which should have been taken in 

cases involving real and immediate risk, which are highly fact- and context-

sensitive.  

 

 
26 Rabone v Pennine Care NHS Foundation Trust [2012] 2 AC 72, paras 39-40. 
27 Renolde v France (2008) 48 EHRR 969; and Rabone, ibid, para 40. 
28 See, for example, the UK case of Van Colle v Chief Constable of Hertfordshire [2009] 1 AC 225, para 34. 
29 Osman v UK (2000) 29 EHRR 245, para 116. 
30 Osman v UK (2000) 29 EHRR 245, para 116; Mastromatteo v Italy (App. No. 37703/97), para 68 
31 See the UK authorities of Re Officer L [2007] 1 WLR 2135, para 21; Rabone v Pennine Care NHS Trust 

[2012] 2 AC 72, para 43 
32 See the Northern Irish case of Re C's Application for Judicial Review [2012] NICA 47, para 73. 
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30. In the context of deaths of investigative journalists, the ECtHR has identified 

both specific failures (such as the failure to take particular protective measures), 

and actions and omissions by the State which has resulted in a culture of 

impunity in relation to the journalist (such as prosecuting the journalist for their 

work). 

 

31. In the case of Dink v. Turkey33, a Turkish journalist of Armenian origin, was 

murdered by an extreme nationalist. The Court found that the security forces 

could reasonably be considered to have been informed of the intense hostility 

towards the journalist in extreme nationalist circles. Furthermore, it seemed that 

two police departments and one gendarmerie department had been informed of 

the likelihood of an assassination attempt and even of the identity of the alleged 

instigators. Consequently, the threat of harm could be said to be real and 

imminent. The authorities had however failed to take any action or reasonable 

measures to prevent a real and immediate risk to the journalist’s life and the state 

was therefore in violation of Article 2.  

 

32. In Gongadze v. Ukraine34, the Court found that there had been a violation of 

Article 2 following the authorities’ failure to protect the life of Georgiy 

Gongadze. Moreover, the Court considered that during the investigation, the 

authorities were more preoccupied with proving the lack of involvement of high-

level state officials in the case, than discovering the truth about Gongadze’s 

disappearance and death. Accordingly, the Court found a violation of the 

procedural aspect of Article 2 concerning the failure to conduct an effective 

investigation into the case. The obligation of the State to effectively investigate 

an assassination takes on an additional obligation when that victim is an 

investigative journalist. In the case of Mazepa and Others v. Russia35: 

 

“The Court observes that the pivotal issue in the present case is the respondent 

State’s compliance with its obligation to carry out an effective investigation into 

the contract killing of an investigative journalist. The Court would 

reiterate that, in cases where the victim of a killing is a journalist, it is of utmost 

importance to check a possible connection of the crime to the journalist’s 

professional activity. In this connection, the Court would also refer to 

Recommendation CM/Rec (2016) 4 on the protection of journalism and safety of 

journalists and other media actors, in which the Committee of Ministers 

recommended in paragraph 19 that the conclusions of an investigation must be 

 
33 Dink v. Turkey, applications nos. 2668/07, 6102/08, 30079/08, 7072/09 and 7124/09, 14 September 2010. 
34 Gongadze v. Ukraine, application no. 34056/02, ECHR 2005-XI. 
35 Application no. 15086/07, European Court of Human Rights, Paragraph 73, 17 July 2018 
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based on a thorough, objective and impartial analysis of all the relevant 

elements, including the establishment of whether there is a connection between 

the threats and violence against journalists and other media actors and the 

exercise of journalistic activities or contributing in similar ways to public 

debate.” 

 

33. When considering whether adequate protective steps were taken, and the wider 

questions of whether Malta’s treatment of Daphne Caruana Galizia fostered a 

culture of impunity in relation to attacks upon her, international standards 

concerning safety of journalists are highly relevant. Relevant standards include 

the following. 

 

34. The Council of Europe Recommendation CM/Rec (2016) 4 of the Committee of 

Ministers to Member States on the Protection of Journalism and Safety of 

Journalists and Other Media Actors36 (“the CoE 2016 Recommendation”)37: It 

sounds the alarm, describing it as, “alarming and unacceptable that journalists 

and other media actors in Europe are increasingly being threatened, harassed, 

subjected to surveillance, intimidated, arbitrarily deprived of their liberty, 

physically attacked, tortured and even killed because of their investigative work, 

opinions or reporting, particularly when their work focuses on the misuse of 

power, corruption, human rights violations, criminal activities, terrorism and 

fundamentalism”38; highlights particular risks to women journalists39; and 

emphasises that these “abuses and crimes…  in practice are committed by both 

State and non-State actors, have a grave chilling effect on freedom of 

expression, as safeguarded by Article 10 of the European Convention on Human 

Rights (ETS No. 5, “the Convention”), including on the ability to access 

information, on the public watchdog role of journalists and other media actors 

and on open and vigorous public debate, all of which are essential in a 

democratic society. They are often met with insufficient efforts by relevant State 

authorities to bring the perpetrators to justice, which leads to a culture of 

impunity and can fuel further threats and violence, and undermine public trust in 

the rule of law.” The CoE 2016 Recommendation goes on to make specific, 

urgent recommendations to tackle these foreseeable and grave risks; 

 
36 Adopted by the Committee of Ministers on 13th April 2016. 
37 See also the earlier 2014 Declaration of the Committee of Ministers on the protection of journalism and safety 

of journalists and other media actors, adopted on 30th April 2014. 
38 Para 1. 
39 Para 2: “Female journalists and other female media actors face specific gender-related dangers, including 

sexist, misogynist and degrading abuse; threats; intimidation; harassment and sexual aggression and violence. 

These violations are increasingly taking place online. There is a need for urgent, resolute and systemic 

responses.” 
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35. The United Nations Plan of Action on the Safety of Journalists and the Issue of 

Impunity: see para. 1.6 which highlights the link between a culture of impunity 

and the protective obligation – “Promoting the safety of journalists and fighting 

impunity must not be constrained to after-the-fact action. Instead, it requires 

prevention mechanisms and actions to address some of the root causes of 

violence against journalists and of impunity. This implies the need to deal with 

issues such as corruption, organized crime and an effective framework for the 

rule of law in order to respond to negative elements. In addition, the existence of 

laws that curtail freedom of expression (e.g. overly restrictive defamation laws), 

must be addressed… The protection of journalists should adapt to the local 

realities affecting journalists. Journalists reporting on corruption and organized 

crime, for example, are increasingly targeted by organized crime groups and 

parallel powers.” 

 

36. The Joint Declaration on Media Independence and Diversity in the Digital Age, 

2nd May 2018, by the Special Rapporteurs/Representatives on Freedom of 

Expression from the United Nations, the Organization for Security and Co-

operation in Europe, the Organization of American States, and the African 

Commission on Human and Peoples’ Rights: see in particular the general 

principles, “States are under a positive obligation to create a general enabling 

environment for seeking, receiving and imparting information and ideas 

(freedom of expression), including through the following measures:… enabling a 

safe working environment for journalists” and the description of the obligation 

upon States in respect of media safety: “States are under a positive obligation to 

provide protection to journalists and others who are at risk of being attacked for 

exercising their right to freedom of expression, to launch effective investigations 

when such attacks do occur, so that those responsible may be held accountable, 

and to offer effective remedies to victims.” 

 

37. In the light of this obligation of the State, the Board is obliged by its terms of 

reference to enquire and determine whether the circumstances in which the 

assassination of Daphne Caruana Galizia was executed reasonably gave rise to 

the obligation of the State to have been aware that she was at risk of harm.  

 

Circumstances within which the assassination took place 

 

38. The circumstances in which the assassination of Daphne Caruana Galizia took 

place clearly indicate not only that it occurred at a time which was characterised 

by wrongful actions and omissions carried out by state entities or persons 
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appointed or elected to state entities, but also show that state entities ought to 

have known that she was at risk of harm. The assassination took place in 

circumstances which in summary were characterised by the following elements: 

 

Polarised Society 

 

39. The assassination of Daphne Caruana Galizia took place within a highly 

polarised and politically charged society, during an extensive period of anti-

Daphne political campaigning that dehumanised her and attacked her dignity as a 

person and demonised her work as a journalist40. On top of all this, her 

assassination took place at a time when those very same State entities which, 

under the Constitution and at law, are required to function for the benefit of and 

for the protection of all citizens alike, had fallen under state capture and were 

weakened by political rhetoric, political impunity and political influence.  

 

Challenged by Libel Proceedings 

 

40. Since 1994 Daphne Caruana Galizia was consistently besieged by libel 

proceedings instituted against her by Labour Party officials or persons closely 

connected therewith. However it was soon after the Labour Party came into 

government that the number of libel suits instituted against her increased 

drastically. At the time of her assassination she was defending 47 libel 

proceedings, of which 42 were civil suits for libel and 5 were criminal cases for 

defamation. At the time of her assassination the plaintiffs in these proceedings 

included the then Prime Minister Joseph Muscat, Minister Konrad Mizzi, 

Minister Chris Cardona, the Prime Minister’s Chief of Staff Keith Schembri, Sai 

Mizzi41, Lindsey Gambin42, Julia Farrugia43, Phyllis Muscat44, Joseph Gerada45 

and the leader of the Opposition Adrian Delia. In the months preceding her 

assassination the number of libel proceedings instituted against her increased 

dramatically from 18 to 47.   

 

41. On the 8 February 2017 then Minister Chris Cardona together with his EU 

Presidency Policy Officer Joseph Gerada presented four guarnishee orders 

 
40 See Dossier Threats and Harassment attached as Appendix A  
41 Wife of Minister Konrad Mizzi 
42 Minister Konrad Mizzi’s assistant 
43 Then Parliamentary Secretary for Reforms in the Office of the Prime Minister 
44 Known friend of Joseph Muscat and Keith Schembri, appointed head of 2015 Commonwealth Heads of 

Government Meeting task force, later appointed Chair of the Malta International Art Space (MICAS). 
45 EU Presidency Policy Officer to then Minister Chris Cardona  
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against Daphne Caruana Galizia together with their civil suits for libel46. This 

was the first time when a politician not only sued a journalist for libel but also 

sought the court’s order to freeze the financial assets of a journalist by presenting 

four precautionary warrants47. Her assassination therefore also took place amidst 

these several legal challenges that members of government and persons in public 

office had initiated against her. 

 

42. On the 31 May 2017 Daphne Caruana Galizia knew that the Prime Minister, his 

chief of staff, the Minister of Justice and the CEO of the state authority, Identity 

Malta, tasked with managing Malta’s citizenship scheme, were all involved with 

Christian Kalin of Henley and Partners in deciding to institute proceedings 

before the UK courts against her and other media with the aim of threatening 

them into silence by jeopardising their financial standing48. She had discovered 

this after having already been threatened by Henley and Partners49.  

 

43. Challenges to her journalism went as far as proceedings for defamation being 

instituted in Arizona by Ali Sadr, the owner and former chairman of Pilatus 

Bank, in his own name and on behalf of the bank, in which he sought 

compensation for ‘reputation and actual and prospective economic’ damage in 

the amount of USD40,000,00050. Caruana Galizia had not been served with the 

acts of these proceedings before her assassination.51  

 

Journalism work exposing corruption, allegations of money laundering and 

nepotism 

 

44. At the time of her assassination Daphne Caruana Galizia was a prominent 

investigative journalist who exposed corruption, abuse of power, injustice, 

nepotism, patronage, allegations of money laundering and unethical behaviour. 

She arduously investigated politically exposed persons and others closely 

connected with them, national projects and persons connected therewith as well 

as entities established in Malta or with connections to Malta.  

 
46 https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/02/economy-minister-policy-officer-plan-file-suits-garnishees-next-

week/  
47 Precautionary warrants were only before used once against Steve Mallia as editor-in-chief of Times of Malta 

and Ariadne Massa as head of news in July 2015 and this warrant was sought by the then MUMN nurses union. 

https://timesofmalta.com/articles/view/precautionary-warrants.639047  
48 https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/05/prime-minister-chief-staff-use-josephmuscat-com-addresses-deal-

secretly-henley-partners-chairman-addresses-keith-joseph-order/  
49 https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/05/email-christian-kalin-henley-partners-right-now/ and 

https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/05/no-wonder-henley-partners-broken-cold-sweat/  
50 https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/feb/02/daphne-caruana-galizia-was-being-sued-defamation-at-time-of-her-murder  
  
51 The plaintiffs withdrew the case on 17 October 2017, the day after Daphne Caruana Galizia was assassinated. 

https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/02/economy-minister-policy-officer-plan-file-suits-garnishees-next-week/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/02/economy-minister-policy-officer-plan-file-suits-garnishees-next-week/
https://timesofmalta.com/articles/view/precautionary-warrants.639047
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/05/prime-minister-chief-staff-use-josephmuscat-com-addresses-deal-secretly-henley-partners-chairman-addresses-keith-joseph-order/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/05/prime-minister-chief-staff-use-josephmuscat-com-addresses-deal-secretly-henley-partners-chairman-addresses-keith-joseph-order/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/05/email-christian-kalin-henley-partners-right-now/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/05/no-wonder-henley-partners-broken-cold-sweat/
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/feb/02/daphne-caruana-galizia-was-being-sued-defamation-at-time-of-her-murder
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45. Her work held politically exposed persons to account. Since February 2016, 

Daphne Caruana Galizia reported on the offshore structures owned by then 

Minister Konrad Mizzi and then OPM Chief of Staff Keith Schembri. The scope 

of her reporting on the related network of individuals and entities expanded 

following the publication of the Panama Papers in April 2016. 

 

46. On the 22 February 2017 she identified the company 17 Black52 as a company of 

interest posting photos of four politically exposed persons with the title “17 

Black – the name of a company incorporated in Dubai”53. A few months later, 

she identified this company as being linked to government officials within the 

Office of the Prime Minister54 and proceeded to expose connections between 

company structures set up by politically exposed persons, including then 

Minister Konrad Mizzi and Chief of Staff Keith Schembri. Her last post, 

published at 2.35pm on 16 October 2017, was about Keith Schembri, Konrad 

Mizzi and the owner of Egrant.55 

 

47. Her journalism exposed persons appointed to public office or within State 

entities on grounds of nepotism and apparent conflicts of interest. Amongst her 

publications one finds those related to the appointment of Silvio Valletta to the 

Financial Analysis Unit board when it was that same entity that was bound by 

law to investigate money laundering by politically exposed persons who sat in 

cabinet with Mr Valletta’s wife, Minister Justyne Caruana.56 Other publications 

about government’s nepotism include those related to the Environment Minister 

Jose Herrera57, Minister for Equality Helena Dalli58,  Minister Manuel Mallia59, 

Prime Minister Joseph Muscat60,  and Minister Chris Cardona61.  

 
52 Soon after the name 17 Black was published by Daphne Caruana Galizia on her Running Commentary, the 

company was renamed Wings Development Ltd. 
53 https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/02/17-black-name-company-incorporated-dubai/  
54 https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/05/17-black-financial-intelligence-analysis-unit-report/  
55 https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/10/crook-schembri-court-today-pleading-not-crook/  
56 https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/05/cabinet-members-husband-sits-financial-intelligence-analysis-unit-

board/  
57 https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/08/cabinet-ministers-husband-insults-critics-government-nepotism-

facebook/  and https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/08/95848/  
58 https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/08/mrs-patrick-dallis-definition-progress-cabinet-ministers-family-

put-state-payroll-nepotism/  and https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/01/minister-equality-practises-

cronyism-nepotism/  
59 https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/04/cabinet-minister-appoints-brothers-son-represent-government-

property-foundation/ and https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/03/gravy-train-news-grand-harbour-

regeneration-corporation-chairman-legal-services/  
60 https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2016/02/the-torrent-of-corrupt-nepotism-continues-robert-musumeci-put-

in-charge-of-the-lands-department/  and https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2015/11/it-pays-to-be-the-prime-

ministers-first-cousin-once-removed/  

https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/02/17-black-name-company-incorporated-dubai/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/05/17-black-financial-intelligence-analysis-unit-report/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/10/crook-schembri-court-today-pleading-not-crook/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/05/cabinet-members-husband-sits-financial-intelligence-analysis-unit-board/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/05/cabinet-members-husband-sits-financial-intelligence-analysis-unit-board/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/08/cabinet-ministers-husband-insults-critics-government-nepotism-facebook/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/08/cabinet-ministers-husband-insults-critics-government-nepotism-facebook/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/08/95848/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/08/mrs-patrick-dallis-definition-progress-cabinet-ministers-family-put-state-payroll-nepotism/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/08/mrs-patrick-dallis-definition-progress-cabinet-ministers-family-put-state-payroll-nepotism/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/01/minister-equality-practises-cronyism-nepotism/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/01/minister-equality-practises-cronyism-nepotism/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/04/cabinet-minister-appoints-brothers-son-represent-government-property-foundation/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/04/cabinet-minister-appoints-brothers-son-represent-government-property-foundation/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/03/gravy-train-news-grand-harbour-regeneration-corporation-chairman-legal-services/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/03/gravy-train-news-grand-harbour-regeneration-corporation-chairman-legal-services/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2016/02/the-torrent-of-corrupt-nepotism-continues-robert-musumeci-put-in-charge-of-the-lands-department/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2016/02/the-torrent-of-corrupt-nepotism-continues-robert-musumeci-put-in-charge-of-the-lands-department/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2015/11/it-pays-to-be-the-prime-ministers-first-cousin-once-removed/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2015/11/it-pays-to-be-the-prime-ministers-first-cousin-once-removed/
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48. Caruana Galizia also questioned the corrupt behaviour of non-political persons 

such as that found within the police force62 in articles published on Officer 

Zammit; within the Planning Authority with articles published on Johann 

Buttigieg63, within the Department of Inland Revenue with articles published on 

Ivan Portelli64 and within the Malta Gaming Authority led by Joe Cuschieri65. 

 

 

State Capture of Entities and Unempowered Institutions 

 

49. Daphne Caruana Galizia’s investigative work for at least a year prior to her 

brutal assassination focused on corruption, abuse of power and money 

laundering. This included the publication on her Running Commentary of 

information related to the Panama Papers as well as her publications of 

information related to Pilatus Bank, 17 Black, Egrant, Hearnville Inc, Tillgate 

Inc and other entities.  

 

50. Her work in this regard did not stop at publishing the outcome of her 

investigative effort on these matters but also concerned the inaction, lack of 

initiative and state capture of institutions whose role at law was that of 

investigating such crime.  

 

51. She published extensively about Pilatus Bank66 exposing it as being a vehicle for 

money laundering raising the alarm on the licencing of this bank as well as on 

politically exposed persons who used the bank and questioning the role of 

 
61 https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2015/06/more-nepotism-at-chris-cardonas-ministry/ and 

https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2015/06/a-government-of-irresponsible-bums-turning-malta-into-their-

corrupt-fiefdom/  
62 https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2015/06/corrupt-police-officer-in-business-with-hugo-chetcuti-owns-

shares-in-steam-nude-club-operator/  
63 https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2016/08/impossible-believe-planning-authority-chairman-johann-buttigieg-

says-no-conflicts-interest-matter-hotelier-adrian-buttigieg/ and 

https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/03/planning-authority-executive-chairman-silvio-debonos-wedding-

anniversary-party/ and https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2013/08/auditor-demands-that-disciplinary-measures-

be-taken-against-mepa-official-johann-buttigieg-instead-hes-made-mepa-ceo/ and 

https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2013/06/email-sent-to-employes-of-the-malta-environment-and-planning-

authority-today/ and https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2013/04/so-are-they-now-having-poachers-turn-

gamekeepers/ and https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2013/04/mepa-taghna-lkoll/  
64 https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/03/taxmans-penthouse-no-official-record-property-transfer-portelli-

says-no-comment/  
65 https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2015/07/so-the-stringent-procedures-are-not-really-that-stringent/ and 

https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2015/05/taghna-lkoll-news-joe-cuschieri-and-paul-fenech-at-the-lotteries-and-

gaming-authority/ and https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2013/11/friends-with-benefits-an-update/  
66 https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/04/us400000-loan-payment-michelle-muscat-jewellery-business-

partner-sister-pilatus-bank-owner/  

https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2015/06/more-nepotism-at-chris-cardonas-ministry/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2015/06/a-government-of-irresponsible-bums-turning-malta-into-their-corrupt-fiefdom/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2015/06/a-government-of-irresponsible-bums-turning-malta-into-their-corrupt-fiefdom/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2015/06/corrupt-police-officer-in-business-with-hugo-chetcuti-owns-shares-in-steam-nude-club-operator/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2015/06/corrupt-police-officer-in-business-with-hugo-chetcuti-owns-shares-in-steam-nude-club-operator/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2016/08/impossible-believe-planning-authority-chairman-johann-buttigieg-says-no-conflicts-interest-matter-hotelier-adrian-buttigieg/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2016/08/impossible-believe-planning-authority-chairman-johann-buttigieg-says-no-conflicts-interest-matter-hotelier-adrian-buttigieg/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/03/planning-authority-executive-chairman-silvio-debonos-wedding-anniversary-party/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/03/planning-authority-executive-chairman-silvio-debonos-wedding-anniversary-party/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2013/08/auditor-demands-that-disciplinary-measures-be-taken-against-mepa-official-johann-buttigieg-instead-hes-made-mepa-ceo/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2013/08/auditor-demands-that-disciplinary-measures-be-taken-against-mepa-official-johann-buttigieg-instead-hes-made-mepa-ceo/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2013/06/email-sent-to-employes-of-the-malta-environment-and-planning-authority-today/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2013/06/email-sent-to-employes-of-the-malta-environment-and-planning-authority-today/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2013/04/so-are-they-now-having-poachers-turn-gamekeepers/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2013/04/so-are-they-now-having-poachers-turn-gamekeepers/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2013/04/mepa-taghna-lkoll/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/03/taxmans-penthouse-no-official-record-property-transfer-portelli-says-no-comment/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/03/taxmans-penthouse-no-official-record-property-transfer-portelli-says-no-comment/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2015/07/so-the-stringent-procedures-are-not-really-that-stringent/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2015/05/taghna-lkoll-news-joe-cuschieri-and-paul-fenech-at-the-lotteries-and-gaming-authority/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2015/05/taghna-lkoll-news-joe-cuschieri-and-paul-fenech-at-the-lotteries-and-gaming-authority/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2013/11/friends-with-benefits-an-update/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/04/us400000-loan-payment-michelle-muscat-jewellery-business-partner-sister-pilatus-bank-owner/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/04/us400000-loan-payment-michelle-muscat-jewellery-business-partner-sister-pilatus-bank-owner/
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regulators in this regard67. Daphne Caruana Galizia questioned the lack of action 

by the police on money laundering and corruption68 often taking to task Police 

Commissioner Lawrence Cutajar69, Deputy Police Commissioner Silvio 

Valletta70 and Assistant Police Commissioner Ian Abdilla71. Her publications 

held to account each one of the five or more police commissioners, and acting 

police commissioner, appointed in the months leading to her assassination 

exposing nepotism and breach of rules even within the police force72. 

 

52. She questioned the lack of police investigation and prosecutions following 

reports prepared by the Financial Intelligence Analysis Unit (FIAU)73 and 

criticised the government for leaving the FIAU for at least seven months without 

a Director following Mr Galdes’ resignation74. Daphne Caruana Galizia 

 
67 https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/09/pilatus-bank-erasure-truth/ and 

https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/09/claim-reports-pilatus-bank-lies-allegations/ and 

https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/06/breakingmalta-financial-services-authority-banking-inspectors-

refuse-carry-inspection-pilatus-bank-one-inspector-resigns/ and 

https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/05/malta-financial-services-authoritys-banking-unit-summoned-en-

masse-magistrate-consuelo-herrera/ and https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/05/pilatus-bank-slips-reveals-

documents-come-offices/ and https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/05/pilatus-banks-chief-operating-officer-

looking-new-job-away-malta/  
68 https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/04/police-commissioner-eats-rabbit-mates-mgarr-bank-chairman-

removes-bags-documents-pilatus-bank/ and https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/05/police-economic-crimes-

unit-boss-sat-fiau-reports-part-magisterial-inquiry/ and https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/05/memory-box-

police-commissioner-admires-prime-ministers-testicles/ and https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/06/keith-

schembris-protective-puppets/  
69 https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/01/former-police-commissioner-jailed-murder-man-interrogation-

current-police-commissioners-guest-christmas-party-police-hq-officers-mess/  
70 https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/05/cabinet-members-husband-sits-financial-intelligence-analysis-unit-

board/  
71 https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/05/police-economic-crimes-unit-boss-sat-fiau-reports-part-

magisterial-inquiry/ and https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/05/guest-post-institutions-fail-country-fails/  
72 https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2016/04/commissioner-police-resigned/ and 

https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2016/04/commissioner-police-set-resign/ and 

https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2016/04/former-police-commissioner-centre-major-controversy-releases-

statement-facebook/ and https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2015/07/peter-paul-zammit-kept-the-salary-but-not-

the-responsibility/ and https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2015/06/more-news-zammit-brothers-moved-to-police-

money-laundering-unit-post-2013-general-election/ and https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2015/06/corrupt-

zammit-police-officers-rewarded-for-leaving-the-force/ and https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2015/06/deputy-

police-commissioner-two-economic-crimes-unit-police-inspectors-in-business-with-joe-gaffarena-and-

gynaecologist-george-buttigieg/ and https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2015/06/boarded-out-police-inspector-is-

son-of-assistant-commissioner-ray-ok-siehbi-zammit/ and https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2015/05/ex-police-

commissioner-is-now-defence-counsel-to-man-against-whom-he-dropped-charges/ and 

https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2015/05/its-not-about-paying-the-price-its-about-not-being-fit-for-public-

office/ and https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2015/05/corruption-update-police-commissioner-instructed-

officers-not-to-issue-charges-against-his-former-client/ and https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2014/07/peter-

paul-zammit-hell-be-kept-on-the-state-payroll-as-coordinator-of-security-for-national-events/ and 

https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2014/07/mhux-fl-interess-tal-poplu-is-back-they-wont-say-why-the-

commissioner-of-police-travelled-by-private-jet-because-of-national-security/ and 

https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/07/police-go-small-fry-protecting-gangland-sharks-auberge-de-castille/  
73 https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2016/08/breaking-financial-intelligence-analysis-unit-chief-resigns/  and 

https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2016/08/government-responds-fiau-resignation-story-massive-non-sequitur/  
74 https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/01/financial-intelligence-analysis-unit-no-director-seven-months/  

https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/09/pilatus-bank-erasure-truth/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/09/claim-reports-pilatus-bank-lies-allegations/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/06/breakingmalta-financial-services-authority-banking-inspectors-refuse-carry-inspection-pilatus-bank-one-inspector-resigns/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/06/breakingmalta-financial-services-authority-banking-inspectors-refuse-carry-inspection-pilatus-bank-one-inspector-resigns/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/05/malta-financial-services-authoritys-banking-unit-summoned-en-masse-magistrate-consuelo-herrera/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/05/malta-financial-services-authoritys-banking-unit-summoned-en-masse-magistrate-consuelo-herrera/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/05/pilatus-bank-slips-reveals-documents-come-offices/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/05/pilatus-bank-slips-reveals-documents-come-offices/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/05/pilatus-banks-chief-operating-officer-looking-new-job-away-malta/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/05/pilatus-banks-chief-operating-officer-looking-new-job-away-malta/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/04/police-commissioner-eats-rabbit-mates-mgarr-bank-chairman-removes-bags-documents-pilatus-bank/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/04/police-commissioner-eats-rabbit-mates-mgarr-bank-chairman-removes-bags-documents-pilatus-bank/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/05/police-economic-crimes-unit-boss-sat-fiau-reports-part-magisterial-inquiry/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/05/police-economic-crimes-unit-boss-sat-fiau-reports-part-magisterial-inquiry/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/05/memory-box-police-commissioner-admires-prime-ministers-testicles/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/05/memory-box-police-commissioner-admires-prime-ministers-testicles/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/06/keith-schembris-protective-puppets/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/06/keith-schembris-protective-puppets/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/01/former-police-commissioner-jailed-murder-man-interrogation-current-police-commissioners-guest-christmas-party-police-hq-officers-mess/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/01/former-police-commissioner-jailed-murder-man-interrogation-current-police-commissioners-guest-christmas-party-police-hq-officers-mess/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/05/cabinet-members-husband-sits-financial-intelligence-analysis-unit-board/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/05/cabinet-members-husband-sits-financial-intelligence-analysis-unit-board/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/05/police-economic-crimes-unit-boss-sat-fiau-reports-part-magisterial-inquiry/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/05/police-economic-crimes-unit-boss-sat-fiau-reports-part-magisterial-inquiry/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/05/guest-post-institutions-fail-country-fails/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2016/04/commissioner-police-resigned/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2016/04/commissioner-police-set-resign/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2016/04/former-police-commissioner-centre-major-controversy-releases-statement-facebook/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2016/04/former-police-commissioner-centre-major-controversy-releases-statement-facebook/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2015/07/peter-paul-zammit-kept-the-salary-but-not-the-responsibility/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2015/07/peter-paul-zammit-kept-the-salary-but-not-the-responsibility/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2015/06/more-news-zammit-brothers-moved-to-police-money-laundering-unit-post-2013-general-election/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2015/06/more-news-zammit-brothers-moved-to-police-money-laundering-unit-post-2013-general-election/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2015/06/corrupt-zammit-police-officers-rewarded-for-leaving-the-force/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2015/06/corrupt-zammit-police-officers-rewarded-for-leaving-the-force/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2015/06/deputy-police-commissioner-two-economic-crimes-unit-police-inspectors-in-business-with-joe-gaffarena-and-gynaecologist-george-buttigieg/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2015/06/deputy-police-commissioner-two-economic-crimes-unit-police-inspectors-in-business-with-joe-gaffarena-and-gynaecologist-george-buttigieg/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2015/06/deputy-police-commissioner-two-economic-crimes-unit-police-inspectors-in-business-with-joe-gaffarena-and-gynaecologist-george-buttigieg/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2015/06/boarded-out-police-inspector-is-son-of-assistant-commissioner-ray-ok-siehbi-zammit/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2015/06/boarded-out-police-inspector-is-son-of-assistant-commissioner-ray-ok-siehbi-zammit/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2015/05/ex-police-commissioner-is-now-defence-counsel-to-man-against-whom-he-dropped-charges/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2015/05/ex-police-commissioner-is-now-defence-counsel-to-man-against-whom-he-dropped-charges/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2015/05/its-not-about-paying-the-price-its-about-not-being-fit-for-public-office/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2015/05/its-not-about-paying-the-price-its-about-not-being-fit-for-public-office/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2015/05/corruption-update-police-commissioner-instructed-officers-not-to-issue-charges-against-his-former-client/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2015/05/corruption-update-police-commissioner-instructed-officers-not-to-issue-charges-against-his-former-client/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2014/07/peter-paul-zammit-hell-be-kept-on-the-state-payroll-as-coordinator-of-security-for-national-events/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2014/07/peter-paul-zammit-hell-be-kept-on-the-state-payroll-as-coordinator-of-security-for-national-events/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2014/07/mhux-fl-interess-tal-poplu-is-back-they-wont-say-why-the-commissioner-of-police-travelled-by-private-jet-because-of-national-security/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2014/07/mhux-fl-interess-tal-poplu-is-back-they-wont-say-why-the-commissioner-of-police-travelled-by-private-jet-because-of-national-security/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/07/police-go-small-fry-protecting-gangland-sharks-auberge-de-castille/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2016/08/breaking-financial-intelligence-analysis-unit-chief-resigns/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2016/08/government-responds-fiau-resignation-story-massive-non-sequitur/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/01/financial-intelligence-analysis-unit-no-director-seven-months/
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published three reports prepared by the Financial Intelligence Analysis Unit, 

piling pressure on government for screening Keith Schembri, Brian Tonna and 

Pilatus Bank from accountabilty, while criticising the police for their inaction75. 

The FIAU reports published by Daphne Caruana Galizia on 26 May 2017 

referred to Pilatus Bank, illicit payments Keith Schembri made to Adrian 

Hillman and kickbacks on the sale of Maltese citizenship from Brian Tonna to 

Keith Schembri76. 

 

53. Caruana Galizia also questioned the role of the then Attorney General Dr Peter 

Grech in initiating the process of prosecution against persons identified by the 

FIAU as money laundering suspects77. She also questioned the performance of 

his duties when the Attorney General changed its opinion in relation to the 

investigation into John Dalli78.  

 

54. Her work held persons to public account for alleged offences who, even now, 

five years after she first exposed them and almost four years after her 

assassination, have either yet to be properly investigated or prosecuted. There are 

indeed magisterial inquiries and police investigations still pending against 

several of these persons, but not yet any prosecutions. Only five years after she 

first broke the news, and four years after her assassination, was one of her stories 

involving Nexia BT, Keith Schembri, Brian Tonna, Karl Cini, Malcolm Scerri, 

Adrian Hillman, and Matthew Pace’s financial services company, MFSP (later 

renamed Zenith)  brought to court79 (Adrian Hillman has not yet been extradited 

to face prosecution). This exemplifies how her assassination took place in 

circumstances which lacked any initiative by State entities to efficiently and 

effectively investigate information which she brought to the public’s attention.  

 

55. The revelations from the Panama Papers published by Daphne Caruana Galizia 

have not only not brought about any prosecutions today nearly four years after 

her assassination, but the start of these investigations had to be initiated at the 

request of the then Leader of the Opposition, Dr Simon Busuttil80. State entities 

such as the Attorney General’s Office and the police failed to take the initiative 

 
75 https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/05/read-three-financial-intelligence-analysis-unit-reports/  
76 https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/05/read-three-financial-intelligence-analysis-unit-reports/  
77 https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/02/attorney-general-not-commissioner-police-gives-go-ahead-

prosecution-serious-crimes/  
78 https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2013/09/so-is-the-attorney-general-one-of-lifes-survivors-or-what/  
79 https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/02/scandal-torn-nexia-bt-applies-malta-stock-exchange-approval-

corporate-adviser/  
80 https://timesofmalta.com/articles/view/inquiries-saga-far-from-over-a-guide-through-the-maze.685247 and 

https://www.maltatoday.com.mt/news/court_and_police/94660/magistrate_rules_in_favour_of_panama_papers_

inquiry#.YJxNrLUzaUk  

https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/05/read-three-financial-intelligence-analysis-unit-reports/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/05/read-three-financial-intelligence-analysis-unit-reports/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/02/attorney-general-not-commissioner-police-gives-go-ahead-prosecution-serious-crimes/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/02/attorney-general-not-commissioner-police-gives-go-ahead-prosecution-serious-crimes/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2013/09/so-is-the-attorney-general-one-of-lifes-survivors-or-what/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/02/scandal-torn-nexia-bt-applies-malta-stock-exchange-approval-corporate-adviser/
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/02/scandal-torn-nexia-bt-applies-malta-stock-exchange-approval-corporate-adviser/
https://timesofmalta.com/articles/view/inquiries-saga-far-from-over-a-guide-through-the-maze.685247
https://www.maltatoday.com.mt/news/court_and_police/94660/magistrate_rules_in_favour_of_panama_papers_inquiry#.YJxNrLUzaUk
https://www.maltatoday.com.mt/news/court_and_police/94660/magistrate_rules_in_favour_of_panama_papers_inquiry#.YJxNrLUzaUk
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to start any such investigations, while the Office of the Prime Minister rubbished 

Daphne Caruana Galizia’s revelations as untruths. 

 

Impunity for violent attacks carried out against Daphne Caruana Galizia 

 

56. As her family and friends testified before this Public Inquiry in the years leading 

to her assassination Daphne Caruana Galizia was continuously harassed, insulted 

and threatened by persons whom she did not know but who perceived her as the 

‘witch’ she was painted out by government to be. Only one of these public 

incidents led to the prosecution of the perpetrators, this being the mob attack led 

by Ignatius Farrugia81. However, Farrugia, the principal perpetrator, was able to 

escape the consequences of his actions due to a procedural error.  

 

57. None of the attacks on her family home were followed by effective police 

investigations that could lead to prosecution. Daphne Caruana Galizia had 

experienced an arson attack on her home in 1995, the killing of the family dog, 

another arson attack in 2006 and threatening graffiti sprayed on a wall near her 

family home.  None of the perpetrators were ever identified or brought to justice, 

leaving Caruana Galizia effectively exposed to violent attacks with impunity.  

 

58. Information on these circumstances was in the public domain and easily 

accessible. The thousands of readers of Daphne Caruana Galizia’s Running 

Commentary were aware of these circumstances, the Office of the Prime 

Minister and persons connected therewith were aware of these circumstances82, 

the Chief of Staff to the Prime Minister who was also the Labour Party’s 

campaign manager for the 2013 and 2017 general election campaigns was aware 

of these circumstances83, the media outlet of the Labour Party, One media was 

aware of this84, and the employee within the Office of the Prime Minister, who 

was also an electoral candidate and is now a member of parliament, knew of 

these circumstances to the extent that he was allowed to run a blog specifically 

to undermine her Running Commentary while he was employed within that 

Office85. 

 

 
81 See page 5, Threats and Harassment Dossier, Annex A 
82 See testimony Kurt Farrugia on how government viewed Daphne Caruana Galizia as the main challenge to 

government  
83 In fact he testified that it was precisely the knowledge that Daphne Caruana Galizia was a recognised 

challenge to the government that he authorised the use of political billboard targeting her. See testimony Keith 

Schembri.   
84 See testimony of Glen Bedingfield on the satirical programme on One media which portrayed Daphne 

Caruana Galizia as a witch.  
85 See testimony of Glen Bedingfield, Kurt Farrugia, Joseph Muscat on GB’s blog  
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59. These were, in summary, the circumstances under which the assassination of 

Daphne Caruana Galizia took place. These are circumstances that were known at 

the time prior to her assassination. Evidence provided before this Board of 

Public Inquiry does not only confirm these circumstances but proves wrongful 

actions and omissions by state entities which facilitated her assassination, and 

sufficient proof that state entities ought to have known that Caruana Galizia was 

at risk of harm but did nothing to protect her from such harm. On the contrary, it 

was state entities or representatives of those state entities which derided her, 

harassed her, dehumanized her and sought to eliminate her as a public influence.  

 

Analysis of Evidence to show State Responsibility 

 

60. The analysis being presented here is not of each and every testimony given 

before the Board. The Caruana Galizia family is aware that the Board is 

cognisant of all the testimony given before it, and this analysis is only of some 

parts which are significant in considering State responsibility under the first term 

of reference.  

 

Failure to shoulder political responsibility  

 

61. Daphne Caruana Galizia’s journalism exposed corruption, abuse of power, 

nepotism, money laundering and a barrage of examples of unethical conduct by 

persons appointed to or elected to public office and within state entities. No one 

shouldered political responsibility for the facts which she investigated and 

published. She was assassinated on 16 October 2017, within months of the 

government being confirmed in a general election planned to be held earlier than 

its due date for reasons that have yet to be fully explained. 

 

62. Through her Panama Papers reporting Daphne Caruana Galizia exposed the links 

between a Maltese minister, chief of staff to the Prime Minister and other 

persons connected with the government with financial set ups structured for 

secrecy using nominees and established in jurisdictions shrouded in secrecy, 

indicating their use was for politically exposed persons to receive kickbacks and 

launder money. She exposed corruption in major public contracts managed and 

administered by the same minister and chief of staff, with most of her corruption 

and money laundering investigative work bringing together Joseph Muscat, 

Keith Schembri and Konrad Mizzi. Her work also brought to light the 

participation of others who she described as facilitators of corruption and money 

laundering, including persons who testified before this Board, such as Joseph 

Cuschieri, Johann Buttigieg, Brian Tonna and Karl Cini.  
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63. Yet, despite her continuous work in this regard, the then Prime Minister Joseph 

Muscat, his office and the Labour Party, rather than shouldering political 

responsibility, consciously chose to discredit her, to dismiss her publications as 

untruths, and to continue plodding ahead in the mire of maladministration and 

wrongful actions and omissions which were legally dubious, clearly against the 

ethical rules referred to above, and clearly contrary to the principles of 

democracy enshrined in Malta’s Constitution, creating a sense of impunity for 

the perpetrators and for those who were within their network. 

 

64. The refusal to shoulder political responsibility, to call a spade a spade, lasted for 

another two years after Daphne Caruana Galizia’s assassination. It was only 

towards the end of November 2019 that Keith Schembri resigned from the office 

of Chief of Staff to the Prime Minister. It was only on that same date of 26 

November 2019 that Konrad Mizzi resigned from his role as Minister. Joseph 

Muscat only stepped down from his role as Prime Minister on 13 January 2020 

after having made his intention public on the 1 December 2019 when faced with 

vociferous street protests calling for his resignation.  

 

65. Political responsibility was only shouldered at least two years after Caruana 

Galizia’s assassination, and at least three and half years after the release of the 

Panama Papers leak, and several years after Caruana Galizia’s publications on 

government corruption and abuse outside the Panama Papers leak. 

 

66. The testimony of Joseph Muscat, Keith Schembri, and Kurt Farrugia clearly 

shows a decision taken at government level to refrain from shouldering political 

responsibility and to shroud that wrongful omission in a campaign of hatred 

against Daphne Caruana Galizia with the purpose of undermining her credibility 

and bringing about distrust in her investigative work, declaring it to be fallacious 

and stirring partisan polarized hatred towards her.86  

 

67. Muscat clearly states that, when the information on the Panama Papers was 

published, he believed Keith Schembri and Konrad Mizzi and chose to retain 

them in their positions, one as Minister and one as his own chief of staff, both 

selected by himself to occupy such offices. Muscat says he believed them 

because Schembri needed a service the Maltese banks were not willing to offer, 

and Mizzi had an international family and so required an international corporate 

 
86 Konrad Mizzi chose not to reply to questions put to him in his testimony of 27 November 2020 
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structure. He also says that he believed them because he saw the campaign based 

on information from the Panama Papers as an attack on himself.  

 

68. Muscat declares this in the following words: 

“Emminthom anke f’kuntest iehor u hawnhekk fil-fehma tieghi hija l-punt 

principali, illi kif harget il-kwistjoni tal-Panama Papers bdiet kampanja assidwa 

li kienet tinkludi billboards fit-toroq fejn kien hemm wicc Keith Schembri, wicc 

Konrad Mizzi u cut out tat-tielet persuna. Tiftakruhom nimmagina.  Dan it-tielet 

persuna, min hu t-tielet persuna? U kien car, kien car. Jien ma twilidx il-bierah. 

Kien car li n-narrativa kienet: dik ta’ Joseph Muscat.  U jien kont naf li qatt ma 

kelli kumpaniji barra.”87 

 

69. It is also significant that, in his testimony, Muscat states that he was wrong in 

asking Manuel Mallia and Michael Falzon to shoulder political responsibility88. 

Mallia shouldered political responsibility for a shooting incident in relation to 

which an inquiry composed of three judges found that there was an attempt to 

cover up the incident89. This took place on 8 December 2014. Michael Falzon 

shouldered political responsibility for a property expropriation deal which was 

found by the Auditor General to be irregular and for which Muscat himself 

promised to start proceedings against Gaffarena to annul the deal90. This took 

place on 20 January 2016.  

 

70. The Panama Papers were published worldwide on 3 April 2016. Following this, 

government seemed to have a change of heart on who should shoulder political 

responsibility and when to do so. Immediately after referring to the Mallia and 

Falzon incidents and after declaring that he considers his actions to have been 

mistakes, Muscat refers to allegations of corruption within the Ministry of 

Education run by Minister Evarist Bartolo91. In this regard, Muscat declared, 

“Jien l-ewwel nistenna l-kors tal-gustizzja’. And he continued, “Bl-istess mod 

 
87 Page 17, Joseph Muscat, 4 December 2020 
88 Page 19, Joseph Muscat, 4 December 2020, “Nixtieq nghid ukoll Sur Imhallef li jien dejjem uzajt l-istess 
kejl ma kullhadd. Kien hemm kazijiet ohra ta’ Ministri li kellhom akkuzi fil-konfront taghhom u f’kull 
kaz jien agixxejt wara li kien hemm investigazzjoni.  Kien hemm il-kaz ta’ Dr. Manuel Mallia. Kien 
hemm il-kaz tal-Ministru Michael Falzon. Illum hand on heart with the benefit of hindsight, nahseb li 
zbaljajt fil-kaz tat-tnejn li huma. Nahseb li hemmhekk zbaljajt fil-kaz tat-tnejn li huma.” 
89 https://timesofmalta.com/articles/view/muscat-asks-manuel-mallia-to-resign-acting-commissioner-

removed.547479  
90 https://timesofmalta.com/articles/view/michael-falzon-resigns-deborah-schembri-to-succeed-him.599502  
91 

https://www.maltatoday.com.mt/news/national/72261/fts_tenderer_flagged_bartolo_aide_in_2015#.YJ2TUbUz

aUl and 

https://www.maltatoday.com.mt/news/court_and_police/92731/minister_evarist_bartolo_testifies_in_former_ca

nvassers_bribery_case_#.YJ2TbrUzaUm  

https://timesofmalta.com/articles/view/muscat-asks-manuel-mallia-to-resign-acting-commissioner-removed.547479
https://timesofmalta.com/articles/view/muscat-asks-manuel-mallia-to-resign-acting-commissioner-removed.547479
https://timesofmalta.com/articles/view/michael-falzon-resigns-deborah-schembri-to-succeed-him.599502
https://www.maltatoday.com.mt/news/national/72261/fts_tenderer_flagged_bartolo_aide_in_2015#.YJ2TUbUzaUl
https://www.maltatoday.com.mt/news/national/72261/fts_tenderer_flagged_bartolo_aide_in_2015#.YJ2TUbUzaUl
https://www.maltatoday.com.mt/news/court_and_police/92731/minister_evarist_bartolo_testifies_in_former_canvassers_bribery_case_#.YJ2TbrUzaUm
https://www.maltatoday.com.mt/news/court_and_police/92731/minister_evarist_bartolo_testifies_in_former_canvassers_bribery_case_#.YJ2TbrUzaUm
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huwa marbut mal-Panama Papers u ma din il-mistoqsija li staqsejt inti.”92 This 

of itself shows a change in attitude in the Prime Minister’s manner of seeking to 

address allegations of corruption and wrongdoing by members of his 

government. It seems to be explained only by an inclination to shoulder political 

responsibility only when it becomes inevitable due to a court finding the 

politically exposed person guilty. 

 

71. It is also notable that Joseph Muscat recognises that he was fully responsible for 

his Chief of Staff’s actions. He states:  

 

“Ovvjament kelli t-team tieghi. Jigifieri c-Chief of Staff tieghi, jien m’inhiex 

wiehed minn dawk li nobzoq in-nies Sinjuri Imhallfin. M’inhiex persuna ghaliex 

illum tfuh noqghod nghannqek  u ghax ghada tinten ma rridx immiss mieghek u 

ma rridx inhares lejk. Jien ma nobzoqx nies.  Ic-Chief of Staff tieghi parti 

ntegrali mill-mod ta’ kif jahdem il-Gvern.  Ma vvintajtux jien ir-rwol tac-Chief 

of Staff.”93 … “It- team li kelli jien mieghi ta’ nies li m’humiex Ministri imma 

nies li jkunu fis-segretarjat tieghi, ewlieni foshom Keith Schembri kellu dik id-

driving force.  Issa din kienet taghtih l-arja? Issa ggudikaw intom.” 

 

72. Also of significance is the treatment that was reserved for Konrad Mizzi in 

relation to the revelations in his regard from the Panama Papers and by Daphne 

Caruana Galizia. Although the actions of Konrad Mizzi were very similar to 

those adduced to Keith Schembri, Muscat boasts that, in relation to Mizzi he did 

take action and removed him from his ministerial post94. While no action at all 

was taken in relation to Keith Schembri, on a number of occasions the Board 

noted that even when Konrad Mizzi no longer enjoyed the title of Minister of 

Health and Energy, he still held the role of Minister within the Office of the 

Prime Minister responsible for special projects95.  

 

73. It is of tremendous significance to this Inquiry that, even three years after 

Daphne Caruana Galizia’s assassination, more than four years after the Panama 

Papers were published, and even a year after Konrad Mizzi was removed from 

the Labour Party’s parliamentary group, Joseph Muscat continues to claim that 

he shouldered political responsibility when he changed Mizzi’s title in a way 

which took Mizzi into the Office of the Prime Minister with continuing authority 

over the same projects. Moreover, one of the last things that Muscat did before 

 
92 Page 19 and 20, Joseph Muscat, 4 December 2020 
93 Page 26 and 27, Joseph Muscat, 4 December 2020 
94 Page 41, Joseph Muscat, 4 December 2020 
95 https://www.independent.com.mt/articles/2016-04-28/local-news/Konrad-Mizzi-removed-from-energy-

health-portfolio-to-remain-minister-under-PM-6736157042  

https://www.independent.com.mt/articles/2016-04-28/local-news/Konrad-Mizzi-removed-from-energy-health-portfolio-to-remain-minister-under-PM-6736157042
https://www.independent.com.mt/articles/2016-04-28/local-news/Konrad-Mizzi-removed-from-energy-health-portfolio-to-remain-minister-under-PM-6736157042
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stepping down from office was order the Malta Tourism Authority to give 

Konrad Mizzi a significant consultancy contract96, an instruction carried out by 

the CEO of the authority, Johann Buttigieg. 

 

74. Also relevant to this consideration of the issue of wrongful state omissions is the 

fact that political responsibility was not even shouldered when three magisterial 

inquiries were initiated by the then Leader of the Opposition, Simon Busuttil. 

These magisterial inquiries concerned passport sale kickbacks in which Keith 

Schembri and Brian Tonna were involved, another inquiry related to kickbacks 

between Keith Schembri and Adrian Hilman, and a third inquiry over allegations 

of money laundering in relation to Konrad Mizzi and Keith Schembri. These 

three magisterial inquiries were started between 25 April and 14 July 2017. 

Daphne Caruana Galizia published three FIAU reports on the 26 May 2017 on 

the very same subject of these magisterial inquiries. Yet still no political 

responsibility was shouldered and those involved were retained in public office 

with impunity.   

 

75. Keith Schembri’s own testimony is also important to understand the decisions, 

actions and omissions carried out in the office of the Prime Minister. Schembri 

states that, in February 2017, when Daphne Caruana Galizia first uploaded a post 

on 17 Black, he already knew the identity of the company owner. He declares 

that, however, he had not told the Prime Minister who owned 17 Black.97 The 

reaction to Schembri’s statement of the members of the Board is significant and 

is being reproduced below. 

 

“Dr. J. Azzopardi: Ma staqsiekx u ma hassejtx il-bzonn li tghidlu? 

 

Keith Schembri: Ma kellix ghalfejn nghidlu. 

 

Imh. A. Lofaro: Ok. 

 

Imh. J. Said Pullicino: Imma mhux ok ta’, ghax ma hassejtx il-bzonn inti u 

l-Prim Ministru apparentament lanqas hass il-bzonn li jsaqsik. Imma f’dawn ic-

cirkostanzi allegazzjonijiet ta’ din in-natura ma kienx fl-interess tal-pajjiz illi 

intom tesplorawha din u taraw x’inhi l-istorja?  I mean persuna . . . 

 

Keith Schembri: L-istorja rajna li ma - sorry, sorry. 

 
96 https://theshiftnews.com/2020/10/10/exclusive-it-was-joseph-muscat-who-ordered-the-mta-to-give-konrad-

mizzi-a-e90000-consultancy/  
97 Page 95, Keith Schembri, 14 December 2020 

https://theshiftnews.com/2020/10/10/exclusive-it-was-joseph-muscat-who-ordered-the-mta-to-give-konrad-mizzi-a-e90000-consultancy/
https://theshiftnews.com/2020/10/10/exclusive-it-was-joseph-muscat-who-ordered-the-mta-to-give-konrad-mizzi-a-e90000-consultancy/
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Imh. J. Said Pullicino: Sur Schembri ha nghidlek inti persuna, habib tat-

tnejn kont qed tghid, tajjeb. Involut b’xi mod involut fuq xi haga li hemm 

allegazzjonijiet gravi, gravissimi, tajjeb, ghax tati sustanza li dak li kien hemm 

allegat fil-Panama Papers. Forsi mhux veru, imma dak l-incidnet taha sustanza.  

Issa jiena nghidlek ma hassejtx il-bzonn lill-Prim Ministru, anke hu ta’, 

hawnhekk x’inhi din l-istorja . . .  

 

Imh. A. Lofaro:  Ma jistax jirrispondik ghal Prim Ministru. 

 

Imh. J. Said Pullicino: . . . inti taf ta’ min hi dik? Hix ta’ dak u ghandna 

din il-problema ha nsolvuha. Imma din ma gratx din ‘il bicca xoghol?   

 

Keith Schembri: Ma kien hemm xejn xi ssolvi. 

 

Imh. J. Said Pullicino: Eh? 

 

Keith Schembri: Ma kien hemm xejn xi ssolvi. 

 

Imh. J. Said Pullicino: Le kien hemm hafna xi ssolvi ghax dak iz-zmien ma 

kienx hemm delitti ghad. Dak iz-zmien ma kienx ghad hemm id-delitti, ftehimna? 

Allura kien hemm xi ssolvi.  Kieku dak iz-zmien ittiehdu l-passi li kellhom 

jittiehdu, tajjeb, id-delitt, il-probabilta’ l-kbira hi li ma kienx isir ftehimna, ha 

nifthemu tajjeb. 

 

Keith Schembri: Ma nistax nifhem kif waslatu ghal din il-konkluzjoni. Ma nafx. 

Ma nista nifhem kif wasaltu ghal din il-konkluzjoni.”98  

 

76. The Board correctly noted that it was wrong and a dereliction of duty for the 

Prime Minister not to have asked Schembri to explain his connections with 17 

Black and to explain who owns 17 Black, and for Schembri to withhold such 

information from the Prime Minister. On a serious matter of alleged corruption 

and money laundering which involved the Prime Minister’s chief of staff, both 

the Prime Minister and his Chief of Staff chose to remain silent and passive. 

 

77. A passive approach to the publication of clear information showing the 

involvement of persons in government or persons connected therewith in alleged 

corruption and money laundering seems to have been the attitude taken by 

 
98 Page 96, Keith Schembri, 14 December 2020 
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different members of government. The testimony of several members of cabinet 

indicates that they too chose to remain silent on the allegations vis-à-vis the 

Chief of Staff, as he was chosen by the Prime Minister. They commented to the 

Prime Minister on the same allegations vis-à-vis Minister Konrad Mizzi, but 

even here they did not object to Mizzi being retained as Minister within the 

Office of the Prime Minister responsible for national projects.  

 

78. Minister Bartolo states that he spoke to the Prime Minister, Keith Schembri, and 

Konrad Mizzi about the allegations raised in the Panama Papers, but did not take 

this any further.99 When the Board prodded further for his reaction in this regard 

he reiterates: 

 

“Ix-Xhud: 

Nerga’ nghid, jiena tkellimt mal-Prim Ministru u dherli li dawk il-pesuni 

ghandhom jitilqu. Tkellimt mal-persuni involuti stess li huma stess ghandhom 

jitilqu. 

 

Imhallef A Lofaro: 

U x’ kienet ir-reazzjoni? 

 

Ix-Xhud: 

Ma telqux hu. 

 

Chairman Imhallef M Mallia: 

Naf; kulhadd jaf li ma telqux! Ghalhekk business as usual! 

 

Ix-Xhud: 

Jigifieri jiena meta issaqsuni mistoqsija x’ kienet ir-reazzjoni mhux x’ nghid 

jien l-importanti, x’ gara hu.”100 

 

79. Minister Jose Herrera says that, following the Panama Papers and upon being 

called by the Prime Minister, he expressed his opinion that both Schembri and 

Mizzi should be asked to resign101, however Herrera did nothing further when 

both were retained by the Prime Minister. Herrera indicates that it was only the 

arrest of Fenech which escalated matters within cabinet. Upon being asked to 

confirm that the cabinet did not feel the seriousness of the situation when the 

 
99 Page 22, Evarist Bartolo, 29 July 2020 
100 Page 24, Evarist Bartolo, 29 July 2020 
101 Page 13, Jose Herrera, 7 October 2020 
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Panama Papers were published and when Daphne Caruana Galizia was 

assassinated, he states: 

 

“Dr. Jose Herrera: L-affarijiet eskalaw, naturalment b’mod ovvju. Ma hemmx 

ghalfejn nikkumenta ghax dak li hu ovvju . . . 

 

Imh. J. Said Pullicino: Nahseb maghruf. 

 

Dr. Jose Herrera: Le ahna nghidu . . . l-oggett jitkellem ghalih innifsu. 

Jigifieri meta gie arrestat certu persuna u gew arrestati certi persuni l-affarijiet 

kienu li kienu u naturalment il-Kabinett u l-membri tal-Kabinett irrejagixxew kif 

kellhom jirrejagixxu skont dak li huwa moralment korrett.”102 

 

Discrediting her journalism 

 

80. The government’s attempt to discredit the journalistic work of Daphne Caruana 

Galizia is epitomized by Joseph Muscat’s declaration that her publications 

related to Egrant were an attempt to destabilise the country103. Muscat also went 

to great lengths to show that he never spoke of Daphne Caruana Galizia in public 

and says “Jien kemm domt fil-politika nahseb l-ewwel darba li semmejtha 

b’isimha fil-Parlament wara li nqatlet u qatt ma rreferejt ghal-artikli taghha. … 

Qatt ma rrejagixxejt ghal dan kollu.  Jigifieri dak kollu li kont nghid jien, imkien 

ma rrejagixxejt anke meta kien hemm kritika personali li ma nistax 

niggustifikaha. … imma ma tirrejagixxix ghax  jien nemmen li fil-hajja pubblika 

trid tkun taf taqla go fik.  U dak illi qieghed fil-hajja pubblika u ma l-inqas 

kritika jibda jisneppja, jitfa’ libelli kullimkien u dan, mhux tajjeb ghall- hajja 

pubblika u iktar ma jghaddi zmien din ha tkun karattaristika importanti, illi you 

need to be like that boxer taqla’ go fik, taqla’ go fik, taqla’ go fik. Dik hija r-

reziljenza li tkun lest li taghmilha.  Ma’ min kont nitkellem kont dejjem nghidlu 

tirrejagixxix.”104 

 

81. He continues to justify his role in refraining from taking action against Glen 

Bedingfield’s blog by saying: 

 

 
102 Page 20, Jose Herrera, 7 October 2020; see also Page 22 when Minister Herrera states: “Ifhimni l-kwistjoni 

tal-Panama Papers diga spjegajt. Il-kwistjoni  tal- Panama Papers kien hemm uproar.  Tant kien hemm uproar 

illi l- Prim Ministru hassu kostrett illi jistaqsina ndividwalment.  Ahna dak il-mument ghamilna d-dover taghna. 

Ghidna lill-Prim Ministru dak li kellna nghidulu, pero’ mbaghad at that point in time il-Prim Ministru kellu l-

prerogattiva. Inti trid timxi skont il-Kostituzzjoni, ma tistax tmur oltre.” 
103 Page 8, Joseph Muscat, 4 December 2020: „It-tielet dwar il-gidba ta’ Egrant li giet misqija lil Daphne 

Caruana Galizia, f’dak li kien attentat ta’ destabilizazzjoni tal-pajjiz.” 
104 Page 13 and 14, Joseph Muscat, 4 December 2020 
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“Nahseb illi fil-verita finger pointing does no good. Jien nahseb kullhadd 

ikkontribwixxa ghal sitwazzjoni fejn it-tempra f’dan il-pajjiz kienet titla’ minn 

zmien ghal iehor ‘il- fuq. Li nista’ nghid li jien qatt ma kkontribwixxjet.”105  

 

82. His emphasis on his ‘pacifist’ role in the attacks on Daphne Caruana Galizia are 

in sharp conflict with what persons chosen by him and trusted by him actually 

did. Even if one were to be naïve and consider that Muscat as Prime Minister 

had no power to address the issue of Glen Bedingfield’s blog, the Labour Party’s 

general election billboard targeting Daphne Caruana Galizia, the official press 

releases issued by members of his staff and by his members of cabinet, it is 

inconceivable to accept that the Prime Minister himself was not aware of these 

incidents. At best, he may be considered incompetent for having failed to realise 

that this was developing into a hate campaign which was highly politicised and 

polarising. In any case, it all happened on his watch as prime minister.  

 

83. Consequently, he is politically responsible for allowing the highly charged anti-

Daphne political rhetoric carried out by persons specifically selected by him to 

occupy posts in his own office and persons who heavily contributed to his 

political achievements, and for failing to do anything to end it. Indeed, we would 

be the naïve ones to think that Muscat was not aware of any or all of this, when 

he claims that he wanted the Commissioner to protect Daphne Caruana Galizia 

and her family and that even with reference to only Bedingfield’s blog, he 

himself admits that this, too, contributed to a situation “fejn it-tempra f’dan il-

pajjiz kienet titla’ minn zmien ghal iehor ‘il fuq”. That he did not overtly 

contribute to the situation, even if that were true, does not exculpate a Prime 

Minister and Leader of the party in government from the political responsibility 

of ensuring that a journalist is not dehumanised and made a target of hatred by 

the government and party he leads, and that her journalistic work is not 

discredited as untrue to protect his political appointees.  

 

84. Even if his behaviour was one of omission, that omission effectively meant 

allowing his own Office to attack a journalist contrary to the standards of 

behaviour required by the Council of Europe and the United Nations106, contrary 

to the freedom of expression enshrined in Malta’s Constitution and the European 

Convention, and contrary to the dictates of democracy which our Constitution 

establishes for Malta.  

 

 
105 Page 14, Joseph Muscat, 4 December 2020 
106 See Chapter 3 of these Submissions on the third line of inquiry for further details. 
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85. In his testimony, Muscat clearly seeks to remove himself from being considered 

as having actively participated in this, and he declares “Jigifieri jien nemmen 

nerga’ nghid, biex naghlaq hawnhekk illi dak illi ghamilt jien, bl-ebda mod ma 

kien jinstiga l-mibgheda jew kien jinstiga b’mod partikualri xi tip ta’ 

retribuzzjoni fuq Daphne Caruana Galizia minkejja li kont nigi ttargitjat mhux 

darba kulljum, darba kull siegha, fuq kull haga.”107 Yet there is no such 

expunging of responsibility possible for the person who heads the government 

and who leads the ruling political party. Not only does he share in collective 

responsibility, but, as head of government and of the ruling party, he shoulders 

this to a greater degree than others considering that, as is shown in Annex A 

attached with these submissions, the main culprits for fostering this campaign 

against a journalist were persons from within his own office, persons who were 

selected by him to serve in his office and whom he protected and kept in office 

despite the revelations of their malfeasance.  

 

86. Evidence of the harassment, bullying and threats that were raised against Daphne 

Caruana Galizia, and of the continuous government backed campaign fuelling 

hatred in her regard, are considered in more detail in these submissions under the 

third line of inquiry.  

 

Failure to Protect Daphne Caruana Galizia from risk of harm 

 

87. The spontaneous declaration made by Joseph Muscat in his testimony of 4 

December 2020 is of particular significance to this inquiry. In attempting to 

exculpate himself of his responsibility under this line of inquiry, he claims that 

he was concerned about Daphne Caruana Galizia’s safety to the extent that he 

instructed Commissioner Rizzo to take all necessary steps to protect her and her 

family. Muscat states: 

“Minn dak li rajt mill-mezzi tax-xandir, ftit li xejn saru mistoqsijiet f’dan ir-

rigward, u l-ftit li saru juru bic-car li ma kienx hemm dan in-nuqqas, anki jekk 

wiehed jiffoka biss fuq l-Ezekuttiv.  

 

Biex inkun car, jien ma kelli l-ebda informazzjoni li hajjet Daphne Caruana 

Galizia kienet fil-periklu, u dan ma giex ikkontestat. Lanqas ma jien informat li 

xi entita’ tal-Istat kienet taf b’dan, wisq inqas iffacilitat jew setghet ippreveniet. 

 

Dan kollu fil-kuntest li Daphne Caruana Galizia qalet kemm -il darba, fosthom 

f’kitba fl-erbgha u ghoxrin (24) ta’ Novembru elfejn u erbatax (2014), li ghal 

 
107 Page 15, Joseph Muscat, 4 December 2020 
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snin shah ma kienitx tafda lill-Pulizija, li ma rieditx skorta u li kienet temmen li 

dawn ikunu mpoggija maghha biex jispjunaw fuqha. 

 

Minkejja dan, kif xehed l-ex Kummissarju John Rizzo, fl-ewwel telefonata li kelli 

mieghu qabel ma nhtart Prim Ministru, kont ghidtlu car biex jiehu l-passi kollha 

necessarji biex jipprotegi lilha u lill-familja taghha.”108 

 

Muscat’s testimony begs the question: if there was nothing to be concerned 

about, then why did he specifically instruct the Police Commissioner to ensure 

that Daphne Caruana Galizia’s safety and that of her family is safeguarded and 

to do so in the first phone call he had with the Commissioner even before taking 

his oath of office?  

 

88. Former Commissioner Lawrence Cutajar was almost taken aback when the 

Board asked how the police did not place Daphne Caruana Galizia under 

protection after her publications had caused such an uproar. He replies in the 

following manner: 

 

“Imhallef J Said Pullicino: 

…mill-kitba taghha, vera, mhux vera, qarrieqa, irepungenti, kollox, l-

aggettivi kollha; pero` bil-kitba taghha holqot din ir-reazzjoni qawwija 

kollha kontriha; m’ hemmx dubju dan 

 

Ix-Xhud: 

Imma insaqsi jiena Sur Imhallef, bir-rispett kollu insaqsi jiena,  

 

Imhallef J Said Pullicino: 

Kif? 

 

Ix-Xhud: 

Iva veru li qed tghid.. 

 

Imhallef J Said Pullicino: 

Naqblu. Issa l-problema hija din; il-Kummissarju tal-Pulizija jew il-Pulizija 

f’ dawn ic-cirkostanzi ma thossx il-bzonn illi jekk xi hadd huwa taht 

theddida bhal din, gahx theddid kien hemm hu; anke jekk.... 

 

Ix-Xhud: 

 
108 Page 4, Joseph Muscat, 4 December 2020 
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Jiena ma nafx bihom it-theddid. 

 

Imhallef J Said Pullicino: 

Il-potenzjal ta’ theddida fuq persuna bhal din huwa kbir. Qisek qed tghid.. 

 

Ix-Xhud: 

Jiena ma nafx bihom.. 

 

Imhallef A Lofaro: 

Ir-riskju li qed tespona ruhha hi ghalih. 

 

Ix-Xhud: 

Iva all right Sur Imhallef, imma.... 

 

Imhallef J Said Pullicino: 

Allura ma thossx il-bzonn li taghmel upgrading tas-sitwazzjoni? 

 

Ix-Xhud: 

Imma skuzi Sur Imhallef, jigifieri inti qed tghidli li titfa’ Pulizija..., issa ejja 

nitkellmu in generali, ma’ bieb ta’ dar minghajr il-kunsens…minghajr il-

kunsens.. 

 

Imhallef J Said Pullicino: 

Le, dik haga ohra issa. Issa dik xi haga ohra. jekk inti tlabt ghal kunsens u 

qaltlek – mur ‘l hemm allura affari taghha. 

 

Ix-Xhud: 

Le ma tlabtx 

 

Imhallef J Said Pullicino: 

.. ma nafx .. 

 

Ix-Xhud: 

Ma tlabtx. Jiena ghallinqas ma tlatbx. Jiena ghallinqas ma tlabtx. Pero` 

bhal ma.…, pero`, jekk is-sinjura Caruana Galizia hasset..; jien din insaqsi, 

jiena insaqsi, ejja nghidu s-sinjura Caruana Galizia ma kellhiex relazzjoni 

tajba mieghi ma nafx ghalfejn, ma kinetx tkellimni lili; jekk kienet thossha li 

tinsab f’ xi perikolu, ejja nghidu mhux jien, ejja nghidu lil ta’ tahti, setghet 

liberament titkellem mal-Pulizija. Dik il-…; imma issa Sur Imhallef, 
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ifhimni, dik il-procedura normali. Meta bniedem ihossu li hu qieghed f’ xi 

perikolu.. 

 

Imhallef J Said Pullicino: 

Jitlob hu. 

 

Ix-Xhud: 

Dik il-procedura. Dejjem hekk kienet; u ma bdilt xejn jiena.”109 

 

89. It is incredible how a police commissioner fully aware that the publications of a 

journalist110 had stirred public controversy, that the same allegations contained 

in her publications were also being investigated by FIAU, and that these 

concerned persons in public office, simply states that he was not aware of 

threats to her safety and that if there were such threats it was up to her to seek 

protection.  

 

90. Cutajar continues to explain that journalists who investigate criminal networks 

are not considered as being at risk, and actually there is no risk assessment 

process that is carried out by the police. It remains the responsibility of that 

journalist to seek protection.111 Although Cutajar tries to imply that some sort 

of internal consultation may take place to identify whether a person is at risk if 

they are ‘high profile’, yet with regard to Daphne Caruana Galizia no such 

process was initiated112. 

 

91. On the issue of protection for Daphne Caruana Galizia, Cutajar’s testimony is 

in sharp contrast with that of former Police Commissioner John Rizzo. While 

the former clearly indicates that, despite having access to her Running 

Commentary, and despite being aware of her allegations and investigations he 

had not carried out any assessment of risk in her regard, Commissioner Rizzo 

had taken such action at least on occasions which required more attention than 

others113.  

 

92. What is also significant in this respect is that the more critical of the 

government Running Commentary became and the more investigative work 

related to corruption and money laundering – and consequently related to crime 

 
109 Page 81 and 82, Lawrence Cutajar, 21 August 2020 
110 He indicates that CMRU used to forward to him press cuttings even printouts of Running Commentary. Page 

84, Lawrence Cutajar, 21 August 2020  
111 Page 85 and 86, Lawrence Cutajar, 21 August 2020 
112 Page 87, Lawrence Cutajar, 21 August 2020 
113 See testimony of John Rizzo, page 3 et seq, 7 January 2020 
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– that Daphne Caruana Galizia published, the less the police were interested in 

recognising that she was at risk of harm. This is being said as Commissioner 

Rizzo stepped down from the force in April 2013. After him, there were a 

number of officers who served as commissioner. These included Michael 

Cassar, Peter Paul Zammit, Ray Zammit, Carmelo Magri, and then Lawrence 

Cutajar. Yet while the first commissioners took it upon themselves to assess 

whether Daphne Caruana Galizia was at risk of harm irrespective of whether 

there was an internal formal assessment procedure or not, the closer one gets to 

the appointment of Lawrence Cutajar (27 April 2016), the less the police 

considered undertaking an assessment even as her investigative work on crime 

and corruption increased and even when her publications had led to street 

demonstrations and public protests.  

 

An administration influenced by businessmen 

 

93. Asked by the Board to explain the influence of businessmen on the government 

administration, Joseph Muscat insists that the Maltese economy and society 

“titmexxa minn mhux iktar minn ghaxra (10) minn nies, mhux iktar minn 

ghaxra (10) minn nies. Issa jekk irridu noqghodu ninhbew wara subghajna, 

ninhbew wara subghajna. Dawn huma l-fatti.  U jekk il-Gvern, jew il-policy 

makers, ha nkun iktar car, b’xi mod jew iehor ma jzommux kuntatt dirett u l-hin 

kollu ma’ dawn il-persuni, l-ekonomija u d-decizjonijiet ma jittehdux u jkun 

hemm distakk bejn l-Istat u l-ekonomija rejali.  Jien ghalija dik kienet kruccjali. 

L-ekonomija rejali hija kruccjali.”114  

 

94. He continues to recognise that if businessmen felt protected because of his 

connections with government, then this would be wrong. But he says it is up to a 

court to determine this. 

“Imma nghid ukoll mill- gdid illi l-kwistjoni tar-relazzjoni bejn in- negozju u l-

Gvern jigifieri fil-verita’ minn dan kollu fil-fehma tieghi li sar hazin jekk, u jien 

mhux ha nizbilanca ruhi fuq dan kollu mhux ghax ma ghandix l-opinjonijiet 

tieghi imma ghaliex ma rridx nippregudika l-kaz – jekk jinstab li l-allegat 

mandant huwa veru l-mandant dak il-punt li sar hazin.  U jekk b’xi mod jew 

iehor ha l-arja minhabba xi konnessjonijiet mal-Gvern, hazin. Jien zgur mhux 

jien tghajtielu l-arja.  Imma jien mhux qrib ta’ dawk in-negozjanti biss kont. Jien 

qrib kull negozjant kont eee. U ma niddejjaqx nghidha.”115 

 

 
114 Page 29, Joseph Muscat, 4 December 2020 
115 Ibid  
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95. It is only later in his testimony, and only when specifically asked by the Board, 

that Muscat then qualifies his relationship with one of the businessmen accused 

of participating in Daphne Caruana Galizia’s assassination by saying that they 

were friends. He qualifies this relationship not merely as one ‘needed for the 

economic benefit of the country’, as he described the relationship of the 

government with the ‘ten persons who run Malta’s economy and society’, but as 

follows:  

 

“Imh. M. Mallia: Pero’ kellek hbiberija kbira ma’ Yorgen Fenech. Anke 

WhatsApp, WhatsApp chat mieghu. 

 

Dr. Joseph Muscat: Iva, kelli hbiberija. 

 

Imh. M. Mallia: Kemm kienet tirrizali din il-hbiberija? 

 

Dr. Joseph Muscat: Kemm kienet? 

 

Imh. M. Mallia: Sa kemm? Kemm kienet antika? Sakemm kienet tirrizali? 

 

Dr. Joseph Muscat: All right.  Jien l-ewwel darba li ltqajt ma’ Yorgen Fenech 

kienet lejn tmiem – jien noqghod attent – ma rridx noqghod naghti numri u dati 

u hekk ghax kif ghidt ma nzommx djarju. Li qed nitkellem sempliciment mill-

memorja u li forsi nista’ nabbina ma’ fatti ohra.  Iltqajt mieghu ghall-ewwel 

darba fit-tieni nofs ta’ l-elfejn u tmienja (2008) jew l- ewwel parti ta’ l-elfejn u 

disgha (2009).  Kien, Alla jahfirlu, Lino Spiteri illi wara li sirt Mexxej tal-Partit 

Laburista kien avvicinani. Qalli jekk iniex interessat li niltaqa’ mal-familja 

Fenech li whud minnhom kienu hassewhom li tbieghdu mill-Labour Party u jekk 

hemmx interess minn naha tieghi.  Jien ghidltu m’ghandix problema. Ghidltu 

niehu pjacir.  Kien l-ewwel darba li ltqajt ma’ hafna mill-komponenti tal-familja 

Fenech, fosthom Alla jahfirlu s-sur Gorg Fenech, is-sur Ray Fenech, is-sur Ninu 

Fenech u kien hemm uhud mit-tfal taghhom fost ohrajn niftakar li kien hemm 

Yorgen Fenech.  Sa hemmhekk tirrisali.  Ma nistax nghid illi  kellna xi relazzjoni 

– nerga’ nghid mhux bniedem li noqghod nobzoq in-nies jien Sur Imhallef.  

Jigifieri mhux ghax illum moda li tghid li ma tafx lil Yorgen Fenech, lil Yorgen 

Fenech kont nafu. Kien hemm –  konna iva nibghatu messaggi kif kont nibghat 

messaggi lil mijiet ta’ nies ohra. Kont niltaqa mieghu kull nhar ta’ Hadd jew 

hekk? Xejn minn dan jigifieri. Wahdiet ta’ drabi.  Ic-cirkostanza kienet illi iva, 

kont naf illi huwa habib ukoll tac-Chief of Staff tieghi. 
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Imh. M. Mallia: Meta sirt tafu dan? F’liema kuntest sirt tafu li kien habib ta’ . .  

. 

 

Dr. Joseph Muscat: Nahseb mill-ewwel darba li ltqajt. Ghax l-ewwel darba li 

ltqajt mieghu f’xi l-elfejn u tmiena (2008), elfejn u disgha (2009) kien hemm 

Keith Schembri mieghi wkoll u nies ohra mill-Labour Party u hu kien qed 

jitkellem mieghu. Qalli: ghax konna nafu lil xulxin  meta konna izghar. F’dan il-

kuntest.  Imma, kif naqbad nghid, dak kont qed nipprova naghmel argument – 

issa x’konna qeghdin nghidu qabel? Yorgen Fenech. Insomma issa x’hin niftakar 

nghidlek Sur Imhallef, jiddispjacini”.116 

 

 

96. The testimony of Minister Evarist Bartolo is worth considering here. When the 

Board referred Bartolo to a tweet that he uploaded and which read “Mhux 

accettabbli li ftit nies tal-flus jinqdew bil-politika u bil-kriminali biex jahtfu 

pajjiz shih u jaghmluh qisu negozju privat taghhom”117, Bartolo clarifies that 

this and other tweets referred to the influence of Keith Schembri within cabinet 

and within business networks. He explains his position in the following words: 

“Ix-Xhud: 

Li jiena t-tkabbir tal-gid u l-holqien tal-gid u negozjanti serji u nies tan-

negozju. Jekk taraw tweets ohra jiena per ezempju kont qed nikkummenta car li 

l-influwenza ta’ Keith Schembri fil-Kabinett u f’ dawk in-networks kienet 

esagerata u kienet hazina. U tkellimt, u tkellimt dwarha car. Jigifieri ssibu 

tweets ohra fejn nghidlu li assolutament ma jistax ikollok persuna li jkollha 

rwol b’ dik is-sahha kollha bil-koncentrament ta’ poter kollu li hu hazin 

hux.”118 

 

89. The influence of business on government and the affairs of state is also 

evidenced through the failure of several politically exposed persons to maintain a 

professional distance from business operators, including the murder suspect 

Yorgen Fenech. Witnesses testified about their relationship with businessmen 

involved in managing national, publicly funded projects. These included 

Minister Edward Zammit Lewis, Konrad Mizzi, Joseph Muscat, Keith Schembri, 

Charlene Bianco Farrugia, Johann Buttigieg, Joe Cuschieri, and Marvin Gaerty. 

Collusion to influence the media, as evidenced in testimonies of Keith Schembri 

and Pierre Portelli, is also to be taken into consideration as another aspect in 

 
116 Page 34 and 35, Joseph Muscat, 4 December 2020 
117 Page 18, Evarist Bartolo, 29 July 2020 
118 Page 19, Evarist Bartolo, 29 July 2020 
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which the lines between public life and the involvement with business operators 

became blurred.  

 

Failure of the Institutions 

Administrative Failure  

90. The evidence given by the Auditor General, Charles Deguara, and the various 

reports published by the National Audit Office in these last years focusing on a 

number of publicly funded projects, provide evidence of state failure in ensuring 

good governance and use of public funds in the public interest. NAO reports 

clearly confirm allegations that Daphne Caruana Galizia made in her Running 

Commentary.  

 

91. The NAO’s investigations in the projects of Vitals (hospital privatisation), 

Electrogas (power station and gas supply deal), DB Group (former ITS site land 

deal), the Gaffarena property deal, the Café Premier deal, and the Contract 

granted to General Workers’ Union, all confirm allegations of abuse and 

irregularities which Caruana Galizia had often raised in her work. The NAO’s 

reports also criticise the abuse of Memoranda of Understanding which were 

often seen as a continuation and part of a call for proposals, thereby raising 

misgivings on whether the call was actually pre-agreed.  

 

92. Despite the failings noted by the National Audit Office, government has 

consistently failed to implement the NAO’s proposals or to take action to rectify 

the irregularities it identified. The Auditor General also raised issues of concern 

which show that the administration was uncooperative, and at times did not 

provide the NAO with requested information, for reasons that remain unknown 

to the NAO.  

 

The Police Force 

93. That the Police failed to efficiently investigate allegations of corruption and 

money laundering raised by Daphne Caruana Galizia is self-evident from the 

testimony given by former Police Commissioner Lawrence Cutajar119 and former 

Deputy Commissioner Ian Abdilla120. It is difficult to identify specific quotes to 

refer to here, as the testimony given by both these officers in their role as police 

commissioner and head of the economic crimes unit is replete with statements 

that indicate the complacency of the police to act in this regard. The police had 

first done absolutely nothing of their own initiative upon the publication of the 

Panama Papers and upon the publication of any investigative journalistic work 

 
119 Lawrence Cutajar, 9 September 2020 and 21 August 2020 
120 Ian Abdilla, 10 July 2020, 8 July 2020, 1 July 2020 and 13 March 2020 
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on corruption and money laundering. Then, upon receiving reports from the 

FIAU they slowly started to request information from banks (often with requests 

which were themselves replete with erroneous information). Then, once the 

magisterial inquiries were opened, Cutajar and Abdilla decided to rely almost 

exclusively on the work of the magistrate. Even the file presented to the Board 

for its consideration on Operation Green, relating to the Panama Papers – a thin 

file for any investigation, but certainly more so for an investigation of such 

serious allegations – shows the inaction of the police in investigating these 

crimes.  

 

94. Commissioner Cutajar even explains that, during his tenure, Superintendent 

Abdilla was head of the Economic Crimes Unit and Assistant Commissioner 

Valletta was responsible for investigating serious crime and, consequently, also 

of the economic crimes unit. He explains that when he sought an update from 

them, they had decided they would wait to receive further FIAU reports.  

 

“Ix-Xhud: 

Le le. Is-Sur Abdilla kien supretendent, u s-Sur Valletta kien l-Assistent 

Kummissarju fuq serious crime; jigifieri li tkopri wkoll it-taqsima tal-frodi u 

money laundering.. 

 

Imhallef J Said Pullicino: 

Imma dak iz-zmien it-taqsima kienet zghira hafna.  

 

Ix-Xhud: 

Sibtha zghira; kienet batutha hafna” 

… 

 

“Imhallef J Said Pullicino: 

U tlabt update. Din l-update minn ghand is-Sur Valletta u s-Sur Abdilla f’ 

liema kuntest kienet? X’ qalulek? 

 

Ix-Xhud: 

Il-kuntest kienet… semmejtu l-ahhar darba l-operation green; fejn fi ftit kliem 

kienet li fic-cirkostanzi kien l-ahjar huwa li nistennew, kellna nircievu tliet 

rapporti u spjegajt l-ahhar darba x’ kienu it-tliet rapporti, ma nafx jekk 

nirrepetix etc etc ..” 121 

 

 
121 Page 2, Lawrence Cutajar, 9 September 2020 
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95. Yet until Cutajar’s last day in office, the position of this investigation had not 

changed much and, as he emphasizes, the investigation had not reached the stage 

of calling persons for interrogation and was still at the stage of collecting 

evidence.  

 

“Dik jghidulha l-gbir ta’ evidenza. 

 

Dr Therese Comodini Cachia: 

Imma interrogazzjoni ta’ persuni involuti tezisti f’ dawn il-files per ezempju? 

 

Ix-Xhud: 

Ifhimni, illum ma nafx... 

 

Imhallef A Lofaro: 

Ma bghattux ghalihom hux? Ma bghattux. 

 

Ix-Xhud: 

Illum ma nafx jekk tezistix .. 

 

Dr Therese Comodini Cachia: 

Mhux illum, sakemm kont hemm inti. 

 

Ix-Xhud: 

Le le, sa dak iz-zmien li tlaqt jien kien hemm ghadha qed tigabar; ghedtha 

kemm-il darba u irrepetejha. Kienet ghadha qed tingabar l-evidenza. 

 

Dr Therese Comodini Cachia: 

Jekk kienet ghadha qed tingabar l-evidenza x’ tip ta’ evidenza kien jonqos li 

tingabar? 

 

Ix-Xhud: 

Mhux dokumentazzjoni minn banek!? Id-diffikulta`... nerga’ nirrepeti.. 

 

Dr Therese Comodini Cachia: 

Jigifieri ahna ghandna nifhmu illi minn l-ewwel gurnata illi rcivejtu l-ewwel 

rapport u fi zmien sena mbaghad ircivejtu l-ohrajn, l-unika haga li ngabru huma 

dokumentazzjoni minn banek? 

 

Ix-Xhud: 
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Mhux dik l-evidenza fuq money laundering!”122 

 

“Chairman Imhallef M Mallia: 

Pero` l-inkwiet taghna huwa illi l-fatt illi intom ircivejtu dak ir-rapport minn 

ghand l-FIAU u dawk id-dokumenti illi kienu fid-dominju pubbliku f’ idejkom, 

madanakollu l-iktar persuna li kienet ta’ interess ghalikom illi biha stajtu tibnu 

verament il-kaz ma bghattux ghaliha.”123 

 

96. In this respect, the police force found the complicity of the Attorney General, 

whereby the latter, rather than advising efficiency and initiative in investigating 

allegations of the commission of offences, advised the police to be cautious as 

some action they were considering (such as going after evidence) would carry a 

“high legal risk of counter productivity” and so “the police are legally entitled 

to exercise their judgment with caution and to demand a high level of reasonable 

suspicion on deciding whether the proof justify such a measure in view of all 

legal risk involved and are also entitled to decide not to resort to such 

measure.”124 

 

97. The Police also failed to take action against persons who were known to them as 

being connected with criminal networks. When one considers that the persons 

charged with participating in the assassination of Daphne Caruana Galizia and 

the information about them that is available in the public domain, as well as 

information also given in testimony by Police Officers125, it is clear that a 

network of persons involved in crime was given room to grow and left 

unchecked by police investigations.  

 

98. A failing of the police force is also found in the several examples of collusion 

between senior members of the force and persons known to be involved in 

crime, in relationships between police officers with persons who were the 

subject of their investigations, and in the leaks of information about 

investigations by police officers to the subjects of investigations. This not only 

hampered the investigations but also exposed police officers to risk.  

 

99. Testimony provided before the Public Inquiry, and information in the public 

domain, shows how the former Police Commissioner Lawrence Cutajar failed to 

keep a professional distance from persons involved in the case, such as Edwin 

 
122 Page 9, Lawrence Cutajar, 9 September 2020 
123 Page 30, Lawrence Cutajar, 9 September 2020 
124 Page 19, Lawrence Cutajar, 21 August 2020 
125 See testimony of Superintendent Keith Arnaud and of Inspector Kurt Zahra 
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Brincat. Deputy Police Commissioner Silvio Valletta was friends with one of the 

persons charged with the assassination of Daphne Caruana Galizia, in such a 

manner that he even provided that person shelter from being interrogated for 

allegations of money laundering with Valletta calling off a meeting that Abdilla 

had planned with the person of interest because, according to Valletta, that 

person was ‘unwell’.126  

 

100. There was such collusion between persons in public office, police officers, and 

persons of interest in the investigation of crime, that the calling off of the 

meeting between Abdilla and the person of interest is explained by Silvio 

Valletta in the following terms: 

“Silvio Valletta: Ian Abdilla. U qalli: isma Yorgen Fenech infurmana li ma 

jiflahx u mhux ser jmorru. 

 

Imh. A. Lofaro: Imma lilna mhux hekk qalilna. 

 

Imh. M. Mallia: Mhux hekk qalilna. 

 

Imh. A. Lofaro: Qalilna li intom ghidtilhom li ma jiflahx. 

 

Silvio Valletta: Mela ha nibdew minn hawn. Kif Yorgen Fenech sar jaf li 

ha jmorru l-pulizija jkellmuh? 

 

Imh. A. Lofaro: Mhux dak li cempillek forsi? 

 

Imh. J. Said Pullicino: Ma nafux hu. Trid tghidilna int.  

 

Imh. A. Lofaro: Ma nafux. 

 

Silvio Valletta: Lili qalli – Ian Abdilla qalli li Ray Aquilina cempillu 

qallu: gejjin inkellmuk . . . 

 

Imh. A. Lofaro: Eee, Ray Aquilina qallu. 

 

Silvio Valletta: . . . gejjin inkellmuk fuq il – bilfors biex imorru Portomaso 

ma nahsibx li ha jaqbdu u jmorru. 

 

Imh. A. Lofaro: Imma xi hadd qal lil Keith Schembri wkoll. 

 
126 See testimony of Ian Abdilla, 1 July 2020 Page 40 et seq; 13 March 2020 Page 57 et seq; and of Silvio 

Valletta, 2 November 2020, Page 17 et seq.  
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Silvio Valletta: Iva. Issa wisq probabbli, kif qed nifimha jien, kif fhimtha 

jien. Yorgen fenech cempel lil Schembri u Schembri cempel lili u jien cempilt lil 

Ian biex nara x’se jaghmlu.”127 

 

Regulators 

101. Evidence given by persons employed with the Malta Financial Services 

Authority indicates that the licence to Pilatus Bank was granted despite 

misgivings128 and was withdrawn several months after allegations in its regard 

were published. Different units from within the MFSA were responsible for 

different stages of the process related to Pilatus Bank. The first process was 

under the supervision of the Chairman, Prof. J. Bannister129, who was the first 

point of contact for the bank’s promoter and who retained some level of 

supervision as the person responsible for the reputation of the national system. 

Prof. J. Bannister noted that, once the application process passed onto Andre 

Camilleri130, the latter had raised questions on the advanced due diligence of the 

applicant bank. Bannister indicates that, although the advanced due diligence 

report was not received by himself, he asserts that one was actually carried out.  

 

102. Bannister, however, confirms that, while his office had no role to play in relation 

to companies which were mentioned by the FIAU as using the services of Pilatus 

Bank since these were not licensed by MFSA, it was the Supervisory unit of 

MFSA which dealt with issues related to the bank and allegations of money 

laundering and irregularities. Mary Anne Scicluna, Chief Officer Supervision for 

MFSA, indicated that there were doubts expressed on giving a banking license to 

Ali Sadr, someone who was not a banker. She confirms, however, that the 

MFSA provided Ali Sadr with both a banking licence and an investment licence. 

She also confirms that the MFSA had provided the FIAU with information on 

Pilatus Bank, especially that politically exposed persons were banking with it 

and that risky jurisdictions had been identified in the bank’s trading.  

 

103. Of interest is that those entrusted with carrying out inspections of Pilatus Bank, 

refused to go the bank after the publication of information about it on Running 

Commentary. Scicluna says: 

“Ix-Xhud: 

 
127 Page 18, Silvio Valletta, 2 November 2020 
128 See testimony of Profs. J. Bannister, 27 January 2020, Marianne Scicluna, 3 February 2020 and Andre 

Camilleri 
129 See page 5 et seq, Profs. J. Bannister, 27 January 2020 
130 Dr Andre Camilleri served first as Chief Executive Officer and later as Director General at the Malta 

Financial Services Authority  
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Ehe. U bdejna numru ta’ azzjonijiet. Wahda minnhom we immediately kont in 

contact ma’ l-FIAU and we requested updated due diligence checks. Hrigna 

direttiva fuq il-bank biex ma jiddistrojjawx informazzjoni u dokumenti. 

Illejajzjajna b’ mod mill-qrib ma’ l-FCA li hija the UK competent authority 

peress li kien hemm l-interess li dan il-bank jistabbillixxi branch go l-Ingilterra. 

U komplejna anke nitkellmu ma’ l-intelligence team ta’ l-Ingilterra. Iddecidejna 

wkoll li ghandha ssir an onsite visit. Ahna konna qed naraw fom the prudential 

side u konna qed nitkellmu ma’ l-FIAU jaraw from the money laundering side. 

Ehe kellna sitwazzjoni bl-inspectors taghna. L-inspectors taghna ma kienux qed 

ihossuhom komdi li jmorru an onsite inspection .. 

 

Imhallef J Said Pullicino: 

Qabel l-elezzjoni tat-2017 hux hekk dan? 

 

Ix-Xhud: 

Ehe. Id-decizjoni ittiehdet prattikament ftit wara l-blog li ssir onsite inspection. 

L-inspectors taghna ma kienux qed ihossuhom komdi. Ir-raguni li taw lili kienet 

because of the media scrutiny u ma kienux qed ihossuhom komdi illi per ezempju 

jmorru onsite u jigu iffilmjati u affarijiet hekk. L-MFSA addressed the situation 

internally with the HR u anke bal-Bord, u bazikament il-pozizzjoni ta’ l-MFSA 

kienet li din l-inspection trid issir. Wiehed minn l-individwi koncernat opted to 

resign rather then go onsite. Dik ir-review bdiet min-naha ta’ l-MFSA pero` 

through primarjament through desk top review. Jigifieri gibna d-dokumenti, 

tlabna d-dokumenti mill-bank u kienu qed jigu..”131 

 

104. Irrespective of this situation, the MFSA was then barred from visiting the bank 

between May 2017 and November 2017 as a magistrate’s inquiry was being 

undertaken.  

 

105. The MFSA’s role in the supervision of companies named in the Panama Papers 

and which it had licensed, is also of significance to this Board. Scicluna states 

that, upon the publication of the Panama Papers, the MFSA sought to identify 

who of its licensees was mentioned. She states that, from the list indicated to her, 

it was only BT International and BT Management which were license holders. 

She explains that the action taken by the MFSA was: “At that point in time saru 

numru ta’ onsite inspections within these companies. Specifikatament fir-

rigward ta’ BT kien hemm liaison mill-qrib ma’ l-FIAU interess ta’ sharing of 

information, u anke min-naha ta’ kif ghandna nipprocedu ghaliex l-idea kienet 

 
131 Page 24, Mary Anne Scicluna, 3 February 2020 
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illi nahdmu flimkien biex ikollna a holistic view tas-sitwazzjoni, u speci 

nikkoordinaw flimkien. Fil-fatt kinet saret onsite inspection minn l-MFSA, back 

to back maghha kienet saret an FIAU inspection.”132 

 

106. Witness continues to explain that, through these inspections, the MFSA had 

identified certain risks which included “Jigifieri certi riskji from high… certu 

gurisdizzjonijiet riskjuzi ta’ fejn kienu qed joperaw joffru s-servizzi taghhom.” 

Yet despite these measures of inspection, it was only years after the publication 

of the Panama Papers and the conclusion of the FIAU report that the MFSA took 

action against these companies. The MFSA acted against BT Management and 

BT International in September 2020133 and only acted against Nexia BT in 

October 2020134.  

 

107. Also of regulatory interest is a statement made by Keith Schembri in his 

testimony, when he insisted that, despite the revelations of his connections with 

offshore financial structures and despite allegations of corruption and money 

laundering in his regard, it was still possible for him to open bank accounts with 

Maltese banks.  

 

“Dr. T. Comodini Cachia: Ma kellekx kontijiet ma banek ohra f’Malta li stajt 

iggib reference letters minn ghandhom minflok mill-BOV? 

 

Keith Schembri: Wara imma ftaht. 

 

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia: Wara l-ippublikar tal-Panama Papers irnexxielek 

tiftah kontijiet bankarji f’banek f’Malta? 

 

Keith Schembri: Iva. 

 

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia: Imma mhux tbiddel l-awditur? 

 

Keith Schembri: Le. 

 

Dr. T. Comodini Cachia: Ok, grazzi. 

 

Keith Schembri: Hija hafna iktar facli wahda mill-ohra. 

 
132 Page 4, Mary Anne Scicluna, 3 February 2020 
133 https://timesofmalta.com/articles/view/mfsa-puts-the-brakes-on-brian-tonna-companies.820060  
134 

https://www.maltatoday.com.mt/business/business_news/105312/mfsa_suspends_nexia_bt_authorisation_to_au

dit_insurance_business#.YJ3TBagzaUk  

https://timesofmalta.com/articles/view/mfsa-puts-the-brakes-on-brian-tonna-companies.820060
https://www.maltatoday.com.mt/business/business_news/105312/mfsa_suspends_nexia_bt_authorisation_to_audit_insurance_business#.YJ3TBagzaUk
https://www.maltatoday.com.mt/business/business_news/105312/mfsa_suspends_nexia_bt_authorisation_to_audit_insurance_business#.YJ3TBagzaUk
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Dr. T. Comodini Cachia: Fuq dan is-suggett ma ghandix iktar  imma fuq 

suggetti ohra iva. 

 

Imh. J. Said Pullicino: Anke jien.  Pero’ mhux certifikat tajjeb ghal banek 

Maltin dan hu.“135 

 

108. Failure of regulators is also evidenced by testimony which shows a friendliness 

that creates a conflict of interest between persons who are appointed by 

government as regulators of different sectors and their own licensees or service 

users. In this regard, specific reference is made to the liaison between Joseph 

Cuschieri136, formerly head of the Malta Gaming Authority and then the CEO of 

the Malta Financial Services Authority, with a licensee of both authorities.  

 

109. Reference is also to be made to the testimony of Johann Buttigieg, which 

indicates a liaison with a business operator who sought planning development 

permits from the very same regulator of which Buttigieg was the CEO.137 With 

respect to planning development, reference is also to be made to the testimony of 

Paul Apap Bologna who was appointed by government on the Planning Board 

without having any background in planning and development and who, as is 

testified to by Prof. Arnold Cassola, sat on the board which decided on his own 

business partner’s application.  

 

110. In this regard, one is also to take into consideration the testimony of Marvin 

Gaerty, the Commissioner for Revenue. Evidence shows that even in this role 

there was an overfamiliarity with business operators. Gaerty’s testimony shows a 

state entity’s failure to investige efficiently and effectively the publications of 

Daphne Caruana Galizia on tax evasion and the publications of the Panama 

Papers. In his testimony, Gaerty clearly indicated that those who are of interest 

in the assassination of Daphne Caruana Galizia – if only because they were the 

subject of Caruana Galizia’s reports – are even today not yet under investigation 

by the Commissioner for Revenue.   

 
135 Page 109 and 110, Keith Schembri, 14 December 2020 
136 See testimony of Joseph Cuschieri 
137 See testimony of Johann Buttigieg 
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Third line of Inquiry – Daphne Caruana Galizia the journalist 

 

Introduction 

 

1. The third line of inquiry set in the terms establishing this Public Inquiry reads as 

follows: 

 

“To investigate independently and to report to the Prime Minister, following the 

Resolution of the House of Representatives of the 12 December, 2018 and the 

Resolution of the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe of the 26 

June 2019 (Resolution 2293 (2019)), on the assassination of Daphne Caruana 

Galizia on the 16th October 2017 and on the events preceding, concomitant 

with, and following upon, the assassination with a view: 

… 

3. to determining whether the State has fulfilled and is fulfilling its positive 

obligation to take preventive operational measures to protect individuals whose 

lives are at risk from criminal acts in particular in the case of journalists;”  

 

2. This line of inquiry is a direct recognition of Daphne Caruana Galizia as a 

journalist and the State’s recognition that it has specific obligations to fulfill 

towards journalists. The terms of reference here refer to Daphne Caruana Galizia 

in her role as a journalist as well as to all those who practice journalism in Malta. 

The terms of reference place this inquiry within the framework of the 

assassination of Daphne Caruana Galizia by providing the Board a timeframe 

within which its inquiry is to analyse not only the responsibility of the State vis-

à-vis Daphne Caruana Galizia but also vis-à-vis journalists in Malta. The 

timeframe set in the terms of reference is that which relates to ‘events 

preceding, concomitant with, and following upon, the assassination’.  

 

3. As will be seen, the clear pattern of hatred that prevailed in relation to Daphne 

Caruana Galizia as a journalist, was not just tolerated, but in many cases 

engendered, encouraged and even perpetrated by the Maltese State. The UN 

Secretary-General has described the impact of such a climate as: “impunity breeds 

impunity and feeds into a vicious cycle…. Perpetrators of crimes against journalists 

are thus emboldened when they realize they can attack their targets without ever 

facing justice.” 

 

4. Recording the nature of the circumstances within which Daphne Caruana Galizia 

the journalist worked prior to her assassination and noting the circumstances 
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which other journalists who continued her work faced is therefore well within 

the remit of this Public Inquiry. While testimonies given before the Public 

Inquiry establish a clear pattern of despise and hatred created towards Daphne 

Caruana Galizia as a journalist and towards other journalists who continued her 

work, this line of inquiry first needs to be placed within the framework of the 

State’s obligations towards journalists. This will facilitate the analysis of 

whether the State has fulfilled and continues to fulfill its obligations towards 

journalists by providing the yardstick by which the actions or inactions of the 

State are to be judged.  

 

5. In addition, under this line of inquiry the Board should also consider the specific 

position of women journalists and whether the Maltese State has fulfilled, and is 

fulfilling, its obligations to protect them from gender-based violence, including 

misogynistic, sexist attacks, online and offline. Such attacks were a frequent 

experience for Daphne Caruana Galizia. Women journalists are often at the 

epicentre of risk - targeted due to their work as journalists, and targeted and 

discriminated against due to their gender. International trends concerning both 

(a) increased attacks on the physical safety of journalists and widespread 

impunity for crimes against them, whatever their gender, and (b) the prevalence 

of gender-based violence against women combine in a potent mix which places 

women journalists at heightened risk.  

 

 

Protection of Journalists, Press Freedom and State Obligations 

 

6. The obligations of the State towards journalists are heavily documented by the 

different organs of the Council of Europe138 and the United Nations139 through 

several recommendations, resolutions and Conventions.  

 

7. Malta became the 18th Member State of the Council of Europe on the 29 April 

1965, participating in the recommendations and resolutions of the different 

organs of the Council of Europe such as the Committe of Ministers and the 

Parliamentary Assembly, and becoming also a Contracting State to several of its 

Conventions. The main Convention which may be said to be most relevant to 

this Inquiry is the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and 

Fundamental Freedoms140 which was signed on the 12 December 1966 and 

 
138 Hereon referred to as COE 
139 Hereon referred to as UN 
140 Hereon referred to as ECHR 
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transposed into the national legislative framework through Act 319 of the Laws 

of Malta141.  

 

8. Malta became a member of the United Nations on the 1 December 1964 and is 

described by the Ministry for Foreign Affairs as being a ‘ proud and active 

participant within the United Nations fully recognises the importance of having 

a rules-based multilateral system with the UN at its core’142. Amongst the main 

Conventions which Malta acceded to, the most relevant to this Inquiry is the 

International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights143.  Malta was elected as a 

member to the Security Council for the years 1983, 1984144 and launched a 

campaign to be elected again to the Security Council in 2019145.  Malta also 

participates in the workings of the UN General Assembly having even in recent 

time addressed the General Assembly146. 

 

9. Malta’s membership and participation in both the United Nations and the 

Council of Europe brings about obligations which it must fulfill towards 

journalists. Though resolutions and recommendations are not directly binding on 

States, participation within these organisations and within the entities adopting 

those resolutions and making recommendations does represent a strong political 

commitment for Malta.  

 

10. This commitment is sufficiently rooted in Malta’s international and national 

human rights obligations embedded in for example the Constitution of Malta, the 

European Convention Act, the European Convention on Human Rights and the 

International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. The resolutions and 

recommendations of the different entities within the Council of Europe and the 

United Nations are themselves founded upon the European Convention and the 

International Covenant. It is therefore clear that this Board of Inquiry may rely 

and refer to the recommendations and resolutions of the United Nations and of 

 
141 https://legislation.mt/eli/cap/319/eng  
142 https://foreignandeu.gov.mt/en/perspectives-on-the-work-of-the-ministry/Pages/Malta%E2%80%99s-

initiatives-at-the-United-

Nations.aspx#:~:text=Malta%20has%20been%20a%20member,the%20UN%20at%20its%20core.  
143 Acceded to on the 13 September 1990; Hereon referred to as CCPR; 

https://tbinternet.ohchr.org/_layouts/15/TreatyBodyExternal/Treaty.aspx?CountryID=108&Lang=EN  
144 https://www.un.org/securitycouncil/content/countries-elected-members  
145 https://www.independent.com.mt/articles/2019-10-09/local-news/Malta-will-launch-campaign-for-UN-

Security-Council-bid-in-June-Carmelo-Abela-6736214550 ;  https://cde.news/malta-is-seeking-election-as-a-

member-of-the-un-security-council/ 
146 https://www.gov.mt/en/Government/DOI/Press%20Releases/Pages/2019/September/27/pr192027.aspx ; 

https://www.independent.com.mt/articles/2020-09-26/local-news/Prime-Minister-addresses-United-Nations-

general-assembly-from-office-6736227291 ; https://gadebate.un.org/en/73/malta  

https://legislation.mt/eli/cap/319/eng
https://foreignandeu.gov.mt/en/perspectives-on-the-work-of-the-ministry/Pages/Malta%E2%80%99s-initiatives-at-the-United-Nations.aspx#:~:text=Malta%20has%20been%20a%20member,the%20UN%20at%20its%20core
https://foreignandeu.gov.mt/en/perspectives-on-the-work-of-the-ministry/Pages/Malta%E2%80%99s-initiatives-at-the-United-Nations.aspx#:~:text=Malta%20has%20been%20a%20member,the%20UN%20at%20its%20core
https://foreignandeu.gov.mt/en/perspectives-on-the-work-of-the-ministry/Pages/Malta%E2%80%99s-initiatives-at-the-United-Nations.aspx#:~:text=Malta%20has%20been%20a%20member,the%20UN%20at%20its%20core
https://tbinternet.ohchr.org/_layouts/15/TreatyBodyExternal/Treaty.aspx?CountryID=108&Lang=EN
https://www.un.org/securitycouncil/content/countries-elected-members
https://www.independent.com.mt/articles/2019-10-09/local-news/Malta-will-launch-campaign-for-UN-Security-Council-bid-in-June-Carmelo-Abela-6736214550
https://www.independent.com.mt/articles/2019-10-09/local-news/Malta-will-launch-campaign-for-UN-Security-Council-bid-in-June-Carmelo-Abela-6736214550
https://cde.news/malta-is-seeking-election-as-a-member-of-the-un-security-council/
https://cde.news/malta-is-seeking-election-as-a-member-of-the-un-security-council/
https://www.gov.mt/en/Government/DOI/Press%20Releases/Pages/2019/September/27/pr192027.aspx
https://www.independent.com.mt/articles/2020-09-26/local-news/Prime-Minister-addresses-United-Nations-general-assembly-from-office-6736227291
https://www.independent.com.mt/articles/2020-09-26/local-news/Prime-Minister-addresses-United-Nations-general-assembly-from-office-6736227291
https://gadebate.un.org/en/73/malta
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the Council of Europe to inquire whether Malta has failed or is failing to fulfill 

its obligations towards journalists.  

 

11. While the intention of this note of submissions is not to provide an exhaustive 

list of those obligations nor of the resolutions and recommendations of the UN 

and of the Council of Europe in relation to the obligations of States including 

Malta towards journalists, the following are principles and resolutions which are 

binding upon Malta and which include actions that Malta like other Member 

States to the UN and to the Council of Europe is expected to implement.  

 

Principles and State Obligations – United Nations 

 

12. At the Commission on Human Rights’s sixty second session, the Special 

Rapporteur on the right to freedom of opinion and expression147 reiterated that 

“Press freedom is one of the pillars of a democratic society. Consequently, 

States have the primary  responsibility to ensure protection and security of 

journalists and are also responsible for ensuring that crimes against media 

professionals are brought to justice. Comprehensive and pluralist information 

can only be guaranteed if media professionals are allowed to work with 

sufficient protection and security.”148  

 

13. The Rapporteur stated that violations of the right to freedom of opinion and 

expression may occur in all countries, “whatever their system, and may have 

diverse forms and shape. Democracy and freedom of opinion and expression 

mutually reinforce each other and their joint actions facilitate the promotion of 

the indivisibility and interdependence of all human rights. Only true democratic 

regimes can guarantee a fertile ground for a thriving information society and 

effective remedial action for its protection.”149  It is also of interest to this 

Inquiry that the Rapporteur referred to defamation cases initiated by “elected 

officials and authorities officials’ and clearly stated that this ‘remains totally 

unacceptable. Elected officials and authorities should be conscious that, because 

of their role, they attract the attention of the press in the implementation of their 

functions.”150 

 

14. Of particular interest to this Inquiry are six of the recommendations151 made by 

the Rapporteur to governments as each indicates a factor against which the 

 
147 E/CN.4/2006/55, 30 December 2005  
148 Paragraph 56, E/CN.4/2006/55, 30 December 2005 
149 Paragraphs 62 and 63, E/CN.4/2006/55, 30 December 2005   
150 Paragraph 70, E/CN.4/2006/55, 30 December 2005 
151 Paragraphs 72 to 81, E/CN.4/2006/55, 30 December 2005 
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State’s action or inaction are to be considered and offer an opportunity to ensure 

better protection for journalists in Malta. These include the following: 

 

15. Establishing an independent authority on communications and a media 

ombudsperson, which could respectively be entrusted with the implementation 

of relevant laws and regulations; 

 

16. To take initiatives to counter the decline of print media in favour of the 

development of the television-radio sector and of Internet since “Print media are 

a fundamental instrument for the dissemination of ideas and opinions and, at the 

same time, they educate the reader to develop a critical approach and to analyse 

the information provided.” 

 

17. Take the necessary measures to increase protection of journalists and other 

media workers, regardless of their professional and political affiliation, from 

attacks irrespective of who initiates such attacks. In this regard the Rapporteur 

stresses that “Media security remains one of the core elements to guarantee 

pluralist information in a period marked by polarization of opinion and 

widespread violence. … The identification and adequate punishment of the  

perpetrators of such crimes will contribute to the strengthening of the rule of law 

and will buttress the confidence of the ordinary citizen in State institutions.” 

 

18. Take measures to guarantee freedom of opinion and expression on the Internet 

such that it extends the guarantee to website contributors and bloggers and that 

internet providers and website registration with national authorities should not be 

subject to any specific requirement; 

 

19. Encourages governments to set up a system whereby defamation cases could be 

first resolved through an independent authority and only failing that through 

court proceedings, and that civil law fines should not be of such amounts which 

would hamper the continuation of the journalist’s or the media’s activities; 

 

20. Ensure that national legislation on access to information is not hampered by a 

‘culture of confidentiality and secrecy that has little to do with the exercise of 

democracy’. 

 

21. In a Resolution adopted by the General Assembly on the 18 December 2013152 

Member States were urged “to do their utmost to prevent violence against 

 
152 General Assembly, Resolution 68/163, The Safety of Journalists and the Issue of Impunity, 21 February 2014 
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journalists and media workers, to ensure accountability through the conduct of 

impartial, speedy and effective investigations into all alleged violence against 

journalists and media workers falling within their jurisdiction and to bring the 

perpetrators of such crimes to justice and ensure that victims have access to 

appropriate remedies.”  

 

22. The General Assembly once again called upon States to “promote a safe and 

enabling environment for journalists to perform their work independently and 

without undue interference, including by means of: (a) legislative measures; 

(b) awareness-raising in the judiciary and among law enforcement officers 

and military personnel, as well as among journalists and in civil society, 

regarding international human rights and humanitarian law obligations and 

commitments relating to the safety of journalists; (c) the monitoring and 

reporting of attacks against journalists; (d) publicly condemning attacks; and 

(e) dedicating the resources necessary to investigate and prosecute such 

attacks.” 

 

23. General Comment 34 adopted by the Human Rights Committee in its 102nd 

session153  described the media as “A free, uncensored and unhindered press or 

other media is essential in any society to ensure freedom of opinion and 

expression and the enjoyment of other Covenant rights. It constitutes one of the 

cornerstones of a democratic society. The Covenant embraces a right whereby 

the media may receive information on the basis of which it can carry out its 

function. The free communication of information and ideas about public and 

political issues between citizens, candidates and elected representatives is 

essential. This implies a free press and other media able to comment on public 

issues without censorship or restraint and to inform public opinion. The public 

also has a corresponding right to receive media output.”  

 

24. Paragraph 41 of the General Comment is very pertinent to the evidence that 

evolved before this Board. It states: 

 

25. “Care must be taken to ensure that systems of government subsidy to media 

outlets and the placing of government advertisements are not employed to the 

effect of impeding freedom of expression. Furthermore, private media must not 

be put at a disadvantage compared to public media in such matters as access to 

means of dissemination/distribution and access to news.” 

 

 
153 Geneva, 11 – 29 July 2011 
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26. While paragraph 44 of the General Comment refers to the inclusion of bloggers 

within journalism and to State registration or accreditation schemes, the Human 

Right Committee considers ‘Journalism is a function shared by a wide range of 

actors, including professional full-time reporters and analysts, as well as 

bloggers and others who engage in forms of self-publication in print, on the 

internet or elsewhere’  and establishes that ‘general State systems of registration 

or licensing of journalists’  to be incompatible with article 19.3 of the 

Covenant154. In relation to ‘limited accreditation schemes’ the Committee states 

that these “are permissible only where necessary to provide journalists with 

privileged access to certain places and/or events’ but that these schemes are to 

be applied in a non discriminatory manner, based on objective criteria and 

‘taking into account that journalism is a function shared by a wide range of 

actors.’ 

 

27. In one of the more recent Resolutions155 the General Assembly gave attention to 

the behaviour of politicians vis-à-vis journalists and expressed alarm ‘at 

instances in which political leaders, public officials and/or authorities denigrate, 

intimidate or threaten the media, including individual journalists, which 

increases the risk of threats and violence against journalists and undermines 

public trust in the credibility of journalism.” In this regard, the General 

Assembly condemned this behaviour and urged all political leaders and 

authorities to refrain from such behaviour.  

 

28. This Resolution formally recognised intimidation, harassment and threats to 

journalists which may be of “legal, technological and economic nature’. 

Paragraph 9 of this Resolution’s conclusions encompasses a list of measures that 

the General Assembly agreed would prevent violence, intimidation, threats and 

attacks against journalists and media workers. These include the following 

eleven proposals: 

 

“(a) Increasing and accelerating efforts to create and maintain, in law and in 

practice, a safe and enabling environment for journalists to perform their work 

independently and without undue interference;  

 

(b) Giving full support to and raising public awareness of the importance of an 

independent, plural and diverse media, online as well as offline;  

 
154 International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights 
155 Resolution adopted by the Human Rights Council on 27 September 2018, Thirty Ninth Session, Resolution 

A/HRC/RES/39/6; see also the UN Plan of Action on the Safety of Journalists and the Issue of Impunity, CI-

12/CONF.202/6;  
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(c) Publicly, unequivocally and systematically condemning violence, 

intimidation, threats and attacks against journalists and media workers;  

 

(d) Establishing or enhancing information-gathering and monitoring 

mechanisms, such as databases, to permit the collecting, analysis and reporting 

of concrete quantitative and qualitative disaggregated data on threats, attacks or 

violence against journalists;  

 

(e) Establishing an early warning and rapid response mechanism to give 

journalists and media workers, when threatened, immediate access to authorities 

competent and adequately resourced to provide effective protective measures;  

 

(f) Supporting capacity-building, training and awareness-raising in the judiciary 

and among law enforcement officers and military and security personnel, as well 

as among media organizations, journalists and civil society, regarding States’ 

international human rights and international humanitarian law obligations and 

commitments relating to the safety of journalists;  

 

(g) Putting in place safe gender-sensitive preventive measures and investigative 

procedures in order to encourage women journalists to report offline and online 

attacks against them, and providing adequate support, including psychosocial 

support, to victims and survivors;  

 

(h) Ensuring better internal coordination and sharing of information, in 

particular within and between relevant ministries, law enforcement and the 

judiciary at the local and national levels;  

 

Signing and ratifying the international and regional human rights instruments 

relevant to the safety of journalists;  

 

(j) Implementing more effectively the applicable legal framework for the 

protection of journalists and media workers, relevant resolutions adopted by 

United Nations bodies and regional intergovernmental organizations, as well as 

the recommendations made by the treaty bodies, the special procedures and in 

the context of the universal periodic review relating to the safety of journalists;  

 

(k) Integrating the safety of journalists and media freedom into national 

development frameworks under the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development;” 
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Principles and State Obligations – Council of Europe  

 

29. The work of the Council of Europe on the protection of journalists may be 

classified to address one of three issues: the protection of journalists and media 

freedom, access to information and protection of sources. Each will be 

considered here. 

 

Protection of Journalists and Media Freedom 

 

30. The COE Parliamentary Assembly Resolution 1535 (2007)156 paid “tribute to all 

journalists and media that further democracy and the rule of law by investigative 

journalism into political and social issues which are of public concern while 

respecting the standards of journalistic ethics.”157 It reiterated that “Freedom of 

expression and information in the media includes the right to express political 

opinions and criticise the authorities and society, expose governmental mistakes, 

corruption and organised crime, and question religious dogmas and 

practices.”158  

 

31. The Assembly recognised that ‘Where journalists must fear for their lives and 

security, democracy is at risk.”159 Referring to the legal obligations placed on 

States by articles 2 and 10 of the ECHR the Assembly stated that the State’s 

legal obligation to investigate the murder of journalists and of other threats of 

violence against them ‘stems from the individual journalist’s rights under the 

Convention as well as from the necessity for any democracy to have 

functioning media free from intimidation and political threats. Where attacks 

against journalists can be carried out with impunity, democracy and the rule 

of law suffer.”160 

 

32. In Resolution 2035 (2015)161 the Assembly highlighted the fundamental link 

between media freedom and democracy stating that “The media create the public 

space for the dissemination of information and the expression of opinions. Media 

freedom therefore constitutes an important index for democracy, political 

freedoms and the rule of law in a country or region. Any attack on the media and 

journalists is an attack on a democratic society.”162 It continued to stress that 

 
156 Assembly debate and text adopted by the Assembly, 25 January 2007, (7th Sitting) 
157 Paragraph 2, Parliamentary Assembly Resolution 1535(2007), Assembly debate and text adopted by the 

Assembly, 25 January 2007, (7th Sitting)  
158 Paragraph 3, Parliamentary Assembly Resolution 1535(2007) 
159 Ibid  
160 Paragraph 5, Parliamentary Assembly Resolution 1535(2007) 
161 Assembly debate and text adopted on 29 January  (7th and 8th Sitting) 
162 Paragraph 1, Parliament Assembly Resolution 2035(2015) 
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“When in a society fear and self-censorship take the place of freedom to 

criticise and investigate, democracy is undeniably ailing. The freedom and 

safety of journalists are also our freedom and our safety.”163 It emphasised that 

‘political criticism’ must be protected as an essential part of media freedom 

which is based on a freedom of expression which is applicable also to 

expressions that “offend, shock or disturb the State or any sector of the 

population”.164 The Assembly regrettably noted that while media freedom was 

widely proclaimed in Europe it is a freedom which is frequently restricted by 

limiting the freedom and the safety of journalists. It stated that “Danger to 

journalists, be it physical, financial, existential or a combination thereof, 

restricts their journalistic freedom and affects the results of their work, 

sometimes forcing them to satisfy the demands of editors, publishers, owners, 

advertisers, politicians or others.”165 

 

 

33. Earlier resolutions of the Parliamentary Assembly had already drawn the 

attention of its Members that “Journalists continue to die, not only when 

covering events on the battlefield, but also, and more often, in the course of 

their work when trying to throw light on darker sides of the society such as 

corruption, financial abuse, drug trafficking, terrorism or ethnic conflict.”166 In 

this 2001 recommendation the Assembly had already started to identify that 

attacks against freedom of expression could take many forms and indicated that 

these include a difficult access to official information when this is left to the 

discretion of the authorities, threats, intimidation, power cuts, bomb alerts, 

monopolies of paper and distribution, unequal conditions for state media as 

opposed to other media and pressure on advertisers.167   

 

34. The Recommendation states that “Precarious economic conditions and a low 

level of democratic culture represent in themselves a serious threat to freedom of 

expression since they make the media an easy prey to mighty political, economic 

and other interests. Instead of performing their role of a public watchdog, the 

media become instruments for settling scores and are transformed into 

mercenaries acting upon orders.”168 Its Recommendation of 2003169 also 

 
163 Paragraph 2, Parliament Assembly Resolution 2035(2015) 
164 Paragraph 4, Parliament Assembly Resolution 2035(2015) 
165 Paragraph 15, Parliament Assembly Resolution 2035(2015) 
166 Recommendation 1506 (2001), Assembly debate and text adopted on 24 April 2001, (10 th Sitting) 
167 Paragraph 7, Parliament Assembly Recommendation 1506 (2001) 
168 Paragraph 9, Parliament Assembly Recommendation 1506 (2001) 
169 Paragraph 5, Recommendation 1589 (2003), Assembly debate and text adopted on 28 January 2003 (3rd 

Sitting) 
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identified ‘defamation suits or disproportionately high fines that bring media 

outlets to the brink of extinction’ as being other forms of legal harassment. 

 

35. In 2020 the Parliamentary Assembly felt the need to once again adopt a 

resolution on ‘Threats to media freedom and journalists’ security in Europe170’. 

In it the Assembly recognised the importance of the media and of journalism and 

the obligations of the State in their regard in the following words: 

 

36. “Without the right to freedom of expression, and free, independent and 

pluralistic media, there is no true democracy. The Council of Europe and its 

Parliamentary Assembly are firmly committed to strengthening media freedom 

in all its aspects, including the right to access to information, the protection of 

sources, the protection against searches of professional workplaces and private 

residences and the seizure of materials, the safeguarding of editorial 

independence and of the ability to investigate, criticise and contribute to public 

debate without fear of pressure or interference. The safety of journalists and 

other media actors is a fundamental component of this freedom. 

 

37. Under the European Convention on Human Rights (ETS No. 5) – in particular 

its Article 10 – member States have a positive obligation to establish a sound 

legal framework for journalists and other media actors to work safely. However, 

threats, harassment, legal and administrative restrictions and undue political 

and economic pressure are widespread. Worse still, in some countries, 

journalists who investigate affairs involving corruption or abuse of power, or 

who merely voice criticism of political leaders and governments in power, are 

physically attacked, arbitrarily imprisoned, tortured or even murdered. In this 

respect, the Assembly also refers to its Resolution 2293 (2019) “Daphne 

Caruana Galizia’s assassination and the rule of law in Malta and beyond: 

ensuring that the whole truth emerges”.171 

 

38. Through this Resolution the Assembly again in 2020 reiterated the obligation of 

all European countries to ensure that there is a ‘safe environment for journalists 

and other media actions’ and that each must ‘make use of all their leverage to 

prompt member States to remedy quickly and effectively any threats to media 

freedom, urging and supporting the reforms required to this end.’ 

 

 

 
170 Resolution 2317 (2020), Assembly debate and text adopted on 28 January 2020  
171 Paragraphs 1 and 2, Parliamentary Assembly Resolution 2317 (2020) 
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39. Resolution 1535 (2007) identified administrative acts including the awarding of 

subsidies to the media as possible manners in which public authorities 

restrain the media especially when this is done through unfair and unequal 

treatment of journalists and media. It declares that ‘Where arbitrary or 

politically motivated discrimination of journalists and the media occurs, freedom 

of the media is violated.”172  

 

 

40. In 1999173 the Parliament Assembly had already declared that “Free media 

cannot thrive in an undemocratic country. It is therefore the role of politicians to 

ensure that the political and legal conditions are met so as to enable, on the one 

hand, media to perform freely and, on the other, to guarantee individual 

freedoms and other fundamental human rights. Sheer quantity of information, 

especially in a situation of strong media concentration, does not by itself provide 

variety and quality. Neither does intensification of communication necessarily 

make people more able and better qualified to take decisions or to influence 

decision-making processes.”174 Two of the recommendations made by the 

Assembly in this Recommendation are particularly interesting for this Inquiry: 

 

41. “the drafting of clear guidelines for public access to information and the 

functioning of government press services, and ensuring that those guidelines are 

followed at all levels;” 

 

42. “the elaboration of guidelines concerning the right to privacy and the disclosure 

of information about holders of political or public office, following the proposals 

in Assembly Resolution 1165 (1998) on the right to privacy;” 

 

 

43. In Resolution 1535 (2007) the Assembly called on all parliaments to ‘conduct 

parliamentary investigations into the unresolved murders of journalists as well 

as attacks and death threats against them, in order to shed light on individual 

cases and develop as a matter of urgency effective policies for the greater safety 

of journalists and their right to carry out their work without threats.”175 A few 

years later in 2015 the Assembly then invited “national parliaments to hold 

annual public debates (hearings, committee meetings or plenary sessions), with 

 
172 Paragraph 6, Parliamentary Assembly Resolution 2317 (2020) 
173 Recommendation 1407 (1999), Assembly debate and text adopted on 29 April 1999 (15th Sitting)  
174 Paragraphs 3 and 4, Parliamentary Assembly Recommendation 1407 (1999) 
175 Paragraph 11, Resolution 1535 (2007)  
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the participation of associations of journalists and the media, on the state of 

media freedom in their respective countries;”176. 

 

44. The Assembly’s resolve to place upon national parliaments a strong 

responsibility towards ensuring the protection of the right to freedom of 

expression was also unequivocally expressed in its Resolution 2317 (2020) when 

it stated:  

“Finally, the Assembly calls on national parliaments to ensure that governments 

act in full respect of the Council of Europe standards concerning the right to 

freedom of expression, including media freedom and the safety of journalists. 

National parliaments must be the guardians of this right and ensure full 

engagement of the State apparatus at all levels: political, legislative, judicial, 

law enforcement and educational. In this connection, national parliaments 

should take more account of the Council of Europe’s work and in particular 

bring the recommendations of the Committee of Ministers and the Assembly’s 

reports and resolutions to the attention of their relevant committees, and build 

on these texts when drafting legislation that is relevant for media freedom and 

the safety of journalists. “177 

 

45. Professional organisations of journalists and other media related professionals 

are identified in Resolution 1535 (2007) as being one of the important 

stakeholders178 who have a role in helping their members to face threats ‘by 

providing assistance and training to journalists and by raising awareness among 

politicians and the public at large.”179 Indeed the Parliamentary Assembly 

declares that “The work of such professional organisations is protected under 

Articles 10 and 11 of the ECHR against undue restrictions by state authorities.”, 

thereby recognising that one of the State’s obligations is that of recognising such 

professional organisations and ensuring they are not restricted in their work. In 

fact it considered ‘fully representative, independent organisations and unions of 

journalists’ to be an important form of protection for freedom of expression and 

for journalists.180  

 

46. Police and law-enforcement authorities are another stakeholder identified by the 

Parliamentary Assembly of the COE. In its Recommendation 2062 (2015)181 the 

Assembly recommended that training programmes are to be developed for police 

 
176 Resolution 2035 (2015) Parliamentary Assembly, Assembly debate and text adopted on 29 th January 2015 
177 Paragraph 12, Resolution 2317 (2020) 
178 Paragraph 14, Resolution 1535 (2007) 
179 Paragraph 8, Resolution 1535 (2007) 
180 Paragraph 14, Resolution 1535 (2007) 
181 Assembly debate and text adopted on 29 January 2015 (8th Sitting) 
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and law enforcement authorities to be trained regarding the protection of 

journalists and media freedom and that such training programmes were to ‘offer 

targeted assistance in this area;”182. 

 

47. The Parliamentary Assembly continued to strengthen its resolve on the actions 

that it expects member States to take to protect more effectively the safety of 

journalists and media freedom and in its Resolution 2317 (2020) made general 

calls applicable to all member States and called on Malta by name to take 

specific action beyond the general measures which were addressed to all member 

States. The general measures which the Parliamentary Assembly stated ‘must’ be 

implemented by States were divided into two different categories; the first 

category of actions are aimed at effectively protecting journalists and media 

freedom and the second category of actions are aimed at creating “an enabling 

and favourable media environment”.  

 

48. In this respect the Assembly’s resolutions and recommendations show a 

development in the resolve of the members of the Council of Europe with such 

documents progressing from seeking to strengthen general obligations of States 

vis-a-vis the right to freedom of expression and towards the recognition of the 

obligations of the States to protect journalists from harm and further still the 

State’s obligation to create an enabling and favourable media environment.  

 

49. Actions agreed by the Assembly as offering protection to journalists and media 

freedom include the following: 

 

“5.1 fully implement Recommendation CM/Rec(2016)4 on the protection of 

journalism and safety of journalists and other media actors; 

 

5.2 carry out effective, independent and prompt investigations into any crimes 

against journalists, such as murders, attacks or ill-treatment, and bring to 

justice authors, instigators, perpetrators and accomplices who are responsible 

under the law, ensuring that there is no impunity for attacks against journalists; 

 

5.3 set up national mechanisms consistent with the United Nations Plan of 

Action on the Safety of Journalists and the Issue of Impunity, ensuring that such 

mechanisms are designed and implemented under strong political and 

operational leadership, with proper inter-agency co-ordination and in genuine 

 
182 Paragraph 3.2, Recommendation 2062 (2015) 
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partnership with civil society, notably journalists’ associations and trade unions, 

and media freedom watchdog organisations; 

 

5.4 fight online harassment of journalists, particularly female journalists and 

journalists belonging to minorities, and enhance the protection of investigative 

journalists and whistle-blowers; 

 

5.5 support the establishment of early-warning and rapid-response mechanisms, 

such as hotlines or emergency contact points, to ensure that journalists have 

immediate access to protection whenever they are threatened; 

 

5.6 pay particular attention to the rising number of attacks on journalists and 

media outlets from groups of extremists and criminal organisations, and take 

appropriate preventive measures when journalists’ lives and safety are exposed 

to real and immediate risks; 

 

5.7 enhance the co-operation and exchange of information, expertise and best 

practices with other States whenever crimes against journalists involve cross-

border or online dimensions; 

 

5.8 back up laws protecting journalists with effective law-enforcement apparatus 

and redress mechanisms for victims and their families; 

 

5.9 avoid arrest and extradition of journalists in exile to their countries of origin 

where they risk punishment and persecution.” 

 

 

50. Actions agreed by the Assembly as creating an enabling and favourable media 

environment include the following: 

 

“6.1 propose no criminal sanctions for media offences – especially prison 

sentences, the closure of media outlets or blocking of websites and social media 

platforms – except in cases where other fundamental rights have been seriously 

impaired, for instance in the case of hate speech or incitement to violence or 

terrorism; and ensure that these sanctions are not applied in a discriminatory or 

arbitrary way against journalists; 

 

6.2 recognise, and ensure respect of, the right of journalists to protect their 

sources, and develop an appropriate normative, judicial and institutional 

framework to protect whistle-blowers and whistle-blowing facilitators, in line 
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with Assembly Resolution 2300 (2019) on improving the protection of whistle-

blowers all over Europe; and, in this respect, consider that the detention and 

criminal prosecution of Mr Julian Assange set a dangerous precedent for 

journalists, and join the recommendation of the UN Special Rapporteur on 

torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment who 

declared, on 1 November 2019, that Mr Assange’s extradition to the United 

States must be barred and that he must be promptly released; 

 

6.3 facilitate journalists’ work in specific difficult contexts, such as in conflict 

zones or in public rallies; 

 

6.4 firmly condemn police violence against journalists and establish deterrent 

sanctions in this respect; 

 

6.5 develop specific training programmes for law-enforcement bodies and 

officials who are responsible for fulfilling State obligations concerning the 

protection of journalists; 

 

6.6 avoid any misuse of administrative measures, such as registration or 

accreditation, and of tax schemes to harass journalists or apply pressure on 

them; 

 

6.7 develop constructive, non-discriminatory mechanisms of dialogue with 

media and journalists’ standing or ad hoc committees, bringing together 

politicians, judges, public prosecutors, police officers, journalists and editors, to 

discuss problems concerning journalists’ security, and look for solutions in a 

collaborative framework, also paying specific attention to the need to ensure 

effective protection for investigative journalists, as well as to the higher 

vulnerability of women journalists and the particular vulnerability of freelance 

journalists.”  

 

51. In this Resolution the Assembly specifically called on Malta to: 

 

“9.3.1 urgently end the prevailing climate of impunity and implement 

Assembly Resolution 2293 (2019). In this connection, the Assembly welcomes 

the recent announcement of revised terms of reference and composition of a 

public independent inquiry into the murder of Daphne Caruana Galizia, 

following the concerns set out in the Declaration of the PACE Committee on 

Legal Affairs and Human Rights adopted on 30 September 2019; 
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9.3.2 as recommended by the Council of Europe’s Commissioner for Human 

Rights, repeal any laws allowing the posthumous pursuit of defamation cases, 

targeting journalists, against their heirs. It is unacceptable that over 30 

posthumous civil defamation proceedings against Daphne Caruana Galizia’s 

family are still under way;” 

 

52. Only a few months before this Resolution, the Parliamentary Assembly adopted 

a scathing resolution entitled “Daphne Caruana Galizia’s assassination and the 

rule of law in Malta and beyond: ensuring that the whole truth emerges”183. This 

was the Resolution through which the Parliamentary Assembly identified issues 

of concern that gave rise to impunity and which are connected with Daphne 

Caruana Galizia’s assassination and her journalistic work. This is also the 

Resolution that after noting the government’s insistence of not establishing a 

public inquiry into the circumstances leading to and following her assassination, 

then proceeded to give Malta three months within which to establish ‘an 

independent public inquiry in order to ensure fulfilment of its obligations under 

Article 2 of the European Convention of Human Rights (ETS No. 5).”184 

 

53. While the Resolution predominantly focuses on issues which fall within the lines 

of inquiry established by the first two terms of reference for this Public Inquiry, 

there are aspects of this Resolution which are also important and relevant to this 

third line of inquiry as they are intimately connected with the State’s obligations 

towards journalists and other media professionals. These include the following: 

“2.15 the Freedom of Information Act is undermined by many exceptions to the 

principle of access to official documents, with the result that public authorities 

systematically obstruct requests for official documents and the transparency of 

the administration is not guaranteed; 

 

the Protection of the Whistle-blower Act, although in many ways laudable, is 

undermined by a lack of protection for whistle-blowers who report to the media, 

by the role of the Attorney General and Commissioner of Police in granting 

immunity to potential whistle-blowers and by the fact that the reporting channel 

for external whistle-blowers is the Cabinet Office;” 

 

Access to Information  

 

54. “Transparency of public authorities is a key feature of good governance and an 

indicator of whether or not a society is genuinely democratic and pluralist, 

 
183 Resolution 2293 (2019), Assembly debate and text adopted on 26 June 2019 (24th Sitting) 
184 Paragraph 8, Parliamentary Assembly Resolution 2293 (2019) 
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opposed to all forms of corruption, capable of criticising those who govern it, 

and open to enlightened participation of citizens in matters of public interest. 

The right of access to official documents is also essential to the self-development 

of people and to the exercise of fundamental human rights. It also strengthens 

public authorities’ legitimacy in the eyes of the public, and its confidence in 

them. Considering this, national legal systems should recognise and properly 

enforce a right of access for everyone to official documents produced or held by 

the public authorities’.185 

 

55. Following a number of recommendations made over the years by the Committee 

of Ministers186, the Council of Europe launched a Convention dealing with 

Access to Official Documents with the intention of formalising the minimum 

standards already recommended by the Committee of Ministers. The Convention 

which is still open to signatures and which has not as yet been signed by Malta, 

incorporates within it the minimum standards established by the Committee of 

Ministers in its Recommendation Rec(2002)2187.  

 

56. This Recommendation supports wide access to official documents in accordance 

with clear rules and the Committee of Ministers indicates that this is needed as 

such access “allows the public to have an adequate view of, and to form a 

critical opinion on, the state of the society in which they live and on the 

authorities that govern them, whilst encouraging informed participation by the 

public in matters of common interest; fosters the efficiency and effectiveness of 

administrations and helps maintain their integrity by avoiding the risk of 

corruption;  contributes to affirming the legitimacy of administrations as public 

services and to strengthening the public’s confidence in public authorities;”. 

 

57. The Committee of Ministers also recommends that public authorities commit 

themselves to conducting an active communication policy through which at its 

own initiative the public authorities are to take the necessary measures to make 

public information which they hold when this ‘will encourage informed 

participation by the public in matters of public interest.”  

 

 

 

 
185 Explanatory Report, Convention on Access to Official Documents, Council of Europe, Tromso, 18 June 

2009, CETS 205; 

https://rm.coe.int/CoERMPublicCommonSearchServices/DisplayDCTMContent?documentId=09000016800d38

36  
186 Recommendation no. R (81) 19, Recommendation Rec (2002) 2 
187 Adopted by the Committee of Ministers on 21 February 2002, 748th meeting of the Ministers’ Deputies 

https://rm.coe.int/CoERMPublicCommonSearchServices/DisplayDCTMContent?documentId=09000016800d3836
https://rm.coe.int/CoERMPublicCommonSearchServices/DisplayDCTMContent?documentId=09000016800d3836
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Protection of Sources 

 

58. Protecting journalists includes protecting their sources. The right and 

responsibility of journalists not to disclose their source is widely recognised and 

is also embedded in our national law188. In 2000, through Recommendation No. 

R(2000)7189 the Committee of Ministers of the COE reiterated the foundations 

upon which the right and responsibility of journalists not to disclose their source 

is based and recommended that governments of member States ‘implement in 

their domestic law and practice the principles appended to this 

recommendation’.  

 

59. Specific attention is being drawn to this issue as testimony given before the 

Board and evidence presented before the Board clearly shows attempts at 

misguiding journalists by attacking their sources or even providing false sources.  

This Recommendation speaks of ‘public authorities, police authorities and 

judiciary’, and evidence in the acts of this Inquiry show actions taken by persons 

engaged at the Office of the Prime Minister or closely connected therewith. This 

Inquiry therefore is required to not only consider whether there is sufficient 

protection of journalists, which includes the protection of their right and 

responsibility not to divulge their sources, but also whether such protection was 

interfered with.  

 

60. To fulfil its third line of Inquiry in the light of the evidence presented in the acts 

of this Inquiry, this Board is therefore called upon to also inquire whether 

recommendations related to the protection of sources as made by the Committee 

of Ministers are complied with. To do so the Board will need to ask whether: 

 

61. Domestic law and practice provides for ‘explicit and clear protection of the right 

of journalists not to disclose information identifying a source’. The 

Recommendation defines ‘information identifying a source’ as “as far as this is 

likely to lead to the identification of a source: i. the name and personal data as 

well as voice and image of a source,  ii. the factual circumstances of acquiring 

information from a source by a journalist, iii. the unpublished content of the 

information provided by a source to a journalist, and iv. personal data of 

journalists and their employers related to their professional work.” 

 

 
188 Media and Defamation Act, Chapter 579 of the Laws of Malta, article 22, 

https://legislation.mt/eli/cap/579/eng  
189 Committee of Ministers, Council of Europe, Adopted on 8th March 2000, 701st Meeting of the Ministers’ 

Deputies 

https://legislation.mt/eli/cap/579/eng
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62. Domestic law and practice providing for the protection of the right of journalists 

not to disclose sources equally protects ‘other persons, who by their professional 

relations with journalists, acquire knowledge of information identifying a 

source’; 

 

63. The right of journalists not to disclose information identifying a source was 

overruled by circumstances which did not show an ‘overriding requirement in 

the public interest’, and are not of ‘a sufficiently vital and serious nature’ ‘which 

reflect a pressing social need’; 

 

64. Any measures of interception, surveillance, search or seizure of belongings or 

correspondence has taken place to circumvent the right of journalists not to 

disclose information identifying a source. 

 

65. Recommendations Nos. R(2000)7 of the Committee of Ministers were further 

strengthened in 2011 when the General Assembly of the COE not only 

recognized and made those recommendations their own, but further asked the 

Committee of Ministers to call on member states to comply therewith.190 

 

Principles and State Obligations – European Court of Human Rights 

 

66. The obligations of States referred to in the Resolutions and Recommendations of 

the Parliamentary Assembly are based on the principles established in the 

caselaw of the European Court of Human Rights. This provides clear guidance 

on the standards of press freedom that a democratic State, signatory to the 

European Convention, is expected to uphold.  

 

67. These obligations primarily emanate from the interpretation of article 2, right to 

life, and article 10, freedom of expression. Although each of these are rights 

granted to individuals against arbitrary interference by public authorities, the 

Court has often stated that such individual rights place upon States positive 

obligations which include the obligation of the State to have in place legal, 

administrative and practical measures so as to ensure that an interference with 

the right of a person or an obstacle for that person to access and effectively 

exercise that right is removed before the violation of that right arises.  

 

68. In this respect, States therefore become responsible not only for the actions of 

their own representatives and to ensure that they refrain from arbitrarily 

 
190 Recommendation 1950 (2011), Assembly debate and text adopted 25th January 2011, (4th Sitting) 
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interfering with the right to life and the right to freedom of expression, but are 

also responsible to ensure that these rights are effectively secured for individuals 

against the interference committed by others.  In the judgment of Fuentes Bobo 

v. Spain191 the European Court held that it was incumbent on the Spanish 

government to safeguard freedom of expression from threats stemming from 

private persons even where in this case the threat was the applicant’s lawful 

dismissal from employment. 

 

69. This caselaw provides the Board with a framework within which the State’s 

actions and inactions are to be assessed. The European Court has considered 

complaints by journalists and media organisations under different human rights 

recognised in the European Convention. The main obligations of the State vis-à-

vis journalists and media are established predominantly under article 2 and 

article 10.  

 

70. This third line of inquiry set in the Board’s terms of reference obliges this Board 

to investigate whether the State has managed to enable a safe environment 

promoting the safety of Daphne Caruana Galizia and the performance of her 

work as a journalist, and likewise for other journalists working in Malta. This is 

one of the most important roles that was assigned to this Board by the 

government in establishing this Public Inquiry and as is evidenced in the third 

line of inquiry included in the Terms of Reference.  

 

71. In line with its terms of reference the Board is expected to inquire whether the 

State has met its obligations under articles 2 and 10 and to report on what it finds 

in this respect by indicating the extent to which those standards are met by the 

government’s actions and conduct and to propose actions that will enable the 

government to meet such standards.  

 

72. An outline of the main principles established in the Court’s caselaw is being 

provided below, by focusing on three classifications: protection of journalists 

and media freedom, access to information and protection of sources. 

 

Protection of Journalists and Media Freedom 

 

73. An analysis of relevant caselaw identifies key factors which the European Court 

has adopted in in its review of complaints. These key factors are lines of inquiry 

that need to be verified by this Board in the performance of its functions, since 

 
191 Application 39293/98, 29th February 2000 
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the application of these key factors will establish an understanding of not only 

the circumstances which Daphne Caruana Galizia faced and which other 

journalists continue to face but will also do so within the framework of State 

obligations.  

 

74. While it is reiterated that it is not the role of this Board to establish whether the 

State violated any fundamental rights of Daphne Caruana Galizia, it is called 

upon and authorised in its terms to reference to identify whether there was 

impunity that placed Daphne Caruana Galizia and other journalists in harm’s 

way and failed to take preventive measures in their regard. A consideration of 

the key factors identified in the European Court’s caselaw will therefore serve as 

a measure against which the State’s actions may be gauged.  

 

75. The key factors include to ask and inquire whether: 

 

the government created an enabling environment for Daphne Caruana Galizia to 

carry out her journalism and for other journalists to continue her work and to 

continue their investigative journalism and journalism keeping the government 

to account.  

 

76. The European Court has reiterated that: 

 

“Elle estime aussi que les obligations positives en la matière impliquent, entre 

autres, que les Etats sont tenus de créer, tout en établissant un système efficace 

de protection des auteurs ou journalistes, un environnement favorable à la 

participation aux débats publics de toutes les personnes concernées, leur 

permettant d’exprimer sans crainte leurs opinions et idées, même si celles-ci 

vont à l’encontre de celles défendues par les autorités officielles ou par une 

partie importante de l’opinion publique, voire même sont irritantes ou 

choquantes pour ces dernières.” 192 ; 

 

77. the authorities ought to have been aware that Daphne Caruana Galizia was in a 

vulnerable position, and whether following her assassination the authorities are 

in a position to become aware that other journalists are or could be in a 

vulnerable position. In the case of Gongadze v. Ukraine193 the European Court 

indicated that it had considered general events and circumstances to conclude 

that “… the authorities, primarily prosecutors, ought to have been aware of the 

 
192 Paragraph 137, Dink v. Turquie, Applications Nos : 2668/07, 6102/08, 30079/08, 7072/09 and 7124/09, 14 

September 2010, Tenth Section  
193 Paragraph 168, Application No: 34056/02, 8th November 2005, Second Section  
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vulnerable position in which a journalist who covered politically sensitive topics 

placed himself/herself vis-à-vis those in power at the material time …”194; 

 

78. there are criminal law provisions to deter the commission of offences against the 

person, backed up by law-enforcement machinery for the prevention, 

suppression and punishment of breaches of such provisions;195  

 

79. there was an absence of any operational measures of protection that could have 

minimised the risk from the criminal acts of another individual;196 

 

Access to Information  

 

80. While recognising that article 10 of the ECHR does not confer a general right of 

access to information, the European Court’s caselaw has clearly developed to 

mirror the developments within the Council of Europe on access to information 

held by public authorities. In its judgments the Court has often been called upon 

to consider complaints presented by journalists for having been sanctioned for 

obtaining such information or for having been denied access to information.  

 

81. The case of Magyar Helsinki Bizottsag v. Hungary197 deals with a request for 

information relating to the work of ex officio defence counsel, which information 

was classified by the public authorities as ‘personal data’ and consequently not 

subject to disclosure. The case of Dammann v. Switzerland198  deals with a 

journalist having obtained information on previous criminal convictions of 

persons arrested in connection with a robbery. Selmani and Others v. the former 

Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia199 considers the forced removal of journalists 

from the press gallery of Parliament thereby preventing journalists from 

obtaining first hand and direct knowledge of the event unfolding in Parliament.  

 

82. The Court has recognised that the notion of freedom to receive information 

encompasses the right of access to information thereby placing upon public 

authorities the converse duty of making that information which is in the public 

interest available. “Such a need may exist, inter alia, where the disclosure 

provides transparency on the manner of conduct of public affairs and on matters 

of interest for society as a whole. The public interest also relates to matters 

 
194 ibid 
195 Paragraph 62, Kilic v. Turkey, Application no: 22492/93, 28th March 2000, First Section 
196 Paragraph 115, Osman v. United Kingdom, Application No: 23452/94, 28th October 1998 
197 Application no. 18030/11, 8 November 2016 
198 Application No. 77551/01, 25 April 2006 
199 Application No. 67259/14, 9 February 2017 
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which affect the public to such an extent that it may legitimately take an interest 

in them. This comprises matters capable of giving rise to considerable 

controversy, which concern important social issues or involve issues that the 

public would have an interest in being informed about.”200 

 

Protection of Journalistic Sources 

 

83. The European Court has clearly defined the protection of sources as an important 

characteristic of press freedom. In the Telegraaf Media Nederland Landelijke 

Media B.V. and Others v. The Netherlands201 judgment the European Court 

stated as follows: 

 

84. “127. Protection of journalistic sources is one of the basic conditions for press 

freedom, as is recognised and reflected in various international instruments 

including the Committee of Ministers Recommendation quoted in 

paragraph 61 above. Without such protection, sources may be deterred from 

assisting the press in informing the public on matters of public interest. As a 

result the vital public-watchdog role of the press may be undermined and the 

ability of the press to provide accurate and reliable information may be 

adversely affected. Having regard to the importance of the protection of 

journalistic sources for press freedom in a democratic society and the potentially 

chilling effect an order of source disclosure has on the exercise of that freedom, 

such a measure cannot be compatible with Article 10 of the Convention unless it 

is justified by an overriding requirement in the public interest 

(see Goodwin, cited above, § 39; Voskuil, cited above, § 65; Financial Times 

Ltd. and Others, cited above, § 59; and Sanoma, cited above, § 51). 

 

85. While it may be true that the public perception of the principle of non-disclosure 

of sources would suffer no real damage where it was overridden in 

circumstances where a source was clearly acting in bad faith with a harmful 

purpose (for example, by intentionally fabricating false information), courts 

should be slow to assume, in the absence of compelling evidence, that these 

factors are present in any particular case. In any event, given the multiple 

interests in play, the Court emphasises that the conduct of the source can never 

be decisive in determining whether a disclosure order ought to be made but will 

merely operate as one, albeit important, factor to be taken into consideration in 

 
200 The right of access to information, a key prerequisite for the freedom of expression, Thematic Factsheet, 

Council of Europe, Update: June 2018 
201 Application no. 39315/06, 22 November 2012, Third Section 
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carrying out the balancing exercise required under Article 10 § 2 (Financial 

Times Ltd. and Others, cited above, § 63).” 

 

86. Caselaw202 has strongly established that the right of journalists not to disclose 

their sources is part and parcel of the right to information and an obligation of 

the journalist. It is not a right that can be granted or taken away depending on 

who their source is nor on the subject of the content of their communication. 

This right exists and is protected irrespective of the lawfulness or unlawfulness 

of the disclosure of the information by the source. Indeed often information on 

matters of public interest is found within the bounds of public authorities each 

with its own rules protecting its work processes. Furthermore, any interference 

with this right that could lead to the identification of sources must be supported 

by effective legal procedural safeguards commensurate with the importance of 

the principle at stake. This would require at the very least a review by an 

independent and impartial body to prevent the unnecessary access to that 

information.  

 

87. The recommendations of the General Assembly and of the Committee of 

Ministers support the caselaw of the European Court in establishing that an order 

for disclosure of a source has a chilling effect on the exercise of media freedom 

and that such order or action taken to identify a source cannot be compatible 

with the right to freedom of expression and to impart information unless it is 

justified by an overriding requirement in the public interest which represents a 

pressing social need. The chilling effect has been described by the Council of 

Europe in the following terms: 

 

“The disclosure orders placed on journalists have a detrimental impact not only 

on their sources, whose identity may be revealed, but also on the newspaper 

against which the order is directed, whose reputation may be negatively affected 

in the eyes of future potential sources by the disclosure, and on the members of 

the public, who have an interest in receiving information imparted through 

anonymous sources and who are also potential sources themselves.”203 

 

 
202 See for example: Voskuil v. the Netherlands, Application No. 64752/01, 22 February 2008; Telegraaf Media 

Nederland Landelijke Media B.V. and Others v. the Netherlands, Application no. 39315/06, 22 November 2012; 

Nordisk Film & TV A/S v. Denmark, Application no. 40485/02, 8 December 2005; Financial Times Ltd and 

Others v. the United Kingdom, Application no: 821/03, 15 December 2009; Sanoma Uitgevers B.V. v. the 

Netherlands, Application no: 38224/03, 14 September 2010; Goodwin v. the United Kingdom, Application no> 

17488/90, 27 March 1996; Becker v. Norway, Application no: 21272/12, 5 October 2017; Ivaschenko v. Russia, 

Application no: 61064/10, 13 February 2018 
203 The Protection of Journalistic Sources, A cornerstone of the freedom of the press; Thematic Factsheet, Last 

Update: June 2018 
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Threats faced by Daphne Caruana Galizia and the Effects on her life and 

her family 

 

88. On the 6th October 2017, barely five weeks before she was assassinated, Daphne 

Carauna Galizia was interviewed by Marilyn Clarke from the Council of 

Europe204. The interviewer wanted to know how Daphne Caruana Galizia felt 

she was treated in her work as a journalist. The best way through which this 

Board of Public Inquiry may establish the environment within which Daphne 

Caruana Galizia worked as a journalist and grasp an understanding of the 

intimidation and threats she faced is precisely by taking into account her own 

words.  

 

89. Daphne Caruana Galizia describes the environment in which she published as 

one in which she was made the national scapegoat. She uses the following 

words: 

 

(i) “So, it’s, when you look at my story, it’s a classic, classic case of 

scapegoating on a national, nation-wide scale. So, obviously, when you have the 

scapegoat, there’s an entity which is doing the scapegoating and encouraging 

others to scapegoat. And in my case, that became the Labour Party which was in 

opposition for many years but now has become more dangerous because the 

Labour Party is actually in government and so has a lot more power. But all the 

problems, leaving aside the attendant problems, like abuse of power in my 

regard, and so on; all the problems, the greatest difficulties I encounter, come 

from the fact that they have made me into what in effect is a national scapegoat. 

And this has gone on for thirty years now almost.” 

 

90. She continues: 

 

(i) “I am in a situation where people who can’t even read English and 

therefore, have never read anything I’ve written, at the same time are aware of 

who I am, know that they are meant to hate me, or dislike me, or despise me, or 

disagree with me, or whatever, and react to me on that basis. Totally 

irrespective of what I write but as the person, as the figure that they are told to 

hate. So, this has become a massive, massive problem and I have had cases, 

 
204 Full interview recording and transcript of interview was presented in the acts of the inquiry; 
https://www.coe.int/en/web/freedom-expression/-/last-interview-with-daphne-caruana-galizia-published-on-third-
anniversary-of-her-death  

https://www.coe.int/en/web/freedom-expression/-/last-interview-with-daphne-caruana-galizia-published-on-third-anniversary-of-her-death
https://www.coe.int/en/web/freedom-expression/-/last-interview-with-daphne-caruana-galizia-published-on-third-anniversary-of-her-death
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especially when the incitement is really high at times of political tension, where I 

have had problems even with people in the street …” 

 

91. Daphne Caruana Galizia, the journalist and the woman, was made to feel that 

people despised and hated her as the person, not her published work. She 

considered political discourse in her regard as ‘incitement’ that took place not 

only at times of high political tension. She narrates how she was frightened when 

a car blocked her in the hospital carpark just as she had spent the day in hospital 

with her mother. She recalls that this was when “My face had just been up on all 

the Labour Party billboards all around the island where they put me up in the 

same group as the Prime Minister, senior politicians and I was totally the fish 

out of water; but I was there with these politicians, so I became instantly 

recognisable, even to people. And there was this car blocking. I mean it was a 

really intense situation and this car was just blocking me, and I reversed out and 

this guy started shouting and blowing the horn and whatever and he went to file 

a report saying that I reversed into him which wasn’t true at all.” 

 

92. She highlights the lack of training of the police and the lack of police structures 

which understand the position of journalists when she says: “The police then did 

a conspiracy because they happened to be supporters of the government or 

whatever. Took me up to Court, it was headlines in all the papers. I mean it was 

awful. And when it came down to the crunch, the Magistrate said. I mean, she 

said, “She had no marks on her car, the police themselves confirmed this, she 

still had dried mud on her… jigifieri even the dried mud wasn’t disturbed and 

it’s quite obvious that you conspired with the police for this whole thing”. And 

she just let me off. And I said, “Okay, I was let off but meanwhile I was put 

through this mill and the headlines and everything.” 

 

93. Daphne Caruana Galizia also confirms that polarization was also present in the 

way people treated her when she confirms she became ‘a folk hero or an 

enemy.”  

 

94. She does not only highlight the disabling politically polarized environment she 

had to continuously strive through, but also reflects on how her being a woman 

expressing her opinion in a newspaper column which named her and published 

her photo also exposed her to public scrutiny. The scrutiny of herself as a woman 

authoring a newspaper column was initially the scrutiny that she was socially 

subjected to already exposing her to scrutiny of her own person rather than her 

work.  
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95. Daphne Caruana Galizia draws an important difference, which is also of 

relevance to this inquiry, between harassment and interference. In this interview 

she states “I experience a lot of harassment. In the past I had interference 

because I had editors. …” She continues to describe attempts at shutting her up 

and narrates that having experienced being sacked from the newspaper she 

thought a blog would be her fall back position, thinking “Now, nobody can say – 

we’re gonna shut her up!” Because before that ‘shutting me up’ constituted 

putting pressure on my directors to sack me and they’re still doing it to this day, 

you know? Trying to get me to lose my column at ‘The Independent’ by saying, 

“We won’t give you government advertising because you’ve got her on board.”  

She speaks of ‘blatant abuses where they make it clear that, that the newspaper 

is not getting government advertising because they’ve got me on board. …’ She 

speaks of the government’s attempt at intimidating her financially by ‘they just 

want to reduce my income because I’m paid by ‘The Independent’, you see? So 

they want to close off all avenues to me. And they even harass people who work 

closely with me. …” 

 

96. Daphne Caruana Galizia elaborates further on economic harassment which goes 

beyond her losing income from The Independent and refers to her income from 

advertising on Running Commentary. She explains that businesses recognize 

their audience as being their target customer base yet they ‘are afraid’ to 

advertise ‘because they think they would get retribution from the government, 

who supports the old government or that supporters of the government would 

boycott their product or their shop.’  She defines the impact of this on her as “It 

makes life a real struggle. … But because of this scapegoating issue … It’s 

classic scapegoating, you know, punish her, don’t whatever, isolate her, I mean. 

It’s all like a systematic attempt to isolate me and cut me off from everybody 

else.”   

 

97. Glen Bedingfield’s blog was also discussed in this interview. Daphne Caruana 

Galizia indicates that she had complained of this to the OSCE. She describes 

Bedingfield’s blog as ‘the instrument of government targeting’ which was 

systematic. She describes how she was harassed by persons who were closely 

connected to the Labour Party. Such harassment took its toll and also brought 

about changes in her daily habits. She gave up going to the beach after ‘this 

group Sharon Ellul Bonici, Ignatius Farrugia, whatever, following me around 

taking photos of me and uploading [them] on Facebook. I said, “Forget it, I’m 

not going to the beach anymore, you know?”  
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98. Daphne Caruana Galizia recognised that the ‘biggest-biggest negative impact it 

has, leaving aside the impact it has on me, … But my biggest concern is that 

because people see what happened to me, they don’t want to do it. It’s scared 

others off! So, people keep asking, “Why is there only one of her?” And the only 

reason, there’s one of her is not because I do something unique or wonderful or 

my abilities are super special because there are loads of people, especially in the 

younger generation …” She continues to explain that ‘People are scared 

because they see me under constant attack. They see what my life is like and they 

say, “No way!”’   

 

99. The interview also considers judicial intimidation. She speaks of the use of 

precautionary warrants demanded by the then Minister Chris Cardona against 

her and explains how even when the government stated it would change the law 

so that such warrants would not be used against journalists, the government had 

used the Department of Information to publish a press statement to continue 

scapegoating her in which Cardona said ‘he agrees with removing precautionary 

warrants for journalists but makes an exception in my case back to what we 

were talking about, scapegoating, because I am not the same as other people. I 

am evil!” Caruana Galizia also recognizes that despite this political rhetoric in 

the end ‘they didn’t change the law as they promised they would.” 

 

100. Addressing the issue of libel proceedings instituted by persons in public life, 

Daphne Caruana Galizia describes this as ‘a public relations reaction.” She 

highlights the fact that under Maltese law one could institute a libel procedure 

for every publication even if the subject  matter was connected. She refers to the 

five libel suits presented against her by Adrian Delia on different blog posts 

referring to the same subject matter, and she also refers to the nineteen libel suits 

presented by Silvio Debono. She describes the former as being a case of public 

relations reaction, but she saw the latter as being a case of direct harassment 

indicating that the plaintiff had himself intimated as much when he told her 

“Ghax jien ghandi hafna flus u nista naghmel, you know, dsatax-il kawza.” She 

identifies this situation as placing journalists in Malta at the mercy of those on 

whom they write and agrees that this creates a climate of fear.  

 

101. The interview also discusses psychological violence. When asked how this 

happened in her regard, Daphne Caruana Galizia replied in the following 

manner: 

 

“Well, that is constant with me and it is absolutely terrible. And there have been 

periods where literally I would feel like, oh my god, I’m going to get a stomach 
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ulcer. That churning, churning nerves all the time. Because you’re living under 

it constantly, you know? And it was bad enough, as I said, when Labour party 

was in opposition but now they’re in government. Now, they have access to all 

my private information, everything, you know, at the push of a button. And umm, 

I think the worst part of it, this is why I make the distinction, the political 

distinction, because the Nationalist party in government also had access to that 

information. It also had the journalists that it didn’t like and whatever, but I 

can’t imagine ever in a million years that anybody who was in government 

crossed the line and used any information about any journalist abusively or used 

it to threaten them or whatever. 

 

Interviewer: But you feel that this is happening now? 

 

Daphne Caruana Galizia: Of course, it’s happening! 

 

Interviewer: And to you personally. 

 

Daphne Caruana Galizia: They have absolutely no red lines. For them-for them, 

and I say ‘them’ advisedly, umm they- any information they have access to is all 

fair-all’s fair in love and war and there are absolutely no boundaries. They can 

call up anything about anybody, even your children’s exam results. I’ll give you  

one example, which is, it’s really shocking. 

 

Interviewer: This is a state of surveillance essentially.” 

 

102. Daphne Caruana Galizia also spoke of ‘acts of aggression’ which she 

distinguished from the smear campaign which she experienced ‘All the time, all 

the time, all the time, all the time.’  She states ‘that one of the most aggressive 

tools which the Labour Party and the government tries to use against me which 

is the one of social ostracism and alienation ..” She refers to her being 

repeatedly called a ‘witch’ and she expresses concern that while this smear 

campaign does not stop her work it does affect others. She states ‘And I’m quite 

again, I am quite sure that I am one of the reasons why there aren’t more women 

in public life. I’m quite sure because earlier, earlier on, I used to literally get a lot 

of correspondence from younger women, or women saying, “You know, you’re 

really good role model, umm you know, you really encourage me to whatever.” 

And I think, okay, the flip side of that is that they probably see what’s happening 

to me as well, and they might not want to have to deal with that.”  
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103. Daphne Caruana Galizia claims in this interview that ‘a climate of fear’ 

surrounded journalism in Malta inducing not only journalists to self-censorship 

but also negatively affecting their sources who were in turn afraid of 

consequences should they speak up as well as ‘anybody who is required to speak 

openly’, indicating that ‘It has become very difficult, for example, for journalists 

to get comments from people.” She explicitly states that real journalism had 

become very difficult.  She agrees with the interviewer that the intimidation was 

filtering down even to people who are sources and Daphne Caruana Galizia 

states “Yes, its filtering down and there’s been a clear change over the last four 

years where people are actually scared.”  

 

104. Harassment and intimidation towards Daphne Caruana Galizia included 

receiving ‘shit in envelopes through the post.”, ‘poison pen letters’, ‘harassing 

phone calls’ and “one of the things I used to worry about most was that they 

used to phone home blaspheming, saying all kinds of things and the children 

used to pick up the phone, you know. They used to pick up the phone and they 

used to hear this string of blasphemy at the other end. That all stopped.” 

Harassment on traditional mediums moved to harassment online with Daphne 

Caruana Galizia being harassed on social media.   

 

105. The harassment and intimidation that Daphne Caruana Galizia experienced also 

left its effects on her family. Testimony of her sons, husband, sisters and parents 

also expresses the constant attacks on Daphne Caruana Galizia as a person as 

opposed to criticism of her work. Her family narrate the ongoing attacks on 

Daphne Caruana Galizia which long before her assassination, these attacks had 

dehumanized her and sanctioned actions being taken by government officials or 

persons closely connected to the government and to the party in government.  

 

106. Her mother’s testimony clearly shows the constant anxiety which her parents 

experienced as a direct consequence of Daphne Caruana Galizia being a 

journalist. Her mother states that she was constantly concerned that her daughter 

might suffer a physical violent attack. Her father testified that ‘All of those 

‘weapons’ were directed against my daughter Daphne, at different times, in a 

bid to stop her from holding government under scrutiny.” The weapons he was 

referring to were ‘The suppression of free speech and the denial of the people’s 

right to know, as also the use of the police and the regulatory structure in 

general as tools to harass, and to wear down, any individual or organization the 

party perceived as being in conflict with the attainment of its objectives.”  
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107. He refers to the killing of her dogs and the arson attack on her home as having 

been ‘a constant source of worry’, but his perception of threat against her 

‘became more acute when Labour came to power in 2013’ and when there was a 

succession of Police Commissioners being appointed. Her father perceived that 

the ‘level of threat escalated further when she published her findings resulting 

from the Panama Papers naming high ranking persons in government as owners 

of a text-book money laundering structure of shell companies in Panama and in 

New Zealand.”  The only support that her father felt Daphne Caruana Galizia 

had was her ‘wide readership, both local and international, and the existence at 

the time of an Opposition worthy of its name that was also able to rally public 

awareness and support as to the seriousness of her revelations.” With this ‘line 

of protection’ neutralized, Mr Vella’s concern for his daughter’s safety 

increased.  

 

108. He saw the public denigration of Daphne Caruana Galizia by the then newly 

elected Nationalist Party leader combined with the government’s constant 

attacks on his daughter as leaving her ‘alone and defenseless, in a climate of 

impunity and in the face of a hostile state.” Mr Vella felt that the state 

authorities had failed to act on his daughter’s reports on corruption and had 

‘consistently failed to acknowledge the consequent escalating level of threat to 

Daphne and completely failed to take any action to ensure her safety.’  

 

109. Her sister Corinne Vella testified on the process which Daphne Caruana Galizia 

went through, a process wherein “At first, a journalist is discredited and 

delegitimized, isolated, then assassinated and his or her legacy and memory are 

annihilated.” She describes how her sister had columns written about her and 

was the subject of reports on radio, TV and newspapers owned by the Labour 

Party. She explains how she saw her sister being dehumanized through measures 

of character assassination where she was labelled as a ‘propagandist’  and a 

‘hate blogger’, as a purveyor of gossip and fake news, not as a human but as 

inhuman, as a witch and as a legitimate target for hatred and suspicion.”   

 

110. Her son Andrew Caruana Galizia states that his mother ‘viewed her arrest on the 

night of the ‘Day of Silence’ for example in March 2013 on the basis of a report 

by a Labour Party official as a message that not only can she expect not to 

receive any protection from the state but that the state was now under the 

control of people who wished to have her silenced.” 205  He continues to say that 

‘Following the 2013 elections, the government’s main strategy to curb my 

 
205 Page 8, Andrew Caruana Galizia, testimony of 27 December 2019 
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mother’s influence on the public was a continuation of the Labour Party’s 

strategy, except that many of the same people leading this work before were 

placed on the public payroll; people like Kurt Farrugia and Glen 

Bedingfield.”206 And he describes ‘criminal propaganda’ as being that action 

which is incessant, consistent and powerful to create a real and immediate risk to 

his mother. This type of propaganda was ‘so powerful that people celebrated her 

assassination.’  

 

111. Andrew Caruana Galizia indicates that the material threats that affected his 

mother’s life escalated with legal threats and also the termination of his own 

posting in New Delhi. However there was a marked escalation when his 

mother’s work exposed information related to government officials in the 

Panama Papers, government corrupt schemes and corruption allegations in 

government projects. He states that for at least a year and a half before her death 

she left the house only when it was absolutely necessary.  

 

112. Her husband, Peter Caruana Galizia, gives account of the different instances of 

harassment and threats which his wife and the family received over the years. He 

indicates that they had suffered two arson attacks at their house, they had found 

their dog knifed and that they were continuously harassed when they were in 

public. 

 

113. He describes as a ‘turning point iehor li affettwat il-hajja taghna b’mod tremend 

kien li meta l-Partit Laburista fil-kampanja ta’ l-elezzjoni tat-2013 kienu 

ghamluha fuq billboard enormi fin-nofs bejn Austin Gatt, Lawrence Gonzi u 

mbaghad fil-gemb kien hemm Richard Cachia Caruana, kien hemm Paul Borg 

Olivier u kien hemm George Pullicino.” 207 He continues to indicate that 

following that billboard Daphne Caruana Galizia became easily identified by the 

public and that wherever they were ‘f’daqqa wahda xi hadd jibda jghajjarha, 

kienu jobsqulha, kienu I mean kienet saret intollerabbli l-hajja.” He continues to 

indicate that when she was still driving her car she would be out and she would 

find slashed tyres, punctures, scratches on the car and other damage.  He states 

that this was part of the process of dehumanization that was targeted at her and 

which rendered her as an object rather than a person. This exposed her to persons 

who would ‘jghajruha bhala object of hatred, u bil-mod il-mod bdiet tissejjah 

ukoll is-sahhara tal-Bidnija.”208  

 

 
206 Ibid  
207 Page 5, Peter Caruana Galizia, testimony  of 6 December 2019 
208 Page 7, Peter Caruana Galizia, testimony of 6 December 2019 
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114. At the time of her death Daphne Caruana Galizia faced forty seven libel suits, 

five of which were criminal in nature. Shortly before her death she had found out 

that Henley & Partners, through its representative Christian Kaelin had with the 

approval of the Prime Minister Joseph Muscat, his Chief of Staff Keith 

Schembri, Minister Owen Bonnici and Jonathan Attard, then CEO of Identity 

Malta, overseeing the IIP programme, had planned to sue her in the United 

Kingdom with the purpose of causing her severe financial repercussions.  

 

115. Shortly after her death, her family found out that the owner of of Pilatus Bank 

had instituted libel proceedings against her in America in his own name and in 

the name of his bank, claiming forty million dollars in damages. Peter Caruana 

Galizia also indicates that there was a time when she repeatedly received 

assessments from the VAT and Income Tax Departments and was called in to 

explain every accounting item in her statements.  He also narrated how she was 

physically attacked during the Rabat feast by a group of persons led by the 

mayor of a local council who was a member of the Labour Party.   

 

116. Daphne Caruana Galizia was also intimidated through the use of anonymous 

letters, with handcuffs also being once dropped in their letterbox.  

 

117. The threats to Daphne Caruana Galizia and harassment suffered by her and her 

family are extensive. They pre-existed her death and continued after her 

assassination. The extent of these threats and harassment leave no doubt of the 

role that the government, and political parties played in dehumanizing Daphne 

Caruana Galizia, and in creating an intimidating and unsafe environment for 

journalists. A report has been compiled to indicate this intimidatory and 

threatening environment and is attached as an appendix to these submissions. It 

is considered part and parcel of these submissions, and this compilation is clear 

and unequivocal proof in itself of the failings of the State and its administration 

towards Daphne Caruana Galizia and her journalism.  

 

118. It is of significance to this inquiry that while Daphne Caruana Galizia was 

harassed, bullied and dehumanized by an institutionalized system approving 

official government statements as well as anti-Daphne Caruana Galizia 

statements by persons closely connected with or even employed by government 

or the Labour Party, there was no system in place recognizing the work of 

journalists and offering protection to journalists. Indeed, there was not even a 

system which considered assessing whether a journalist or a person is at risk of 

harm and consequently needed protection.  
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119. Acting Commissioner Carmelo Magri209 clearly indicated that there was no 

system or established procedure that guided the police in identifying persons at 

risk. He states that there were no national measures, no codes of practice, nor 

any guidelines on how the police or any other entity could assess risk of harm. 

He also indicated that there was no board or entity who shouldered this 

responsibility and that such an assessment was one voluntarily done by 

Commissioners of Police. Magri also clearly establishes that the police were  not 

proactive in assessing whether persons are at risk of harm and took no initiative 

in this respect. Indeed, it was the person who felt at risk who needed to inform 

the police and only after such communication is initiated by the victim did the 

police decide on how and whether to provide protection. Magri declares that this 

was a decision taken by the Commissioner.  

 

120. When asked specifically whether it was the role of the police to identify persons 

who are in circumstances ‘fejn ikun ovvju li persuna tista’ tkun esposta ghal 

riskju’210 Magri replies on whether the Board is referring to persons who are 

‘imqarba’. Upon being told that the Board’s question was about persons who 

were controversial Magri first states that for those who are controversial he 

would call them for a meeting and he would speak to them. However, when 

asked whether “Ma hassejtux li allura kellha bzonn peress li kienet 

kontroversjali xi protezzjoni?”, Magri simply states “Ma kinetx fil-kompitu 

tieghi dak iz-zmien li naraha.”  

 

121. Testimony also indicates a sinister attempt at depicting Daphne Caruana Galizia 

as having refused protection. When challenged on this issue by the Board, 

Acting Commissioner Magri states as follows: 

 

“Chairman Imhallef M Mallia : 

Ha nghidlek Sur Magri, inti ghedt fix-xhieda tieghek illi s-sinjura Caruana 

Galizia kienet irrifjutat il-protezzjoni. 

Imhallef A Lofaro : 

Qalulu, qal. Qalulu. 

Ix-Xhud : 

Ma qalithiex lili ghax jien qatt ma kellimtha lis-sinjura. 

Chairman Imhallef M Mallia : 

All right; kif tafu dan? 

Ix-Xhud : 

Tismaghhom jitkellmu. 

 
209 Page 6 et seq, Acting Commissioner Carmelo Magri, 15 June 2020 
210 Page 8, ibid 
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Chairman Imhallef M Mallia : 

Lil min smajt? 

Ix-Xhud : 

Jidhirli li John Rizzo kien qalha wkoll. L-eks Kummissarju John Rizzo jidhirli li 

kien qal. 

Imhallef A Lofaro : 

Meta xehed quddiemna? 

Ix-Xhud : 

Jidhirli li qrajtha dik kont ehe. 

Imhallef A Lofaro : 

Qraha f’ xi gurnali mela. 

Chairman Imhallef M Mallia : 

Smajthom minn xi haddiehor barra hu? Ghax jien jidhirli li ma qalhiex din. Anzi 

qal illi ..” 

 

122. Former Commissioner John Rizzo also confirms that there was no formal system 

to assess whether a person was at harm and to offer protection. He confirms that 

he and his predecessors George Grech and Calleja had taken it upon themselves 

to identify times when Daphne Caruana Galizia’s risk of harm would escalate to 

the extent that a fixed point was needed at her house or whether frequent patrols 

were needed. He explains that this was not a formalized procedure but 

‘Ovvjament wiehed jara x’ikunu z-zminijiet, jevalwa certu, certu riskji li jkun 

hemm ukoll u tiehu d-decizjonijiet li inti thoss – pero’ jekk tistaqsini ezatt minn 

liema zmien sa liema zmien f’dawn it-tlettax (13) –il sena li kwazi ghamilt bhala 

Kummissarju, illum nghidlek li impossibbli, ma ghandix ir-records f’idejja.”211  

 

123. Rizzo indicates that under his watch and of his predecessors the police “kien 

ikollna numru ta’ persuni li nhossu li ahna ghandna ghamlu l-protezzjoni 

maghhom.  Naghtik ezempju.  Per ezempju anke fl-elezzjoni, jiena cert li fit-two 

thousand and thirteen (2013), cert li hallejt il-protezzjoni maghha.  Din 

niftakarha qisha llum.”212 Rizzo recognises in his testimony that Daphne 

Caruana Galizia’s work exposed her to threats and indicates that the level of 

threat to her changed depending on her work and the political situation in the 

country. He indicates that during election time he would provide some form of 

protection but that protection was not continuous.  

 

124. Rizzo explains the rudimentary nature of this assessment in the following words: 

 

 
211 Page 2, John Rizzo, 7 January 2020 
212 Page 3, John Rizzo, 7 January 2020 
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“Imh. J. Said Pullicino: Tlabtha u qatt ma tawielek. Fair enough. Issa, 

bhala Kummissarju, mhux ghal dan il-kaz biss qed nghid, generali, l-korp hemm 

xi protocol ta’ kif taghmlu assessment tal-persuni at risk fil-pajjiz? U min 

ghandu jigi protett jew ma jigix protett?  Jew hija sempliciment . . .  

 

Xhud: Le, ma hemmx protocol.  Pero’ ovvjament skont – bhal ma ghidtlek, 

skont ic-cirkostanzi, skont threats li jista’ jkun hemm.  

 

Imh. J. Said Pullicino: Imma c-cirkostanzi jirrizultaw mill-fatti li jkunu 

graw, hux hekk? Ic-cirkostanzi.  

 

Xhud: Jew inti jkollok – ikun hemm certu kitbiet.  

 

Imh. J. Said Pullicino: Jigifieri jigri xi haga u tghid: ejja, hawn hekk ahjar 

nipproteguha lil din.  Wahdek dawn . . . 

 

Xhud: Wahdek . .  . 

 

Imh. J. Said Pullicino: Mill-korp.  

 

Xhud: Wahdi kont nohodhom hafna drabi.  

 

Imh. J. Said Pullicino: Mhux hekk.  

Xhud: Kont nikkonsulta, dak iz-zmien kelli Deputat Kummissarju, Mr. Joe 

Cachia, kont nikkonsulta hafna mieghu wkoll.  

 

Imh. J. Said Pullicino: Ghax barra Mrs. Caruana Galizia, kellek nies ohra 

naturalment li kienu at risk dak iz-zmien.  

 

Xhud: Off course. Off course.” 213 

 

 

125. Another former Police Commissioner, Peter Paul Zammit, questioned about 

police procedures identifying persons and risk and whether a register or note is 

kept of these risk assessments and protection measures, first tries to implicate 

that there could be (‘jista’ jkun’) a register kept by CID to ensure safety of the 

persons under protection and then when asked why as a Commissioner he does 

not know this with certainty clearly replies as follows: 

 
213 Page 5, John Rizzo, 7 January 2020 
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“Ix-Xhud : 

Jista’ ikun illi d-Deputy Commissioner inkarigat mis-CID ikollu registru ghal 

dawn l-affarijiet biex hu jkollu referenza ghalih. Pero` ovvjament ma tkunx 

available at Police Headquarters ghal ragunijiet ta’ sigurta` ta’ l-istess nies. 

Imhallef J Said Pullicino : 

Tghidlix “jista’ ikun”, inti kont Kummissarju. Ghidli inti jekk kienx hemm... 

Ix-Xhud : 

Jiena ma kellix registru meta kont inkarigat jien 

Imhallef J Said Pullicino : 

Ma tafx li kien hemm. 

Ix-Xhud : 

Le. 

... 

Imhallef J Said Pullicino : 

Ha nghidlek, jiena meta kont Prim Imhallef issa ilu hafna; kelli incident simili. 

Qomt filghodu, darba filghodu u sibt Pulizija taht it-tieqa tal-gallerija tieghi u 

muturi. Ghedtilhom - hawn x’ gara? Qalluli - ghandna ordni li nipproteguk. Ma 

nafx, ghadni sal-lum ma nafx fuq hiex. Imma jigifieri l-ordni harget minn x’ 

imkien; u dan ix- “x’ imkien” tkun id-Depot. Issa Secret Service, xi haga imma 

ikun hemm bilfors fil-pajjiz record ta’ persuni at risk. Tigix tghidli li ma tezistix 

dan! 

Ix-Xhud : 

Le. Nghidlek illi m’ hemmx 

Imhallef J Said Pullicino : 

Sal-lum tahseb li ma hemmx inti. 

Imhallef A Lofaro : 

Jahseb, ghax ma jafx. 

Ix-Xhud : 

Illum ma nafx x’ inhuma jaghmlu. Fi zmieni ma kienx hemm. 

Imhallef J Said Pullicino : 

Allahares jaghmlu hekk l-Amerikani fuq l-al-Qaeda jigifieri! imma insomma, 

anyway. Mhux ghalik qed nghid ta’!. Is-sistema mhux inti ghamiltha.”214 

 

126. When asked specifically on Daphne Caruana Galizia, Mr Zammit confirms that 

during his term as Police Commissioner no risk assessments were carried out in 

relation to her circumstances, except when a parliamentary question was raised 

and he had to reply on whether she was under any protection. Even upon 

 
214 Page 5 to 7, Peter Paul Zammit, 9 January 2020 
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receiving this parliamentary question, Zammit “Dort id-Dipartimenti malajr, 

tlabt il-feedback taghhom. Hemm xi haga partikolari? - Le. X’ inhija s-

sitwazzjoni frequent patrol. Hemm ghalfejn tinbidel? - Le. U bqajna biha.”215  

 

127. At the end of the day the protection of a journalist relied and continues to rely on 

the initiative of the Police Commissioner or an officer within the police force 

who may be diligent and pro active enough to understand that a journalist may 

be at risk of harm. When this is done it is the Commissioner who shoulders the 

decision of whether protection is required and what type of protection without 

having followed any formal risk assessment process. Indeed, Zammit upon being 

asked to declare whether the force offered protection to Caruana Galizia, his 

process of assessment was that he ‘dort id-Dipartimenti malajr, tlabt il-feedback 

taghhom.”   

 

128. Police officers declared to the Board that one measure of protection given to 

Caruana Galizia was that of patrols in the area of her residence. Yet most did not 

even know whether these patrols were in fact taking place, nor that her residence 

was at a cul de sac unseen from the main road where the patrols cars passed 

from.  

 

Daphne Caruana Galizia, Running Commentary and Government 

 

129. Testimonies clearly show a common collective behaviour and attitude towards 

Daphne Caruana Galizia as a journalist. While she was recognised as one of the 

government’s formidable critics, she was sneered at precisely because her 

publications were recognised to be the government’s foremost threat. It was 

often not her work that was held in contempt but Daphne Caruana Galizia herself 

as a person was held in contempt and mocked. Testimonies and evidence show 

that the government, persons holding public office, and politicians participated 

in campaigns that mocked and dehumanised Daphne Caruana Galizia and that 

this was done with the intention of or understanding that attacking a person who 

through her journalism criticised government, persons in public office and 

politicians was the way to counteract and diminish the veracity and strength of 

her publications.   

 

130. Despite this, former government head of communications Kurt Farrugia 

describes Daphne Caruana Galizia as having been ‘very courteous’216 until the 

Labour Party identified her and her son as being amongst those who caused 

 
215 Page 9, Peter Paul Zammit, 9 January 2020 
216 Page 3, Kurt Farrugia, testimony of 17 July 2020 
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some commotion during a political debate at University217. Farrugia boasts that 

he had identified her as a journalist and mentioned her by name in a report of the 

event which he himself had written and which was aired on One TV.  

 

131. Yet what is impressive in the testimonies of witnesses who hail from the 

government, including elected members of government, persons of trust or 

persons in the employ of government, is the manner in which each of them 

describes Daphne Caruana Galizia and her work, and how when doing so they 

make the same allegations with respect to that part of her work which deals with 

her style of writing only to then proceed to deny that her investigative work 

mirrored factual truths which cut deeply into the government’s method of 

administration and abuse of power.  

 

132. When asked about Daphne Caruana Galizia each one of these witnesses is quick 

at claiming they were victims of her publications and each one indicates that 

these publications were also about their children but then equally quickly deny 

that her investigative work was factually correct only to lament how her Running 

Commentary was a major threat to the Labour Party and the government.  

 

133. Farrugia’s testimony for example takes on a defensive tone when describing his 

relationship with Daphne Caruana Galizia saying that she was courteous with 

him only to lament that she accused him of ‘deeply personal’ things such as that 

he is short, fat, ignorant and stupid.218 What irked Farrugia most seems to have 

been not the publications which he refers to as being ‘personal’ but the 

journalist’s publications which were investigative and which exposed allegations 

of corruption and abuse of power. He describes these as ‘more aggressive’219.  

 

 
217 Page 4, Kurt Farrugia, testimony of 17 July 2020 
218 Page 5 and 6, Kurt Farrugia, testimony 17 July 2020 
219 Page 6, Kurt Farrugia, testimony 17 July 2020: “… Ovvjament matul iz-zmien ir-

relazzjoni inbidlet. Ovvjament kienet daqsxejn iktar aggressiva, kien hemm stejjer imbaghad 

li bdew johorgu anke fuq il-blog ta’ Daphne Caruana Galizia li kienu qed jigu followed up 

minn gurnalisti ohrajn. Fil-fatt kien hemm qisu shift li kien hemm zmien fejn dak kollu li 

kienet tghid fil-blog generalment ma kienx ikun picked up mill-media. Wara z-zmien tal-

Panama Papers, kwazi dak kollu li kienet tikteb – 

Imh. A. Lofaro : jigifieri wara l-Panama Papers, 

Kurt Farrugia : dak kollu li kienet tikteb kien jigi ippikkjat minn media ohra. 
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134. What is very pertinent to this Inquiry is that Daphne Caruana Galizia’s 

journalism became a threat to government and its administration when the 

subject matter of her publications started being taken up by other media. With 

the revelation of the involvement of Keith Schembri and Konrad Mizzi in the 

Panama Papers, Farrugia as Head of Communications for the Office of the Prime 

Minister admits that a change in their relationship had occurred and this was due 

to her journalism and since she was joined by other media in publications which 

were critical of the government. It is also interesting to note that Farrugia 

remembers of his relationship and contact with Daphne Caruana Galizia prior to 

the revelations of the Panama Papers but fails to remember if she communicated 

questions to him after that publication220.  

 

135. When asked to comment whether they agree that Daphne Caruana Galizia’s 

investigative work was founded on facts which have mostly been shown to be 

 
220 Page 7 and 8, Kurt Farrugia, testimony 17 July 2020: Imh. M. Mallia : Mela nigu ghal din 

tal-Panama Papers. Ok, x’kienet ir-reazzjoni tieghek meta rajt l-ewwel 

darba din l-ahbar? 

Kurt Farrugia : Bhal kull haga ohra ovvjament nitlob li nkun naf b’dak illi harget, nara l-

gurnali u kellna certu metodi ta’ media monitoring, imbaghad konna 

nirreagixxu skont il-bzonn u skont il-fatti li jkollna f’idejna. 

Imh. M. Mallia : Lilha stqaqejtha, kellimtha fuqu dan is-suggett? 

Kurt Farrugia : Le, ma kellimthiex. 

Imh. M. Mallia : Xi darba jew any, direttament jew indirettament? 

Kurt Farrugia : No. Le. Lanqas hi ma kellmitni. Generalment gurnalist icempillek hu 

ghall-fatti. 

Imh. A. Lofaro : Kienet issaqsik hi perezempju? 

Kurt Farrugia : Kien hemm mumenti fejn kienet issaqsini iva. 

Imh. A. Lofaro : Fuq il-Panama Papers? 

Kurt Farrugia : Ma jidhirlix jew ma niftakarx li qatt staqsietni specifikatament fuq il-

Panama Papers. 

Imh. A. Lofaro : Fuq Keith Schembri, fuq Konrad Mizzi, qatt baghtitlek domandi? 

Kurt Farrugia : Mhux qed niftakar, jista’ jkun, però offhand mhux niftakar. 

Imh. A. Lofaro : Ma tiftakarx. 

Kurt Farrugia : Le. 
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the truth, each of the government’s representatives but especially those who 

worked within the Office of the Prime Minister and cabinet members, also reply 

in the same manner. They disagree for example that the facts published by 

Daphne Caruana Galizia revealed through the Panama Papers or connected 

therewith were true on the premise of the Egrant report221. The government’s 

rhetoric was repeated ad nauseam  but with little understanding or recognition 

that government continued to disavow facts borne by documented evidence at 

the expense of Daphne Caruana Galizia’s journalism even after her death and the 

work of other investigative journalists and media.   

 

136. Government saw nothing negative in allowing one of its own employees within 

the Office of the Prime Minister to initiate and run a blog specifically to 

counteract Running Commentary. Although Farrugia, the Head of 

Communications at the Office of the Prime Minister, indicated that there were 

times when he commented to Glenn Beddingfield and told him “nahseb kien 

hemm affarijiet li stajt ghaddejt minghajru”222 yet Farrugia despite holding a 

superior position to Beddingfield did not put an end to the publication of the 

blog or to the attacks on Daphne Caruana Galizia made through the blog or by 

Glenn Beddingfield on other media.  

 

137. Those who seek to justify the Beddingfield blog do so under the guise of 

freedom of expression but fail to realise that Beddingfield was not an ordinary 

person but one closely linked with the Labour Party in government and an 

employee of the Office of the Prime Minister and more importantly failed to 

realise that the intention of his blog was specifically to counteract Running 

Commentary by dehumanizing a journalist.   

 

138. In this manner, the government condoned the use of a ‘personal’ blog to 

counteract the work of a journalist by targeting the journalist rather than her 

work.  

 

139. The Communications Office at The Officie of the Prime Minister was staffed by 

persons selected from pasts hailing within the Labour Party with the Head of 

Communications having just served for years as Head of Communications for 

the Labour Party itself. Kurt Farrugia indicates that apart from the structure of 

 
221 Page 53, Kurt Farrugia, 17 July 2020 
222 Page 26, Kurt Farrugia, 17 July 2020 
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the civil service there was a political structure to which he was answerable223. 

While one understands that the Communications Office of the Prime Minister 

would be staffed by those who held the Prime Minister’s trust, Farrugia’s own 

testimony indicates that reliance for verification of allegations published by the 

media was dependent on political figures leading to political partisan positions 

being taken rather than positions which were in the best interest of a government 

that could see beyond partisan lines. 

 

140. This can be seen in Farrugia’s testimony where he insists that the position 

published in official statements and replies given to the media on scandals such 

as that reflected in the Panama Papers and that of the connections of 17 Black to 

persons holding public office was drafted by those persons who were the 

subjects of such allegations224. Farrugia declares that upon the publication of the 

involvement of Konrad Mizzi and Keith Schembri in the Panama Papers he 

spoke to both of them and formulated a government reaction based on what they 

said. He declares that the first reaction published was that the revelations were 

untrue.  

 

141. The direct communication with the Prime Minister’s Chief of Staff and the 

Minister is understandable, but as the story developed further and more facts 

were being published the political structure to which Farrugia was bound failed 

to distinguish between an administration investigating published facts in the best 

interests of good administration, and an administration relying exclusively on 

those being publicly accused of abusing their power and of corruption. This 

strategy was one that was condoned and indeed suggested by the Prime Minister 

himself, Dr Joseph Muscat, who as Farrugia declares referred him to the persons 

against whom the allegations were made public.  

 

Farrugia justifies this failure in the system by saying that he would go ‘f’ras il-

ghajn’225 and that he would ‘Generalment kont noqghod fuq dak li jghidulna 

huma.’. Even in his testimony Farrugia fails to realise that by relying exclusively 

on what those involved, that is Keith Schembri and Konrad Mizzi, told him in 

 
223 Kurt Farrugia : Ovvjament dawk id-decizjonijiet li kienu sta ghall-Kap tal-

Komunikazzjoni tal-Gvern kont nehodhom jien. S’intendi kien hemm 

struttura, apparti l-istruttura tac-Civil, kien hemm struttura politika li jien 

kont nirrispondi ghaliha. 

 
224 Page 8, 9, 32, 47, Kurt Farrugia, 17 July 2020 
225 Page 10, Kurt Farrugia, 17 July 2020 
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reply to the media allegations he was being led by the persons involved. He 

seems to justify this by saying that “Generalment kont noqghod fuq dak li 

jghidulna huma. Ha niftehmu, forsi ma nftiehemtx, jien kont niehu l-pozizzjoni 

tal-Gvern, ma kontx niehu l-pozizzjoni taghhom direttament. Ovvjament kont 

nistaqsi lilhom x’inhuma l-fatti, però l-Gvern kien jiehu pozizzjoni mhux 

necessarjament taghhom. Meta riedu johorgu stqarrijiet personali, ghax riedu 

jitkellmu huma, kienu johorguhom huma b’mod personali through il-Ministeru 

jew through – 

 

Imh. M. Mallia : mhux through – 

 

Kurt Farrugia : imma kienu jkunu iffirmati, jigifieri anke fejn kien hemm 

stqarrijiet li hareg Keith Schembri, kienu johorgu vera through is-sistema tal-

Gvern, però kienu jkunu iffirmati minnu bhala l-Kap tas-Segretarjat tal-Prim 

Ministru, Head of Secretariat.” 

 

 

142. This same procedure was followed throughout several months, indeed along the 

years. This procedure was followed at least from Daphne Caruana Galizia’s first 

publication related to the Panama Papers226 and remained the established 

procedure throughout without any indication that it has changed. This meant that 

even when journalists followed up on Daphne Caruana Galizia’s work after her 

assassination and, for example, unveiled the ownership of 17 Black, exposing 

Keith Schembri and Konrad Mizzi of having secretive financial dealings with the 

CEO of Malta’s energy project, which in turn was itself subject to allegations of 

corruption, the Director of Communications of the Office of the Prime Minister 

and the Prime Minister himself only seem to have thought it fit, despite this stark 

development, to rely entirely on what Keith Schembri and Konrad Mizzi chose 

to tell them.  

 

143. This is clearly stated by Farrugia in his testimony when he declares that even in 

this case he sought Schembri’s and Mizzi’s position and though they published 

their own individual statements (albeit through the government’s channels), the 

Office of the Prime Minister defended the government’s position which was 

based on what the two had stated227.   

 

144. The government’s communication office, despite boasting in the testimony of 

the many connections with the media and journalists that both Farrugia and the 

 
226 Refer to footnote 75 above 
227 Page 32, Kurt Farrugia, Testimony 17 July 2020 
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Prime Minister himself had, relied exclusively on only two people to verify the 

allegations being made in the media and which were initiated in their majority by 

Daphne Caruana Galizia. To this effect, for example, Farrugia states that he did 

not even speak to Brian Tonna (whom he knew at the Office of the Prime 

Minister) or to Karl Cini as “Ma hassejtx li kien l-irwol tieghi li nitkellem ma’ 

nies li mhumiex parti mill-istrutturi tal-Gvern.” 

 

145. It was only during the testimony given in July 2020 that Kurt Farrugia, formerly 

the Head of Communications of the Office of the Prime Minister acknowledged 

that the replies he was given by Schembri and Mizzi on 17 Black were 

unsatisfactory228. Yet this was years after the first publication by Daphne 

Caruana Galizia of the involvement of Schembri and Mizzi in the Panama 

Papers, the latter being made public internationally in April 2016. Even four 

years down the line the government prepared its replies to the media on issues of 

corruption and abuse of power based on the replies drafted by Keith Schembri. 

Farrugia, when questioned if Schembri was surprised that Reuters and Times of 

Malta had raised questions on 17 Black, he states:  

 

“Ehe kien sorpriz ta’ - jigifieri kien sorpriz li ghall-ammont ta’ dettal li kien 

hemm fil-mistoqsijiet.229 ... Ma nistax nghid kienx sorpriz jew le. Poggjet 

bilqieghda u ghamilli r-risposti.  Jigifieri ma nistax nghidlek kienx sorpriz.230” 

Asked whether he had consulted the Prime Minister on this instance he replied:  

“U zgur li kellimtu. ... Deherli illi, I mean ovvjament kien jirreferini lura ghand 

Keith biex ingib il-fatti generalment. ...231” 

 

146. When questioned further by the Board which indicates to Farrugia that this was a 

serious issue that required a proportionate reaction, Farrugia downplays the 

seriousness of this and states that this was no more serious than other issues that 

they had faced. 

 

147. A  number of dossiers have already been presented to this Board of Public 

Inquiry each indicating in detail how different individuals called to testify before 

it had participated without sanction and with impunity in the process of 

dehumanising and discrediting Daphne Caruana Galizia since she was a threat to 

government. These witnesses are persons all closely connected with the 

 
228 Page 81, Kurt Farrugia, 17 July 2020, “Ma nahsiebx li r-risposti li nghatajt kienu sodisfacenti.” 
229 Page 82, Kurt Farrugia, 17 July 2020 
230 Page 83, Kurt Farrugia, 17 July 2020 
231 Page 83, Kurt Farrugia, 17 July 2020 
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government, being either in its employ, appointed to positions in public office, or 

closely connected with the Labour Party.  

 

148. An analysis of those different dossiers and of the content therein has been 

undertaken and is presented in the appendix with these submissions. The purpose 

of this appendix is to collate in one document the consistent and systematic 

attacks targeting Daphne Caruana Galizia and to provide an analysis of the same. 

The analysis shows the enabling of an environment by government and its 

officials or representatives aimed at discrediting, dehumanising and vilifying 

Daphne Caruana Galizia.  

 

149. No witness from government including the Prime Minister, the Chief of Staff, 

the Director of Communications, and other high level officers sought to distance 

themselves from the impunity with which such dehumanisation and coordinated 

attacks on Daphne Caruana Galizia took place. Each sought to justify it either 

saying it was their right to express themselves or outright recognising that she 

was a serious threat to government who needed to be neutralised. Schembri 

himself admits that the decision to place her image on the election billboard was 

taken by himself as managing the general election political campaign for the 

government’s party232.  

 

150. Others tried to justify this by saying that Daphne Caruana Galizia had published 

personal photos of them, implying that this could justify inciting hatred towards 

a journalist. Often when this was alleged, no evidence of use of such personal 

photos was found in Running Commentary especially when witnesses alleged 

the use of photos of their children. A case in point is that testified by Glen 

Bedingfield who indicated that Daphne Caruana Galizia had published a photo 

of his daughter, but no such photo was published with the blogpost he indicated, 

nor in other blogposts.233 

 

The reacton to Daphne Caruana Galizia’s Assassination 

151. The reaction of the government and its representatives, persons of trust and 

employees to Daphne Caruana Galizia’s assassination can be summed up from 

their testimonies in three statements: they were shocked, the murder was 

problematic, they did not discuss it. Each witness who has a role in government 

had the same emotive adjective to describe his reaction to the news of Daphne 

Caruana Galizia’s assassination, that of ‘shock’. It is almost as if the witnesses 

are reading from the same hymn sheet.  

 
232 Page 28, Keith Schembri, 14 December 2020 
233 Page 3, Glenn Bedingfield, 21 February 2020 
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152. This is not the only instance when representatives of government and even more 

the closer knit group of persons who work or worked at the Office of the Prime 

Minister use exactly the same words to reply to questions. Other instances 

include the way in which they speak of Daphne’s Running Commentary, or the 

way they speak of the locking up of journalists at the Office of the Prime 

Minister on the evening of 29 November 2019.  

 

153. The engagement of Chelgate, a ’reputation management’ firm, to assist the 

government in its handling of the assassination of Daphne Caruana Galizia is 

also notable. The company’s engagement in this regard is confirmed by 

Farrugia234 who even declares that he had sought their assistance235. Farrugia 

explains in his testimony that Chelgate is a foreign company engaged by the 

government in the year 2018 as consultants on communication. He describes his 

interactions with representatives of Chelgate in the following words: 

“Imh. M. Mallia: U tmintax. U x’kienet il-funzjoni taghha din il-kumpanija? 

 

Kurt Farrugia: Jiena meta tkellimt maghhom generalment kienet 

minhabba certu pozizzjonijiet li konna qeghdin niehdu bhala Gvern li kont se 

naghmel pubblici, jigifieri kienet tkun fl-ahhar u kont inhabbat ideat ma’ 

persuna minn Chelgate. 

 

Imh. M. Mallia: Imma x’kien ir-rwol taghhom? 

 

Kurt Farrugia: Qatt ma dhalt direttament x’kien ir-rwol taghhom però 

konna tkellimna maghhom, jien kont tkellimt maghhom qabel certu pozizzjonijiet 

li hadt, b’mod partikolari meta kienu, kellhom x’jaqsmu ma’ media 

internazzjonali. 

 

Imh. M. Mallia: Jigifieri dawn kienu public relations company – ? 

 

Kurt Farrugia: Parti minnhom iva kienu public relations company kif 

nafha jiena ghall-inqas. 

 

Imh. M. Mallia: il-mod kif il-Gvern jipprogetta l-messagg tieghu? 

 

Kurt Farrugia: Iva.”236 

 
234 Page 95, Kurt Farrugia, 17 July 2020 
235 Page 35, Kurt Farrugia, 17 July 2020 
236 Page 35, Kurt Farrugia, 17 July 2020 
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154. He later confirms that Chelgate had also advised him as Communicatiosn Officer 

for the Office of the Prime Minister on issues related with the assassination of 

Daphne Caruana Galizia237. 

 

Contempt against Journalists 

 

155. The unchecked contempt with which Daphne Caruana Galizia was treated by the 

government and its representatives as well as by persons closely connected with 

the party in government spilled over onto other journalists. As Farrugia stated in 

his testimony, Daphne Caruana Galizia’s journalism (for the government it was 

her as a person rather than her work) became more politically dangerous to its 

administration when other media jumped on her work and started their own 

investigations, reporting even further on allegations of corruption and abuse of 

power238. Following her assassination and with other journalists continuing to 

investigate corruption and abuse of power, the contempt that had been fueled 

against Daphne Caruana Galizia spilt over onto other journalists.  

 

156. This contempt and the need to control the message of the media took root among 

the foot soldiers closely connected with government administration. This is 

clearly seen in the incident in which a journalist was followed by persons 

identified as being closely connected with the government administration and the 

Labour Party and was surveilled during a meeting held between the journalist 

and a source. Two persons carried out this surveillance and intrusion. One of 

these persons is identified as having formed part of the entourage of Prime 

Minister Joseph Muscat239 and was an employee of the Office of the Prime 

Minister even when Robert Abela became Prime Minister. The second person 

was identified as being a volunteer of the Labour Party in the general election 

campaign of 2017. 

 

157. The identification of these persons interestingly shows them to be persons 

moving within the network controlled or directly related to the Labour Party and 

the Office of the Prime Minister. The perpetrator who testified declared that he 

was handpicked by Prime Minister Muscat240 in November 2019 to be directly 

employed within his communications office to look after events logistics. He 

 
237 “Dr. J. Azzopardi : Inti qatt irrizultalek illi fuq inkarigu tal-Gvern ta’ Malta - Chelgate ghamlet xoghol in 

konnessjoni ma l-assassinju ta’ Daphne Caruana Galizia, qed nitkellmu issa lura wara l-assassinju ovvjament il-

PR. Kurt Farrugia: Ehe, ehe.”, Page 95, Kurt Farrugia, 17 Jul7 2020 
238 Page 5, Kurt Farrugia, 17 July 2020 
239 Identified through official photos taken of Prime Minister Muscat. 
240 Page 24, Ronnie Vella, 4 March 2020 
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was hand-picked after having been known to be responsible for events logistics 

for the Labour Party during at least the 2017 general election, which campaign, 

according to this witness, was run and led by Keith Schembri.  

 

158. This same perpetrator was seconded from Projects Malta to the Office of the 

Prime Minister and prior to taking up employment at Projects Malta he was 

employed at the Malta Environment and Planning Authority. He was resent to 

resume his work at Projects Malta some two weeks after the election of Robert 

Abela and was ordered to resume work at Projects Malta by Abela’s Chief of 

Staff, Clyde Caruana. The witness describes himself as a trusted person by the 

Office of the Prime Minister who was called in to assist in events logistics any 

time this was required by that office even before he was employed at the Office 

of the Prime Minister. He also describes himself as being responsible for events 

logistics for the Labour Party and consequently also assisted daily in the setting 

up for the Prime Minister’s press conferences during the 2017 general election 

campaign241. During his employment within the Communications Office at the 

Office of the Prime Minister, his work was coordinated by Mr Barbara, then the 

personal secretary to Prime Minister Muscat242.  

 

159. When asked if he used to directly communicate with Keith Schembri, the latter 

having been identified by the witness as managing the election campaign, he first 

says not directly with Schembri, then says “Kienu jigu l-ordnijiet, I mean ...”, 

then declares that he had the mobile contact for Schembri “Kelli hu. Lis-sur 

Schembri nafu.”243.  Asked if on seeing something that could be of interest to the 

Office of the Prime Minister or to the Labour Party whether he would inform of 

this, he replies ‘Huwa xogholi li ninnota.244’ He confirms that part of his work 

was “illi jekk tara xi persuna jew xi haga ssir li tahseb li hija ta’ nteress ghall-

ufficcju tal-Prim Ministru jew ghal Partit Laburista li tirraportaha”  and goes 

on to say that while he did not report this information always to the same person, 

“Gie li bghatt lis-sur Keith Schembri jigifieri.”245 When asked to whom else he 

passed on information if not to Mr Schembri, the witness clarifies that “Ifhimni 

generalment lilu kont nibghatha jekk kienet kampanja.” 

 

 
241 Pages 6, 24, Ronnie Vella, 4 March 2020 ; photos presented in evidence by witness on the 24th January 2020 

also shows Mr Vella performing his work;  
242 Pages 2, 3 Ronnie Vella, 4 March 2020 
243 Page 19, Ronnie Vella, 4 March 2020 
244 Page 21, Ronnie Vella, 4 March 2020 
245 Page 22, Ronnie Vella, 4 March 2020 
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160. The second perpetrator was described by his colleague as being a volunteer of 

the Malta Labour Party with whom he was paired to execute their roles in the 

Labour Party general election campaign of 2017246.  

 

161. Strong factual evidence of this surveillance of a journalist in the carrying out of 

his responsibilities was presented to this Board. Such evidence leaves no doubt 

that the journalist and the source were surveilled. This incident also leaves no 

doubt of the contempt and disrespect with which journalists, whose work 

focused on corruption and abuse of power, were held in. The evidence presented 

also shows the lengths to which persons within government went to threaten 

journalistic sources and consequently the  lenghts to which persons within 

government were willing to tread on freedom of expression, a cornerstone of 

democracy.  

 

162. In this instance, the employment of the identified source was dramatically 

threatened, not simply by placing the source’s employment at risk but in fact 

bringing about the termination of that employment. What is also significant in 

this incident is that one of the perpetrators of such surveillance himself admits 

that this occured right after the holding of a Labour Party event which the 

journalist had attended as a reporter. The documented evidence and the 

testimonies presented in relation to this incident, including the testimony of one 

of the perpetrators, clearly manifests the dangerous level of contempt against 

journalists that had festered among persons connected with or related to the 

government administration or the administration of its political party. While 

Farrugia condemns this incident in his testimony247, the testimony of the 

perpetrator and of those who were within the employ of the government 

administration or connected therewith indicate that the perpetrator was within 

the employ of the Office of the Prime Minister and was in the habit of reporting 

information he collected to government officials.  

 

163. Another factor which is of relevance to the Inquiry’s responsibility to propose a 

better framework of protection for journalists is the role that other third parties 

have to play in the protection of journalists. The lack of a proper framework 

indicates the lack of understanding of the important role that the media plays in a 

democratic society and points at the need of raising awareness among different 

stakeholders on the role of the media and how those stakeholders are expected to 

relate to media and journalists. Whether this requires amendments in the code of 

ethics of certain professions or whether this should be inserted in a law 

 
246 Page 14, Ronnie Vella, 4 March 2020 
247 Page 56, Kurt Farrugia, 17 July 2020 
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specifically protecting journalists from this harassment needs to be considered 

within the proposals that this Inquiry may make in its conclusions. 

 

Harm to Sources/Whistleblowers 

 

164. This incident also highlights the erosion of one of the foundations of access to 

information that informs public debate, that is the protection of sources and the 

importance of protection of whistleblowers. This incident did not stop at merely 

surveilling a journalist and putting that journalist at risk, but developed further 

and more agressively towards the identified source.  

 

165. The nature of the information being discussed in the surveilled meeting was of a 

confidential nature and one which directly relates to the investigation of crime, 

abuse of power and corruption. The information was consequently crucial to the 

proper functioning of a modern democracy. Yet, rather than protect the source 

and ensure that such crime, abuse of power and corruption is properly 

investigated and the persons in power involved weeded out of the administration, 

the latter exercised its power to try to destroy the employment of that source.  

 

166. Testimony clearly shows that the information collected from the surveillance of 

this meeting went from the perpetrators to the source’s place of work with 

efficient speed and was callously used to threaten the source into silence by 

threatening him with criminal proceedings and with the loss of his employment 

and reputation.  

 

167. The extent of the surveillance and the circular manner in which information 

collected from this surveillance ended up at the place of employment of the 

source clearly shows how the network of persons in power was made up of 

persons at different levels, with its network members being embedded at 

different ‘locations’ for their services to be provided in different fields. 

Testimony indicates (and this is supported and substantiated by an FIAU 

report248) how the network involved persons such as Brian Tonna acting as 

introducers of Keith Schembri to service providers who were appointed on 

boards of public authorities and who were then fined by FIAU for having failed 

to abide with anti-money laundering legislation in the provision of their services 

to Keith Schembri. The service provider in question who was appointed to a 

 
248 “Ir-Rapport tal-FIAU dwar il-Pagamenti li Ghaddew minn Keith Schembri lil Adrian Hillman”, published by 

Daphne Caruana Galizia on https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/Financial-

Intelligence-Analysis-Unit-report-to-the-police-on-illicit-payments-Keith-Schembri-made-to-Adrian-

Hillman.pdf  

https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/Financial-Intelligence-Analysis-Unit-report-to-the-police-on-illicit-payments-Keith-Schembri-made-to-Adrian-Hillman.pdf
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/Financial-Intelligence-Analysis-Unit-report-to-the-police-on-illicit-payments-Keith-Schembri-made-to-Adrian-Hillman.pdf
https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/05/Financial-Intelligence-Analysis-Unit-report-to-the-police-on-illicit-payments-Keith-Schembri-made-to-Adrian-Hillman.pdf
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public authority later also had to resign from that public authority following a 

public outcry which outed his conflict of interest between his job and one of the 

controversial projects raised in public debate249.  

 

Media Freedom in Malta – before, during and after the assassination 

 

168. Recording the government’s approach to media and journalists and taking note 

of a snapshot of the levels of threat against a free press in Malta in the acts of 

this Public Inquiry are important. These establish the general circumstances and 

attitude towards members of the press in the months leading to Daphne Caruana 

Galizia’s assassination, at the time of her assassination and following her 

assassination. The treatment of journalists by the government and the situation in 

Malta vis-a-vis the press and its members during the time following her 

assassination is equally important for the purposes of this Inquiry since as was 

declared by Farrugia, Daphne’s journalism took on a more important role and 

became a bigger concern and much more problematic to government when other 

media were picking up her stories and investigating the same allegations as she 

was or had done.  

 

169. To consider the government’s approach towards other journalists and take a 

snapshot of the freedom of the press and levels of threats to journalists other than 

Daphne Caruana Galizia at the time of her assassination and thereafter, is 

therefore important as it provides an understanding of how contempt for Daphne 

Caruana Galizia spilled over onto other journalists and how a hateful campaign 

against one journalist affected freedom of the press in Malta more generally. 

This snapshot may be obtained from a number of published studies as well as 

from a number of witnesses who testified in the acts of this Inquiry.  

 

Surveillance  

 

170. The surveillance of a journalist as confirmed by documentary evidence and by 

witnesses is a stark example of the circumstances in which Maltese journalists 

work. Even before evidence of this instance of surveillance was obtained, 

journalists had declared to the Board that their media house had long been 

suspicious that its journalists were being followed.  

 

Institute of Journalists 

 

 
249 Page 25, testimony of 24 January 2020 
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171. The testimony of the former President of the Institute for Journalists, Yannick 

Pace, and of the subsequent IGM President, Silvana Debono, confirms the 

uncertain position in which journalists work. The Institute for Journalists is a 

non-profit, voluntary organisation250 with no legally binding recognition at law. 

It is consulted by government at the latter’s discretion and it carries no weight 

with government to the extent that its Presidents recognise that the only thing the 

Institute can do is issue a press release when they see something is amiss.251 

However that which is amiss seems to be of a continuing nature, institutionalised 

onging issues that have not been resolved over the years. 

 

172. Threats received by journalists, online hatred, obstacles to access information, 

unequal access to government advertising funds, unequal access to government 

financial assistance which is determined arbitrarily by government, government 

employees threatening journalists to withdraw government funding, and 

exclusion of or the selective issuing of invitations to media houses to participate 

in press events, are only a few of the difficulties that both Presidents have 

indicated in their testimony. Even when the problem lies at the heart of the 

profession, recognition through a press card, the Institute was helpless in its 

negotiations with government. Such that when the Department of Information 

decided to change the nature of its ‘press card’ to an ‘access card’ the only 

solution found was that the Institute issues a card itself.252 Yet there is no legal 

recognition of the Institute let alone of the card it issues.  

 

173. Both Presidents indicate that in its current form and shape the Institute does not 

have the resources253 or the power to offer protection to journalists or to secure 

press freedom and standards.254 It relies entirely on the voluntary contribution of 

its members255 and is dependent on another entity256 to even have a space to use 

as an office. While its financial resources are described by its President as being 

a ‘begging bowl, we have a begging bowl; ghaliex biex ghamilna l-awards 

kellna nsaqqfu wiccna ...”257 Its weakness is even seen in its lack of contribution 

towards the work of the Venice Commission in preparing its report on the Rule 

of Law in Malta.258   

 
250 Page 9, Yannick Pace, 9 March 2020 
251 Page 24, Yannick Pace, 9 March 2020 
252 Page 3 to 8, Yannick Pace, 9 March 2020 
253 Debono indicates that although the IGM presented a list of pending issues to the Prime Minister, Minister 

Carmelo Abela and Minister Zammit Lewis in October 2020, the government had not even accepted to second a 

person to facilitate the administration of the Institute. Pages 4 to 5, Sylvana Debono, 24 November 2020 
254 Pages 12 to 13, Yannick Pace, 9 March 2020; Page 3, Sylvana Debono, 24 November 2020 
255 Pages 4 to 6, Sylvana Debono, 24 November 2020 
256 Page 2 and 3, Yannick Pace, 9 March 2020 
257 Page 20, Sylvana Debono, 24 November 2020 
258 Page 17, Yannick Pace, 9 March 2020 
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SLAPPs 

  

174. An issue which is of grave concern to media hosues and the Institute is that of 

addressing SLAPP (strategic lawsuits against public participation) proceedings. 

Debono declares that “Yes definitely. Tkellimna anke mal-gvern fuqha. Nixtiequ 

naraw il-gvern jiehu pozizzjoni hafna iktar soda fuqha din fuq l-anti-slapp.”259 

 

175. The effects of these proceedings are devastating even to medium and well 

established media houses in other countries, but their effect on the media houses 

set up in Malta is not simply devastating but is the closure of that media house. 

The crippling financial cost of defending such a claim presented in a foreign 

jurisdiction, even without the possibility of being ordered to pay damages in 

amounts which by far supercede any income generated by local media houses, 

leaves press freedom in Malta in a dangerous position, currently aggravated by 

the loss of advertising revenue due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Pace and 

Debono both declare this to be one of the major threats for Malta’s media 

houses, with Debono stating:   

 

“Ix-Xhud : 

Jekk hawn Malta xi hadd jigi subjected or found guilty of slab..; ha nsemmi isem 

illi ghandu rispett kbir, Times of Malta, its a big institution, it would close down. 

It is that serious. 

Imhallef A Lofaro :  

It is financially crippling then.. 

Ix-Xhud : 

Qed nitkellem fuq istituzzjoni li hija rispettatta finanzjata, it would decimated. 

Jigifieri jekk ma ahniex ser niehdu pozizzjoni biex nipprotegu l-media f’ Malta u 

napprezzaw il-fatt illi l-media ghandha rwol importanti fis-socjeta`, il-lehen tal-

gurnalist ma jistax jiddghajjef, ma jistsax joghtor; ilsienu ma jistax jehdel. Jekk 

inti ser tpoggilu xi haga fuq rasu biex tipprova taghmillu l-opju ma ilsienu mela 

dik il-haga that thing has to go. That has to go. …”260 

 

176. The threat of SLAPP proceedings is very real and media houses have been faced 

with a number of these threats261. The threat of SLAPPs becomes more 

dangerous when the Prime Minister, his Chief of Staff, the Minister for Justice, 

and the Director of Identity Malta are involved in the preparation of SLAPP 

 
259 Page 32, Sylvana Debono, 24 November 2020 
260 Page 36, Silvana Debono, 24 November 2020 
261 SEE DEBONO TURAB LETTER, TOM/DELIA LETTER 
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proceedings against Maltese journalists to the extent that they discuss it with 

representatives of a private company and approve its decision to take action.262 

The involvement of the highest government representatives in this scheme 

against Malta’s journalists runs counter to the state’s obligation to protect free 

expression and the right to know as it is a direct attack on the fourth pillar of 

democracy.  

 

177. Another more recent example of a threatened SLAPP is that indicated by 

Debono in her testimony. She describes how in Newsbook’s reporting of court 

proceedings a reference to Turab Musayev was made since this was stated in 

open court during the proceedings. Immediately after publication he sent a 

‘polite letter, but a letter nonetheless saying ... issemma ismi, tistghu please 

tnehhuh ghax jiena qed nikkonsidra l-pozizzjoni tieghi?”263 Debono continues to 

indicate that letters received by other media houses were “more indicative of 

slapp action; and there was a concern at that point.”  

 

178. In a meeting with the current Prime Minister and Minister Zammit Lewis, the 

Institute upon requesting protection from SLAPP  action were told “qalilna illi 

diga hekk qiegheda ghax ahna covered by EU Law.”264 

 

179. The Prime Minister’s and Justice Minister’s claim is incorrect: EU law currently 

provides no protection against SLAPPs and it is devious of the highest 

representatives of the State concerned with such actions to present such a 

position, knowing full well that, not only is there no protection under EU Law, 

SLAPPs are a problem across Europe, as evidenced by a wide body of 

research265 collated by a coalition of NGOs aiming to end the threat of SLAPPs 

across the EU and the wider European region. The reality is that no such 

protection is available under EU Law and the European Commission has decided 

to commence the process of securing such protection across the EU266. Until then 

Maltese media houses will remain exposed to the threat of SLAPPs. The 

government itself had rejected an amendment proposed by the Opposition to 

introduce an anti-SLAPP provision in the Media and Defamation Act on the 

advice267 that the Maltese government could not protect Malta’s media houses 

before the EU offers them protection.  

 
262 SEE dcg BLOG, SEE TESTIMONY OF OB, KS, JM 
263 Page 33, Sylvana Debono, 24 November 2020 
264 Page 36, Sylvana Debono, 24 November 2020 
265 https://www.the-case.eu/slapps-in-europe 
266 https://europeanjournalists.org/blog/2020/12/02/coalition-published-a-proposal-for-an-eu-anti-slapp-law/  
267 Advice was given by Professor Ian Refalo, Lawyer Paul Cachia, Attorney General Peter Grech and UK 

Lawfirm Bird & Bird.  

https://europeanjournalists.org/blog/2020/12/02/coalition-published-a-proposal-for-an-eu-anti-slapp-law/
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Access to Information 

180. Access to information is also another major threat that journalists face. Mr. Pace 

describes this as follows: 

 

“Ix-Xhud : 

L-access ghall-informazzjoni ma hijiex dejjem l-istess. Jigifieri tvarja minn 

Ministeru ghal iehor, minn gurnalist ghal iehor. Jigifieri wahda mir-

rakkomandazzjonijiet ghandha tkun li jkun hemm protokoll ghal tac-civil ghal 

mod ta’ kif jigu ihhendiljati l- ..”268 

 

181. Obstacles to access information take different forms. These have included: 

government representatives leaving questions sent by journalists unanswered 

only to complain about the journalist after the article is published269, issuing 

selective invitations to press events270, a high number of refusal of freedom of 

information requests,271 and suggesting leads272 to divert media attention.  

 

182. Debono describes how government entities react to media publications 

indicating that upon the publication of a story which would not have been 

received well by the government, the latter would stop giving out information to 

the media. She descibes this approach as happening “Bil-mewg. Mewga tajba u 

tkun ghaddej minn perjodu tghid – ghall-erwieh, qed iwiegbu. Imbaghad tigi 

mewga hazina fejn qisu kulhadd jiskot. U hafna drabi dik ikun hemm xi trigger 

ta’ xi storja li ma tantx tkun nizlet sew.”273 

 

183. Refusing to publish contracts which deal with national projects, or delaying their 

publication, or publishing heavily redacted copies is also an obstacle to access to 

information.  

 

184. An indication of the incidence of rejection of requests for information under the 

Freedom of Information Act may be seen from a report presented to the United 

Nations Human Rights Council by PEN International and quoted in the Times of 

 
268 Page 18, Yannick Pace, 9 March 2020 

269 Page 19, Yannick Pace, 9 March 2020 “Ma tistax tibghat mistoqsijiet, ma twegibnix, u mbaghad wara li tkun 

ippubblikata l-istorja tghid – eh!, ghax l-istorja ma kinetx inkibet jew il-fatti huma hziena! Imma jekk jiena ..” 
270 Page 21, Yannick Pace, 9 March 2020; See Commissioner for Standards in Public Life Case Reports K/016 

dated 24 January 2020 and K/001 dated 4 February 2019 
271 See below page 46 
272 See testimony given behind closed doors with reference to suggestions that fuel smuggling was related to the 

assassination of Daphne Caruana Galizia  
273 Page 12, Sylvana Debono, 24 November 2020 
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Malta article of the 15 October 2018274. This report indicates that in only two 

years, between 2015 and 2017, government ministries had received 402 freedom 

of information requests of which only 54 per cent had been upheld in full or in 

part.  

 

185. More recent parliamentary questions also provide an indication of the incidence 

of rejection of such requests. These are only a sample of the replies provided. 

The Ministry for Economy and Industry indicates that since 2013 it had received 

165 requests and had rejected 70 of them275. The Ministery of Education 

indicates that 3 requests were received and 1 was rejected276. The Ministry of 

Energy, Enterprise and Development had received 4, of which 3 were rejected 

and one was only partially rejected277. The Ministry for Foreign Affairs had 

received 39 requests of which 21 had been rejected and in the years 2019 and 

2020 the majority of these rejected278. The Ministry for Finance and 

Employment had received 27 of which 15 were rejected279. 

 

186. Debono describes the workings of the Freedom of Information Act to be the 

biggest problem to access of information as she declares “L-ikbar problema per 

ezempju huma l-freedom of information requests.”280 Hi tkompli tindika li 

“Pero` jien nghidilhom, l-FOIs nghidilhom the place where information goes to 

die.”281 This shows how an Act of law intended to facilitate access to 

information thereby strengthening democracy has been turned into exactly the 

opposite of what it was meant to be. From facilitating access to information for 

the media, the Act is being used to kill media interest in information.  

 

 
274 https://timesofmalta.com/articles/view/frequent-rejection-of-freedom-of-information-requests-flagged-to-

un.691434  and https://timesofmalta.com/articles/view/over-400-freedom-of-information-requests-in-3-

years.664474  
275 Parliamentary Question 19383, 

https://pq.gov.mt/PQWeb.nsf/7561f7daddf0609ac1257d1800311f18/c1257d2e0046dfa1c12586860052f30c!Ope

nDocument  
276 Parliamentary Question 19384, 

https://pq.gov.mt/PQWeb.nsf/7561f7daddf0609ac1257d1800311f18/c1257d2e0046dfa1c1258685003727d7!Op

enDocument  
277 Parliamentary Question 19385, 

https://pq.gov.mt/PQWeb.nsf/7561f7daddf0609ac1257d1800311f18/c1257d2e0046dfa1c1258686003817bf!Ope

nDocument 
278 Parliamentary Question 19386, 

https://pq.gov.mt/PQWeb.nsf/7561f7daddf0609ac1257d1800311f18/c1257d2e0046dfa1c1258686004043d0!Op

enDocument 
279 Parliamentary Question 19387, 

https://pq.gov.mt/PQWeb.nsf/7561f7daddf0609ac1257d1800311f18/c1257d2e0046dfa1c1258686003ac28d!Op

enDocument 
280 Page 12, Sylvana Debono, 24 November 2020 
281 Page 13, Sylvana Debono, 24 November 2020 

https://timesofmalta.com/articles/view/frequent-rejection-of-freedom-of-information-requests-flagged-to-un.691434
https://timesofmalta.com/articles/view/frequent-rejection-of-freedom-of-information-requests-flagged-to-un.691434
https://timesofmalta.com/articles/view/over-400-freedom-of-information-requests-in-3-years.664474
https://timesofmalta.com/articles/view/over-400-freedom-of-information-requests-in-3-years.664474
https://pq.gov.mt/PQWeb.nsf/7561f7daddf0609ac1257d1800311f18/c1257d2e0046dfa1c12586860052f30c!OpenDocument
https://pq.gov.mt/PQWeb.nsf/7561f7daddf0609ac1257d1800311f18/c1257d2e0046dfa1c12586860052f30c!OpenDocument
https://pq.gov.mt/PQWeb.nsf/7561f7daddf0609ac1257d1800311f18/c1257d2e0046dfa1c1258685003727d7!OpenDocument
https://pq.gov.mt/PQWeb.nsf/7561f7daddf0609ac1257d1800311f18/c1257d2e0046dfa1c1258685003727d7!OpenDocument
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187. Debono highlights two main problems with the workings of the Freedom of 

Information Act which include, on the one hand, the time taken by the 

authorities to reply and the time taken by the procedures of appeal when a 

request has been rejected, and on the other that “FOIs are notoriously impossible 

to achieve.”282 The first problem is an issue of timing within which the full 

process is completed. The process is prolonged at both its first and second stage; 

the first stage being that of receiving the information or a rejection, and the 

second stage is the time in which an appeal is determined following a rejection 

of a request for information. These timeframes are such that they certainly do not 

fit the timing of the media and the worthiness of the news item.283 Furthermore, 

appealing against a refusal of an FOI request also involves legal costs, which of 

itself is another deterrent. In this regard, she proposes a system whereby 

different timings are established depending on how easily available to the 

authority the information requested is.  

 

188. As for the second reason, that is that FOIs are notoriously difficult to obtain, she 

questions the reasons behind the rejection of such requests giving the following 

example: 

 

“…, lista per ezempju ha nsemmi wahda li ghamilna ahna u li nahseb ghamlu 

diversi Media Houses ohrajn. Lista tal-gifts illi qala’ president. Li which is 

pretty straightforward. Ghalfejn ghandek tinnegahieli dik? Din giet innegata.” 
284 

 

 

Polarisation of Journalists and Anti-Media Behaviour by Politicians 

 

189. Working in a polarised partisan society is also identified as one of the difficulties 

that journalists face. Debono descibes this as follows:  

 

“Imma minhabba anke rikonfigurazzjoni tas-socjeta` Maltija, minhabba l-

partegjanizzmu, daqqa wiehed jigbed ‘l hemm u wiehed jigbed ‘l hawn. Xi 

kultant di tanto in tanto tisma’ xi kultant xi naqra raghad li xi hadd jghid issa 

jew naha jew ohra illi – naqbdu u naghmlu IGM iehor.. naqbdu u naghmlu 

ghaqda ohra. Is-socjeta` f’ Malta hija partiggjana hafna. Allura dawn l-affarijiet 

 
282 Ibid  
283 Page 12, Sylvana Debono, 24 November 2020 “Zewg affarijiet; 1) id-differnza tat-timing tal-ligi ghat-timing 

tal-media. Jigifieri dak li huwa tajjeb ghal-ligi ma jfissirx li huwa tejjeb ghal media fis-sens illi l-ligi qed taghti l-
provvedimenti taghha by the time the legal provisions are exhausted its no longer news.” 
284 Page 13, Sylvana Debono, 24 November 2020 
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minflok inti thares.., inbatu hafna minnha ahna l-gurnalisti. Minflok inharsu lejn 

il-korp gunalistiku bhala korp gunalistiku, allura hemm a …, inharsu ghax dawk 

ta’ dik in-naha u ahna ta’ din in-naha. Dik tmur.. timmilita kontra l-

professjoni.”285   

 

190. Attitudes taken by members of government and other politicians towards 

journalists continue to foster this challenge towards journalists. Examples of this 

as flagged by the Institute of Journalists and others include the following: 

Minister Ian Borg286 

Minister Silvio Schembri287 

Journalist assaulted by members of Minister Konrad Mizzi’s team288 

Minister Byron Camilleri289 

Minister Clint Camilleri290 

Threats of journalists at PL political rally291 

A person at a PN event292  

Approach to journalists at a PN press conference293 

Censuring of journalists’ questions on TVM294 

Treatment of journalists by Prime Minister Abela during Covid295 

Media not invited for signing of Mizieb contract296 

Behaviour of persons accompanying Bernard Grech297 

Blacklisting of journalists by Ministry of Health, Dr Chris Fearne298 

Harassment by government employee299 

 
285 Page 2, Sylvana Debono, 24 November 2020 
286 https://igm.mt/2020/12/09/complaint-comments-by-minister-ian-borg/  
287 

https://www.maltatoday.com.mt/news/national/102301/economy_minister_singled_out_journalist_for_online_h

arassment_igm_says#.YEFOwGhKiUk  and https://www.independent.com.mt/articles/2020-05-12/local-

news/Minister-bullied-journalist-fuelling-harassment-IGM-says-6736223055  
288 

https://www.maltatoday.com.mt/news/national/76491/times_of_malta_journalist_assaulted_while_trying_to_qu

estion_mizzi#.YEFOIGhKiUk  
289 https://igm.mt/2021/02/08/report-on-complaint-refering-to-a-journalist-being-prevented-from-obtaining-

comments-from-home-affairs-minister-byron-camilleri/  
290 https://igm.mt/2021/01/14/report-on-complaint-refering-to-a-denigrating-comment-made-by-minister-clint-

camilleri-to-a-journalist/  
291 https://www.independent.com.mt/articles/2019-12-02/local-news/Journalists-threatened-harassed-during-

course-of-their-duties-6736216969  
292 https://igm.mt/2020/11/24/ilment-dwar-persuna-li-pogga-idejh-fuq-camera-waqt-attivita-politika/  
293 https://igm.mt/2020/10/27/complaint-journalists-at-the-pns-press-conference/  
294 https://igm.mt/2020/10/17/journalists-questions-regarding-covid19-measures-censored-on-tvm-again/  
295 https://igm.mt/2020/10/23/igm-disappointed-at-pms-flouting-of-laws/  
296 https://igm.mt/2020/10/10/li-l-gurnalisti-ma-kienux-mistiedna-ghall-iffirmar-tal-ftehim-tal-mizieb-huwa-att-

anti-demokratiku/  
297 https://igm.mt/2020/09/19/ilment-dwar-imbuttar-u-xkiel-fuq-gurnalist-waqt-il-qadi-ta-dmirijietu/  
298 https://igm.mt/2020/09/12/it-is-the-role-of-journalists-to-ask-questions-and-the-role-of-pr-officials-to-

service-those-questions/  
299 https://timesofmalta.com/articles/view/public-worker-who-harassed-journalist-filming-daphne-

memorial.689212  

https://igm.mt/2020/12/09/complaint-comments-by-minister-ian-borg/
https://www.maltatoday.com.mt/news/national/102301/economy_minister_singled_out_journalist_for_online_harassment_igm_says#.YEFOwGhKiUk
https://www.maltatoday.com.mt/news/national/102301/economy_minister_singled_out_journalist_for_online_harassment_igm_says#.YEFOwGhKiUk
https://www.independent.com.mt/articles/2020-05-12/local-news/Minister-bullied-journalist-fuelling-harassment-IGM-says-6736223055
https://www.independent.com.mt/articles/2020-05-12/local-news/Minister-bullied-journalist-fuelling-harassment-IGM-says-6736223055
https://www.maltatoday.com.mt/news/national/76491/times_of_malta_journalist_assaulted_while_trying_to_question_mizzi#.YEFOIGhKiUk
https://www.maltatoday.com.mt/news/national/76491/times_of_malta_journalist_assaulted_while_trying_to_question_mizzi#.YEFOIGhKiUk
https://igm.mt/2021/02/08/report-on-complaint-refering-to-a-journalist-being-prevented-from-obtaining-comments-from-home-affairs-minister-byron-camilleri/
https://igm.mt/2021/02/08/report-on-complaint-refering-to-a-journalist-being-prevented-from-obtaining-comments-from-home-affairs-minister-byron-camilleri/
https://igm.mt/2021/01/14/report-on-complaint-refering-to-a-denigrating-comment-made-by-minister-clint-camilleri-to-a-journalist/
https://igm.mt/2021/01/14/report-on-complaint-refering-to-a-denigrating-comment-made-by-minister-clint-camilleri-to-a-journalist/
https://www.independent.com.mt/articles/2019-12-02/local-news/Journalists-threatened-harassed-during-course-of-their-duties-6736216969
https://www.independent.com.mt/articles/2019-12-02/local-news/Journalists-threatened-harassed-during-course-of-their-duties-6736216969
https://igm.mt/2020/11/24/ilment-dwar-persuna-li-pogga-idejh-fuq-camera-waqt-attivita-politika/
https://igm.mt/2020/10/27/complaint-journalists-at-the-pns-press-conference/
https://igm.mt/2020/10/17/journalists-questions-regarding-covid19-measures-censored-on-tvm-again/
https://igm.mt/2020/10/23/igm-disappointed-at-pms-flouting-of-laws/
https://igm.mt/2020/10/10/li-l-gurnalisti-ma-kienux-mistiedna-ghall-iffirmar-tal-ftehim-tal-mizieb-huwa-att-anti-demokratiku/
https://igm.mt/2020/10/10/li-l-gurnalisti-ma-kienux-mistiedna-ghall-iffirmar-tal-ftehim-tal-mizieb-huwa-att-anti-demokratiku/
https://igm.mt/2020/09/19/ilment-dwar-imbuttar-u-xkiel-fuq-gurnalist-waqt-il-qadi-ta-dmirijietu/
https://igm.mt/2020/09/12/it-is-the-role-of-journalists-to-ask-questions-and-the-role-of-pr-officials-to-service-those-questions/
https://igm.mt/2020/09/12/it-is-the-role-of-journalists-to-ask-questions-and-the-role-of-pr-officials-to-service-those-questions/
https://timesofmalta.com/articles/view/public-worker-who-harassed-journalist-filming-daphne-memorial.689212
https://timesofmalta.com/articles/view/public-worker-who-harassed-journalist-filming-daphne-memorial.689212
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Harassment of journalists by government security officer300 

 

That such incidents still take place, despite the brutal assassination of Daphne 

Caruana Galizia and the institution of this Public Inquiry, is a clear sign that the 

hostile attitude has been assimilated by persons in political office as incidents 

which would not bring much consequence. Indeed, the only consequence is a 

public statement from the Institute of Journalists which government continues to 

ignore.  

 

191. Yet Daphne Caruana Galizia faced more than this when government 

representatives and Labour Party officials tagged her as working for the Partit 

Nazzjonalista and turned her into a political figure fit for a general election 

campaign billboard. Such was the extent to which Caruana Galizia as a journalist 

was framed for hatred by the Labour Party and the government. The Labour 

Party is here being referred to as well as the government, since testimony of 

Ronnie Vella clearly indicates that in a general election campaign there was no 

division between government and party. In fact, the Prime Minister’s chief of 

staff managed and coordinated the electoral campaign while managing the Prime 

Minister’s office. Glenn Bedingfield ran a blog while being in the employ of the 

Office of the Prime Minister. The government issued press releases which 

targeted and named Daphne Caruana Galizia personally, rather than responding 

appropriately to the content of her publications. An appropriate reply would have 

acknowledged the publication of those facts and assured the public that 

government was taking necessary steps to redress the wrongdoing. 

 

192. A further indication of the government’s anti-media attitude is indicated by 

Times of Malta editor-in-chief Herman Grech in his testimony, when he states as 

follows: 

“Ix-Xhud : 

Hemm bzonn li tigi imsahhah; il-problema hija.. jiena qed nitkellem fuq affarijiet 

anke izjed bazici. Illum qeghdin f’ sitwazzjoni fejn l-istat jippretendi li l-media 

ma tezistix. U din qed nghidha b’ certu responsabbilta`. Illum nispiccaw fi stat 

fejn inti titlob lill -Prim Ministru ghal intervista u ahna bhala l-ikbar 

organizzazzjoni f’ Malta ghadna ghal dawn l-ahhar nahseb erba’ snin l-ebda 

Prim Ministru ma’ pogga hdejna biex naghmlu intervista mieghu. Ovvjament m’ 

ghandix risposta, ahna naghmlu request il-hin kollu u l-Prim Ministru kemm ta’ 

qablu u kemm t’ issa ma taniex intervista. Ma giex fuq programmi, ghamilna 

stediniet u ma gewx. Jigifieri inti tispicca li qed tigi injorat. U din qed tigi b’ 

 
300 https://europeanjournalists.org/blog/2019/12/03/maltese-journalists-threatened-and-harassed-while-covering-

protests/  

https://europeanjournalists.org/blog/2019/12/03/maltese-journalists-threatened-and-harassed-while-covering-protests/
https://europeanjournalists.org/blog/2019/12/03/maltese-journalists-threatened-and-harassed-while-covering-protests/
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mod .. qed isir b’ mod sistematika fejn inti lin-nies qed tghidilhom li l-media 

irrelevanti. Li inti meta tara johrog survey Eurobarometer survey il-media 

nghidu ma ghandhiex trust pubbliku. Imma x’ nifhmu bil-media ezattament? Il-

media, il-media socjali jew il-media indipendenti? U din il-problema. U gie li 

meta rajt dawn il-Eurobarometer survers johorgu jispicca jkollok certu entitajiet 

politici tal-media li jghidulek il-media llum lanqas jafdawha, qed ara! Jew johorg 

statement tad-DOI, sa fejn naf jien xi xahar u nofs ilu, fejn jghid li l-media mhix 

afdata. Dak huwa x-xoghol ta’ l-istat bis-serjeta` li jmur hemmhekk u jghid lill-

pubbliku l-media mhix fdata?! Ix-xoghol ta’ l-istat huwa li jipprotegi lill-media. 

Jghid jekk ma jaqbilx maghha, jien ma ghandix l-ebda problema; imma li 

tghidha pubblikament b’dak il-mod jien ghandi problema.”301 

 

193. A very relevant incident is narrated by Newsbook reporter Monique Agius in her 

testimony, in which she speaks of how the then Prime Minister Joseph Muscat 

had “qabadni minn spallti hekk u dawwarni u telaq. Qabel qalli: nista’ nghidlek 

fi zmien ttletin (30) sekonda ha nitlaq minn hawn hekk.”302 This behaviour was 

in reply to a question that Agius had asked the then Prime Minister during a 

press conference in the midst of the European Parliament elections.  

 

Harassment of Journalists 

 

194. The Institute of Journalists has often called out harassment of journalists. This 

remains a constant challenge faced by journalists and media employees. In May 

2020 the Institute of Journalists called on politicians “to pronounce themselves 

against any type of anti-media rhetoric” while reiterating that “Maltese 

journalists are still being harassed on a daily basis”303. The Institute of 

Journalists noted the “vile threats and bullying” posted even as comments on 

social media in reaction to news reports and considered this behaviour as being 

tantamount to “blatant hatred”.  

 

195. Of significance in this respect are the annual reports published by the Council of 

Europe’s Platform to promote the protection of journalism and safety of 

journalists304. The Platform was launched in April 2015 and while for its first 

two years there were no alerts raised on media freedom in Malta, 9 alerts were 

raised between 2017 and 2020. Of these only 4 alerts were ‘resolved’ or a reply 

from the Maltese government was registered; the other 5 alerts remain without 

 
301 Page 15, Herman Grech, 7 December 2020 
302 Page 2, Monique Agius, 12 February 2020 
303 https://timesofmalta.com/articles/view/maltese-journalists-still-harassed-on-daily-basis-institute.789710  
304 https://www.coe.int/en/web/media-freedom/malta  

https://timesofmalta.com/articles/view/maltese-journalists-still-harassed-on-daily-basis-institute.789710
https://www.coe.int/en/web/media-freedom/malta
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the State’s reply. Of these 9 alerts, one dealt with impunity in the case of Daphne 

Caruana Galizia’s murder, while 3 dealt with harassment and intimidation of 

journalists and another 5 are described as “other acts having chilling effects on 

media freedom”.    

 

196. The alerts include an instance when the Malta Financial Services Authority in an 

official letter to Times of Malta blatantly requested the disclosure of “the 

source/s of the information contained” in a report which referred to a “planned 

takeover of the Manoel Island project”.305 Among the instances of SLAPP one of 

the alerts raised by the Council of Europe’s Platform refers to the letters sent to 

Times of Malta, MaltaToday, Malta Independent, Lovin Malta and The Shift 

News by the US based law firm Lambert Worldwide and UK based law firm 

Atkins Thomson. These letters were sent between May and June 2020 and 

referred to media reporting on the windfarm deal in Montenegro and connections 

between Turab Musayev and Yorgen Fenech. 

 

197. In its letter to the Times of Malta, not only was the media house requested to 

reveal its journalistic sources but the law firm wrote “not for the first time, we 

are concerned that you are in possession of confidential material and 

documentation, probably gathered illegally, and that you may unlawfully misuse 

the same” and that they would take all necessary steps to prevent defamation of 

Mr Musayev. Later they again intimidated the media house stating “the fact that 

you still ask so many questions of our client proved beyond doubt that your 

research and information is wholly inadequate for your predetermined 

purposes,”.306 

 

198. An alert raised on 24 October 2019 represented a threat for the initiation of 

proceedings by the Government of Malta itself against the authors of the book 

“Murder on the Malta Express: Who Killed Daphne Caruana Galizia?”. When 

the authors, Carlo Bonini and John Sweeney (both journalists) and Manuel Delia 

(blogger) sent questions to Joseph Muscat (then Prime Minister), to Muscat’s 

wife, to then Minister Chris Cardona, to then Minister Konrad Mizzi and to then 

Chief of Staff Keith Schembri, their questions were met with a legal letter. A 

specialised law firm, Carter Ruck, with offices in London formally wrote to 

 
305 https://www.coe.int/en/web/media-freedom/detail-

alert?p_p_id=sojdashboard_WAR_coesojportlet&p_p_lifecycle=0&p_p_col_id=column-

3&p_p_col_pos=1&p_p_col_count=11&_sojdashboard_WAR_coesojportlet_alertPK=43400699&_sojdashboar

d_WAR_coesojportlet_displayLink=SojPortlet.getDashboardPortletId%28%29  
306 https://www.coe.int/en/web/media-freedom/detail-

alert?p_p_id=sojdashboard_WAR_coesojportlet&p_p_lifecycle=0&p_p_col_id=column-

3&p_p_col_pos=1&p_p_col_count=11&_sojdashboard_WAR_coesojportlet_alertPK=74621125&_sojdashboar

d_WAR_coesojportlet_displayLink=SojPortlet.getDashboardPortletId%28%29  

https://www.coe.int/en/web/media-freedom/detail-alert?p_p_id=sojdashboard_WAR_coesojportlet&p_p_lifecycle=0&p_p_col_id=column-3&p_p_col_pos=1&p_p_col_count=11&_sojdashboard_WAR_coesojportlet_alertPK=43400699&_sojdashboard_WAR_coesojportlet_displayLink=SojPortlet.getDashboardPortletId%28%29
https://www.coe.int/en/web/media-freedom/detail-alert?p_p_id=sojdashboard_WAR_coesojportlet&p_p_lifecycle=0&p_p_col_id=column-3&p_p_col_pos=1&p_p_col_count=11&_sojdashboard_WAR_coesojportlet_alertPK=43400699&_sojdashboard_WAR_coesojportlet_displayLink=SojPortlet.getDashboardPortletId%28%29
https://www.coe.int/en/web/media-freedom/detail-alert?p_p_id=sojdashboard_WAR_coesojportlet&p_p_lifecycle=0&p_p_col_id=column-3&p_p_col_pos=1&p_p_col_count=11&_sojdashboard_WAR_coesojportlet_alertPK=43400699&_sojdashboard_WAR_coesojportlet_displayLink=SojPortlet.getDashboardPortletId%28%29
https://www.coe.int/en/web/media-freedom/detail-alert?p_p_id=sojdashboard_WAR_coesojportlet&p_p_lifecycle=0&p_p_col_id=column-3&p_p_col_pos=1&p_p_col_count=11&_sojdashboard_WAR_coesojportlet_alertPK=43400699&_sojdashboard_WAR_coesojportlet_displayLink=SojPortlet.getDashboardPortletId%28%29
https://www.coe.int/en/web/media-freedom/detail-alert?p_p_id=sojdashboard_WAR_coesojportlet&p_p_lifecycle=0&p_p_col_id=column-3&p_p_col_pos=1&p_p_col_count=11&_sojdashboard_WAR_coesojportlet_alertPK=74621125&_sojdashboard_WAR_coesojportlet_displayLink=SojPortlet.getDashboardPortletId%28%29
https://www.coe.int/en/web/media-freedom/detail-alert?p_p_id=sojdashboard_WAR_coesojportlet&p_p_lifecycle=0&p_p_col_id=column-3&p_p_col_pos=1&p_p_col_count=11&_sojdashboard_WAR_coesojportlet_alertPK=74621125&_sojdashboard_WAR_coesojportlet_displayLink=SojPortlet.getDashboardPortletId%28%29
https://www.coe.int/en/web/media-freedom/detail-alert?p_p_id=sojdashboard_WAR_coesojportlet&p_p_lifecycle=0&p_p_col_id=column-3&p_p_col_pos=1&p_p_col_count=11&_sojdashboard_WAR_coesojportlet_alertPK=74621125&_sojdashboard_WAR_coesojportlet_displayLink=SojPortlet.getDashboardPortletId%28%29
https://www.coe.int/en/web/media-freedom/detail-alert?p_p_id=sojdashboard_WAR_coesojportlet&p_p_lifecycle=0&p_p_col_id=column-3&p_p_col_pos=1&p_p_col_count=11&_sojdashboard_WAR_coesojportlet_alertPK=74621125&_sojdashboard_WAR_coesojportlet_displayLink=SojPortlet.getDashboardPortletId%28%29
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Delia on 9 September 2019 indicating that it was instructed by the government 

of Malta specifying that the allegations made were ‘highly defamatory’. The 

firm, rather than answering questions sent to its clients informed the journalists 

that they “reserve all their rights in relation to the publication and repetition of 

any allegation that is defamatory and untrue”.307 

 

Threatening to Withdraw Government Funding 

 

199. The Institute of Journalists does not receive any funds from government but 

media houses sometimes do in one of three ways: (a) government advertising; 

(b) financial aid granted to media houses during the pandemic; and (c) granting 

of projects to companies connected with media houses. 

 

200. That media houses have over the last years been losing out on the biggest part of 

their income due to the continuously changing habits of news consumers has 

been recognised internationally. With consumers having taken on the full 

benefits of digitalisation and with competition arising from even social media for 

the spreading of news, media houses have had to face a change-or-be-doomed 

situation. The content they produce is now expected by readers to be at no cost 

and readily available at their fingertips on a smart phone or other gadget. Yet the 

costs of producing news have increased with media houses also facing stronger 

challenges of accessing information, verifying information, and competing with 

other mediums which are not bound by the standards of journalism. 

 

201. Income for media houses has generally always depended on advertising in 

newspapers, a medium that is not today the main manner in which persons read 

the news thereby changing also advertising models for businesses. While this in 

itself already makes the dependence of media houses on advertising income 

more challenging, they are now also in competition with big tech companies who 

run search engines and other social media platforms and who have taken over a 

large share of the advertising income of media houses.  

 

202. This situation has made media houses eager to accept advertising from 

government ministeries or departments. With this background in mind being 

called by a ‘low grade person’ employed with a government Ministry 

threatening a media house because they reported a parliamentary question can 

 
307 https://www.coe.int/en/web/media-freedom/detail-

alert?p_p_id=sojdashboard_WAR_coesojportlet&p_p_lifecycle=0&p_p_col_id=column-

3&p_p_col_pos=1&p_p_col_count=11&_sojdashboard_WAR_coesojportlet_alertPK=53830661&_sojdashboar

d_WAR_coesojportlet_displayLink=SojPortlet.getDashboardPortletId%28%29  

https://www.coe.int/en/web/media-freedom/detail-alert?p_p_id=sojdashboard_WAR_coesojportlet&p_p_lifecycle=0&p_p_col_id=column-3&p_p_col_pos=1&p_p_col_count=11&_sojdashboard_WAR_coesojportlet_alertPK=53830661&_sojdashboard_WAR_coesojportlet_displayLink=SojPortlet.getDashboardPortletId%28%29
https://www.coe.int/en/web/media-freedom/detail-alert?p_p_id=sojdashboard_WAR_coesojportlet&p_p_lifecycle=0&p_p_col_id=column-3&p_p_col_pos=1&p_p_col_count=11&_sojdashboard_WAR_coesojportlet_alertPK=53830661&_sojdashboard_WAR_coesojportlet_displayLink=SojPortlet.getDashboardPortletId%28%29
https://www.coe.int/en/web/media-freedom/detail-alert?p_p_id=sojdashboard_WAR_coesojportlet&p_p_lifecycle=0&p_p_col_id=column-3&p_p_col_pos=1&p_p_col_count=11&_sojdashboard_WAR_coesojportlet_alertPK=53830661&_sojdashboard_WAR_coesojportlet_displayLink=SojPortlet.getDashboardPortletId%28%29
https://www.coe.int/en/web/media-freedom/detail-alert?p_p_id=sojdashboard_WAR_coesojportlet&p_p_lifecycle=0&p_p_col_id=column-3&p_p_col_pos=1&p_p_col_count=11&_sojdashboard_WAR_coesojportlet_alertPK=53830661&_sojdashboard_WAR_coesojportlet_displayLink=SojPortlet.getDashboardPortletId%28%29
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only be intended as a threat which shows how government uses advertising 

funds as leverage over the media308.  

 

203. Clearly, advertising by government is done at the government’s own absolute 

discretion in determining which media house and which medium receives which 

funds and how much. Debono describes this as follows:  

 

“By way of normality ghandek l-advertising. Issa l-advertising huwa then and 

then you how come into discrimination and the threat; this is the real threat. Not 

telling me illi ser ittajjarni ma nafx fejn!  Because government will never sue to 

that.”309 

 

Threats do have effects 

 

204. Editors who testified before the Board gave an indication of the threats that 

journalists face in Malta. Although each was particularly careful not to identify 

specific journalists as this would expose them to even further risk, they have 

given account of journalists being threatened online and physically. 

    

205. Herman Grech as editor-in-chief of the Times of Malta indicates that threats 

faced by journalists in his media house range from psychological threats to 

physical threats, that these threats are direct and that due to the effects of such 

threats the company had to implement certain actions of protection. In his 

testimony Mr Grech states: 

 

“Ix-Xhud : 

Jien naf certu gurnalisti taghna li sofrew theddid nghidlu psikologiku; dak li jkun 

jghidlu – isma’ jekk tkompli b’ din l-istorja jien naf xi affarijiet fuqek ta, u naf xi 

affarijiet fuq il-familja tieghek. U naf li grat. U grat din is-sena.”310 

… 

Imhallef A Lofaro : 

Imma f’ wicchom jghidulhom. 

 

Ix-Xhud : 

F’ kaz minnhom iva f’ wicchom. Jigifieri.. 

 

 
308 Pages 7 to 8, Sylvana Debono, 24 November 2020 “… jigifieri nircievi telefonata hafna expletives … U they 

were threatening to remove funding.” 
309 Page 28, Sylvana Debono, 24 November 2020; Witness provides further details on government advertising 

funds on page 32 of her testimony; 
310 Page 6, Herman Grech, 7 December 2020 
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Chairman Imhallef M Mallia : 

Theddid fiziku jkollkom? 

 

Ix-Xhud : 

Theddid fiziku jiena li …, le. Kien hemm kaz ta’ gurnalist imma partikolari minn 

taghna li kellu zewg kazijiet  din is-sena ta’ theddid, wiehed minnhom f’post 

pubbliku. U naf li halliet impatt pjuttost kerha 

 

Imhallef A Lofaro : 

Heddew lilu? Lil familtu? 

 

Ix-Xhud : 

Heddew lilu direttament. 

… 

Ix-Xhud : 

U ovvjament inkwetajt meta…, specjalment ghax ghandi gurnalisti mhux li 

jghagbuha mix-xejn. Hemm litteralment kwazi ikollok tohrogha l-informazzjoni 

minn ghandhom, imma naf li affettwathom. U specjalment ma whud minnhom 

dan l-ahhar tkellimt jiena u naf li qed taffettwhaom b’ mod hazin. U kellna 

niehdu anke xi mizuri ahna. 

 

Imhallef A Lofaro : 

Jigifieri dawn they refuse to cover certain issues nimmagina; ma nafx. 

 

Ix-Xhud : 

Fortunatament sal-lum nghid li le ma gewx affettwai b’ dak il- mod; imma the 

end request ta’ hafna minn dawn in-nies huwa li ehe, inti ma taghmilx dik l-

istorja. Issa t-theddid .. 

 

Imhallef A Lofaro : 

Jitolbok taghtiha lil xi haddiehor. 

 

Ix-Xhud : 

Ovvjament ix-xoghol, ix-xoghol taghna isir.. hemm dejjem ha jkun hemm 

element ta’ theddid; jiena personalment ukoll kelli theddid, jien naf? daqs 15-il 

sena ilu meta kien hemm l-issue ta’ l-imigrazzjoni; meta kien hemm bdew 

jaharqu l-karozzi tal-gurnalisti. Dicembru li ghadda kien hemm xi hadd mill-

gvern stess lili li qalli fittex sigura` ghalik u ghal min qed jaghmel certu stejjer.  

 

Imhallef A Lofaro : 
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Iva ehe 

 

Ix-Xhud : 

U jiena kont ghamilt rikjesta wkoll lill-Pulizija.” 

 

206. Grech also indicates that he presented two police requests for protection, one in 

June 2020 and another in November 2020, but indicates that he is not aware of 

what was made of his requests.  

 

“Imhallef A Lofaro: 

Taf jekk gurnalisti qattx per ezempju ghamlu requests ghal protezzjoni tal-

Pulizija? U jekk ghamlu, jekk inghatawx protezzjoni? 

 

Ix-Xhud: 

Ghamlithom jiena bhala l-editur taghom; ghamiltu l-ewwel wiehed fit-30 ta’ 

Novembru tas-sena l- ohra; kont .. 

 

Imhallef A Lofaro: 

Meta kien hawn dak kollu ghaddej. 

 

Ix-Xhud: 

Meta kien ghaddej; ghax kif kont qed nghid kien informani xi had mill-gvern 

biex insib il-protezzjoni jien u zewg gurnalisti in partikolari li kienu qeghdin 

jahdmu maghna. Ovvjament l-izjed li konna qeghdin niktbu fuq l-istorja ta’ 

Daphne Caruana Galizia. Ergajt ghamilt ir-request f’Guinju li ghadda u kont 

informat li they are its been seen to. Issa ma jfissirx li hemm Pulizija stationed 

barra l-post taghhom.. 

 

Imhallef A Lofaro: 

Imma tawk kasek almenu. 

 

Ix-Xhud: 

Imma taw kasi f’ Gunju l ghadda zgur. Issa x’ gara f’ Novembru li ghadda ma 

ghandix idea.” 

 

 

207. The testimony of Sylvana Debono also speaks of the hesitation of some 

journalists following harassing or abusive behaviour in their regard. When asked 

about her own experience in relation to the publication of information given in 
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reply to a parliamentary question311, Debono says that she would not give in to 

such behaviour however is aware of other journalists who have refrained from 

publishing information or who prefer to do so anonymously so to avoid such 

harassment. Debono states that “Jiena jkolli, ikolli problemi xi kultant. Jigifieri 

jkolli gurnalisti illi jghiduli li jien din ma rridx naghmilha; jew din ma rridx 

naghmilha b’ ismi.”312 Debono also declares that as President of IGM she is 

aware that other editors also face this situation and describes the occurence of 

such incidents as “It is widespread.”313 

 

208. Other threats that journalists face were described by Pace as follows: 

“Ix-Xhud: 

Niehdu stand ehe; kien hemm diversi istanzi fejn kien hemm jew harassment 

online, jew kien hemm gurnalisti li gew avvicinati waqt li qed jaghmlu 

xogholhom, jew per ezempju xi hadd jipprova jghattilhom il-camera; dan kollu 

huma…; Tlabna azzjoni ahna anke meta kienu jirrigwardaw id-Dipartimenti tal-

gvern, tlabna li ssir investigazzjoni u li jara li jittiehdu passi kontra dak li jkun. 

Ghax il-gurnalist ghandu jithalla jahdem minghajr xkiel.”314 

 

209. Asked if IGM received reports of journalists being threatened in the last months, 

Debono clearly indicates that reports were not raised before the Institute and “ma 

nissorprendix ruhi ghax l-IGM ftit li xejn jista’ jaghmel. Naf illi fl-ahhar xhur 

kien hemm ta’ l-inqas gurnalist wiehed. Issa meta qedghin nitkellmu fuq theddid 

... Yes. Meta qed nitkellmu fuq theddid hemm spectrum.”315 Her words show that 

journalists are not in the habit of reporting threats and if they did, it would not be 

to the Institute since the latter can do very little to help. She does clearly state 

however that at least one journalist was threatened.  

 

210. Referring to another case Debono also describes the situation journalists face 

when they are threatened and this is reported to the Police. She says: 

 

(i) “Jigifieri ahna bhala Media House kellna kaz fejn xi hadd hedded lil xi 

hadd u kellna ghamilna rapport lill-Pulizija. Meta l-Pulizija qaltilna u qalilna 

illi dan lest illi to apologize; do you want to take it further. If he wants to 

apologise he apologises. If he does it again I wont be so lenient next time! Imma 

again, jigifieri f’ dawn l-affarijiet qisek trid tiehu l-fil ta’ x’ inhu jigri.”316 

 
311 Page 9 et seq, Sylvana Debono, 24 November 2020 
312 Page 10, Sylvana Debono, 24 November 2020 
313 Page 12, Sylvana Debono, 24 November 2020 
314 Page 27, Yannick Pace, 9 March 2020 
315 Page 22, Sylvana Debono, 24 November 2020 
316 Page 23, Sylvana Debono, 24 November 2020 
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211. The hurling of insults at journalists is a common occurence with witness 

describing it as “bhal bzar u l-melh hekk troxxhon”317.  

 

212. Another incident in which a group of journalists felt threatened was the 

November 2019 locking of journalists inside the press event room at the Office 

of the Prime Minister. The testimony of journalists who were locked in and of 

persons who were blocking their access to the doors thereby blocking them 

inside the room clearly shows a situation of distress. The Board has access to 

raw footage taken at the incident and also to screen grabs from such footage. 

These show a group of men standing between the doors and the journalists, 

barring the latter from leaving the room. Footage of locks being placed on the 

doors is also evident. Footage of journalists asking to leave the room is also 

evidently clear that the journalists were not allowed to leave the room despite 

their request. Debono describes this incident in the following words: 

 

(i) “I didn’t see any journalist being actually tight to the wall or to a chair 

in that room; but it was clear that those people were not allowed to move freely 

as they should have done.”318 

 

213. The police did institute proceedings on the complaint of a few journalists against 

three persons who were identified as being at Castille, and a judgment was 

delivered by the Court of Magistrates on the 19 November 2020 freeing the 

defendants from all charges. An appeal to this judgment was presented by the 

Attorney General’s Office. The role of the Board is not to verify this judgment or 

any other proceedings that may be pending. The role of the Board is to take into 

consideration whether this incident was perceived by journalists to be 

threatening and whether it contributed among that community a sense of threat 

which is against the security of journalists and does not foster the correct 

circumstances for freedom of the press. 

 

214. In this regard, therefore, the testimony of Monique Agius and Miguela Xuereb 

who experienced this incident as journalists and the testimony of some of the 

persons employed at Castille or closely connected with Government who acted 

as ‘security’ is important and very relevant to the line of inquiry under 

consideration. It reinforces the threat perceived by the journalists and as is 

evidently clear from the raw footage, while at the same time it exposes the 

common resolve of the men preventing the journalists from leaving the room.  

 
317 ibid 
318 Page 24, Sylvana Debono, 24 November 2020 
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215. An important development in relation to this incident is the report presented by 

the Commissioner for Standards in Public Life and presented to the Committee 

for Standards in Public Life. A copy of this report may be found at 

https://lovinmalta.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/Commissioner-for-

Standards-case-report-K017.pdf. The Report was blocked from adoption and 

consequently from publication in the Parliamentary Committee for Standards in 

Public Life, but was published by the media at the indicated URL.  

 

216. In the conclusions of his report the Commissioner states: 

 

“In this case not only were instructions not properly given but none were given 

at all. OPM officials in their testimony rely on what is “normal practice” and do 

not state that any one of them gave such instructions. The fact that exit points 

were blocked by unofficial security personnel who did not answer any questions 

at all increased the significance of this failure and provoked unnecessary fear 

and anxiety in some of those present.”319  

 

217. The Commissioner further considered the behaviour of the politicians involved 

following the incident and states: 

 

“However, an attempt by a minister to justify the actions of his or her staff and to 

brush off the incident and to condone it through statements that are contradicted 

by the facts is not acceptable conduct. In the absence of a declaration censoring 

the actions of the perpetrators or an unequivocal apology for the incident at the 

time, the matter no longer hinges around the concept of vicarious liability. By 

such conduct a minister assumes ownership of, and shoulders direct personal 

responsibility for, the incident.”320 

 

218. The Commissioner also considered the use of party loyalists to fill in as 

additional security and considered “The assignment of party loyalists as 

unofficial security personnel is at best incorrect and abusive. This is a serious 

issue that calls into question the institutional integrity of Maltese government 

and the separation that should exist between state and party.”321 

 

 
319 Paragraph 49, K/017, Report of the Commissioner for Standards in Public Life as published by LovinMalta 

on https://lovinmalta.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/Commissioner-for-Standards-case-report-K017.pdf  
320 Paragraph 51 ibid 
321 Paragraph 52 ibid 

https://lovinmalta.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/Commissioner-for-Standards-case-report-K017.pdf
https://lovinmalta.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/Commissioner-for-Standards-case-report-K017.pdf
https://lovinmalta.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/Commissioner-for-Standards-case-report-K017.pdf
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219. Yet even here, the institutions are failing to see how detrimental their approach 

and behaviour is to free press and protection of journalists. The use of procedural 

matters used before Parliament’s Standing Committee on Standards in Public 

Life to overshadow and hide the findings of the Commissioner continue to 

positively approve that behaviour which created fear and harassed journalists in 

the highest office of State administration.  

 

Support to Journalists 

220. In dealing with threats to journalists, Debono makes an important distinction 

between journalists who may rely on their media house for support and other 

journalists who, like Daphne Caruana Galizia, was not part of such a set up. 

Debono clearly identifies the fact that a journalist not being part of a set up 

increases the risk of that journalist, when she speaks of Daphne Caruana 

Galizia’s case as follows: 

“Jiena nista’ immur naghmel investigazzjoni .. full in the knowledge illi jekk 

noghtor jew nibza jew xi haga jiena Ghandi istituzzjoni warajja. So while I need 

courage I have support. She had no support. Hi ma kellhiex istituzzjoni warajha. 

…”322  

221. Witness continues to say that: 

 

“U r-rizultat tal-qtil nahseb kien illi dak il-qtil kien katalist biex to a certain 

extent gab certa ammont ta’ ghaqda fost il-korp gurnalistiku li qabel kienet 

hafna hafna iktar laxka milli hi llum, mhux qed nghidlek inghaqqdu!, imma 

hafna iktar laxka. U gabet ukoll gharrfien illi dan it-tip ta’ xoghol it’s a front 

liner job.”323 

 

Criticism by Journalists 

 

222. Another angle which is significantly important for this line of inquiry is the 

criticism laid bare by a few journalists who aired their criticism of the 

government’s behaviour towards members of the press. That the government 

refused to appoint this Board of Inquiry into the assassination of a journalist did 

it no favours with the media, especially with its international representatives. Yet 

their outcry went further than a demand for government to establish this inquiry 

and to ensure that justice is done in the murder case of Daphne Caruana Galizia. 

It also included exposing how government representatives worked against or 

responded to the media.  

 

 
322 Page 25, Sylvana Debono, 24 November 2020  
323 Ibid  
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223. Sarah Clarke, then PEN International’s policy and advocacy manager, was 

harassed by an assistant to Minister Carmelo Abela during the UN’s Global 

Compact on Migration in Morocco324 in reply to criticism that she levelled at 

Malta’s record on freedom of expression. Clarke is reported as having been 

verbally insulted by an aide to the Foreign Affairs Minister and of being scoffed 

at by the Maltese delegation after she voiced her concerns on the government’s 

credibility vis-a-vis freedom of expression and had stated that “the Government 

of Malta would have a lot more credibility when making a statement on the 

freeodm of expression if it conducted a public inquiry (into the murder of 

journalist Daphne Caruana Galizia”. The government’s reaction to her comment 

was that she was not well informed, she had not spoken to the ‘right people’, and 

that she was biased. On the delegation walking out of the room she was called 

disparaging names by an aide to the Minister.  

 

224. This incident was investigated by the Commissioner for Standards in Public Life 

who concluded in his report that325:  

 
 

225. In October 2018, the International Press Institute, Committee to Protect 

Journalists, Pen International, Reporters without Borders, and European Centre 

for Press & Media Freedom formed an International Freedom of Expression 

Mission to Malta during which they met a number of government 

representatives. Their statement published on the 15 October 2018326 is 

significant in that it documents not only the challenges that Daphne Caruana 

Galizia faced during her lifetime, but also the government’s behaviour in her 

regard and in regard of her memory following her assassination.  

 

226. Some months before this mission, Pen International, together with over 250 

writers and publishers, had addressed a letter to the European Commission on 

 
324 https://www.pressreader.com/malta/malta-independent/20181212/281513637241514  
325 Paragraph 48, Page 12, Case Report K/003, 12 April 2019, https://standardscommissioner.com/wp-

content/uploads/Commissioner-for-Standards-case-report-K003.pdf  
326 https://ipi.media/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/2018_Malta_JointMission_DaphneCG_Statement.pdf and 

https://ipi.media/malta-pm-urged-to-open-public-enquiry-into-caruana-galizia-murder/  

https://www.pressreader.com/malta/malta-independent/20181212/281513637241514
https://standardscommissioner.com/wp-content/uploads/Commissioner-for-Standards-case-report-K003.pdf
https://standardscommissioner.com/wp-content/uploads/Commissioner-for-Standards-case-report-K003.pdf
https://ipi.media/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/2018_Malta_JointMission_DaphneCG_Statement.pdf
https://ipi.media/malta-pm-urged-to-open-public-enquiry-into-caruana-galizia-murder/
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the six-month anniversary of the assassination of Daphne Caruana Galizia.327 

The reply of Kurt Farrugia328 to this letter is of significance and continues to 

show the government’s attempts to discredit those who sought to hold the 

government to account for its failure to protect Daphne Caruana Galizia as a 

journalist and the government’s continued mantra against Daphne Caruana 

Galizia herself.  

 

227. Farrugia’s response was published in The Guardian on the 25 April 2018.329 

Besides rebutting the call of Pen International as described in their letter to the 

European Commisssion, Farrugia states: 

 

“We do not deny that Caruana Galizia was frequently at odds with the 

government of Malta, and individuals within the government were targets of her 

blog; she had deep political animosity towards the Labour party. Many of her 

allegations were false and defamatory, resulting in libel actions from people 

seeking proper legal redress. Had the government been the only target of her 

attacks, it might be possible to understand the speculation of government 

involvement – however alien to the values and commitments of this 

administration.”  

 

228. He continues to develop the government’s mantra at the time that Daphne 

Caruana Galizia’s assassination could be related to some investigation into 

crime, and states: 

 

“But the targets for her stories were numerous, including criminals with a known 

propensity for violence. The Guardian’s own report said she “had many enemies 

and many critics. She took aim at anyone she believed needed to be held to 

account – mobsters, business people, even the current leader of the Nationalist 

party, with which she had been closely aligned.”  

 

229. Again, then, he continues with the government’s approach of calling into doubt 

the credibility of Pen International stating: 

 

“The PEN letter was signed by numerous signatories, including many writers of 

great distinction. We have to ask whether they were presented with the full facts 

 
327 https://pen-international.org/news/leading-international-writers-join-pen-international-in-calling-on-europe-

to-protect-press-freedom-in-malta  
328 Kurt Farrugia was still Head of communications at the Office of the Prime Minister and signed this letter as 

‘Head of communications, government of Malta’.  
329 https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/apr/25/maltas-government-had-no-hand-in-the-killing-of-daphne-

caruana-galizia  

https://www.theguardian.com/world/malta
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/apr/17/a-bomb-silenced-daphne-caruana-galizia-but-her-investigation-lives-on
https://pen-international.org/news/leading-international-writers-join-pen-international-in-calling-on-europe-to-protect-press-freedom-in-malta
https://pen-international.org/news/leading-international-writers-join-pen-international-in-calling-on-europe-to-protect-press-freedom-in-malta
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/apr/25/maltas-government-had-no-hand-in-the-killing-of-daphne-caruana-galizia
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/apr/25/maltas-government-had-no-hand-in-the-killing-of-daphne-caruana-galizia
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before they were persuaded to sign this letter. PEN’s own press release ascribes 

the cause of the murder to “rampant government corruption at the heart of the 

EU” – a wholly different allegation to the “high-level government corruption in 

Malta”, as set out in your newspaper. Which, in fact, was the letter endorsed by 

the signatories?”  

 

230. The media house Lovin Malta decried the fact that the Prime Minister’s last 

interview with media which was not the State Broadcaster and the political 

parties’ media, was held in January 2018 with John Sweeney on BBC.330 Indeed, 

Lovin Malta, published an imaginary interview with Joseph Muscat331. Times of 

Malta’s editor-in-chief, Herman Grech, also criticised the Prime Minister’s 

continued refusal to sit with the media house for an interview332.  

 

231. Kurt Farrugia clearly stated in his testimony that all requests from the media 

were discussed even with the Prime Minister himself and that first they would 

verify the source of the request and only then reply333. Farrugia’s manner of 

providing testimony334 on his behaviour with Alexander Clapp, a journalist who 

requested an interview to be published in The Economist magazine, 1843, is a 

case which shows the extent to which the former Government’s spokesperson 

goes to try to find some justification to counteract the criticism of the journalist 

in his regard. Farrugia’s testimony starts by saying that the journalist was not a 

journalist for The Economist as he had claimed in an email sent from a gmail 

account and ends up by confirming that the journalist had published an article in 

The Economist magazine, 1843, about Malta and the political situation at the 

time including the assassination of Daphne Caruana Galizia.  

 

232. Another interesting statement made by Farrugia in this regard is that “Jekk 

nilhaq dak il-livell probbabilment jippublikawhieli.”335 He states this when he is 

faced with evidence of the publication of the article authored by Clapp in The 

Economist magazine, 1843, thereby showing his knowledge of the media sector 

to the extent that he was aware that should Clapp reach the required level of 

information (even though he may have been thought to be a freelancer) his work 

would be published by The Economist. The question here remains, did Farrugia 

 
330 https://www.independent.com.mt/articles/2018-01-09/local-news/BBC-interview-tears-into-PM-calling-him-

Artful-Dodger-of-Europe-passport-seller-in-chief-6736183414  
331https://lovinmalta.com/opinion/an-imaginary-interview-with-maltas-prime-minister-joseph-muscat-since-real-

ones-are-no-longer-possible/  
332https://timesofmalta.com/articles/view/a-question-of-silence.680980; 

https://timesofmalta.com/articles/view/watch-muscat-in-no-show-for-times-talk.649351;  
333 Page 59, Kurt Farrugia, 17 July 2020 
334 Pages 59 to 63, Kurt Farrugia, 17 July 2020 
335 Page 68, Kurt Farrugia, 17 July 2020 

http://pen-international.org/news/6-month-anniversary-assassination-daphne-caruana-galizia
http://pen-international.org/news/6-month-anniversary-assassination-daphne-caruana-galizia
https://www.independent.com.mt/articles/2018-01-09/local-news/BBC-interview-tears-into-PM-calling-him-Artful-Dodger-of-Europe-passport-seller-in-chief-6736183414
https://www.independent.com.mt/articles/2018-01-09/local-news/BBC-interview-tears-into-PM-calling-him-Artful-Dodger-of-Europe-passport-seller-in-chief-6736183414
https://lovinmalta.com/opinion/an-imaginary-interview-with-maltas-prime-minister-joseph-muscat-since-real-ones-are-no-longer-possible/
https://lovinmalta.com/opinion/an-imaginary-interview-with-maltas-prime-minister-joseph-muscat-since-real-ones-are-no-longer-possible/
https://timesofmalta.com/articles/view/a-question-of-silence.680980
https://timesofmalta.com/articles/view/watch-muscat-in-no-show-for-times-talk.649351
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then disregard Clapp’s request intentionally so that such an article would not be 

published in a medium of global reach? While no answer can be given to this, it 

remains important for this Board to take note of this incident and of the manner 

in which Farrugia speaks of it as it sheds light on the government’s approach not 

merely with the press but how such approach was due to the assassination of 

Daphne Caruana Galizia and the continuation of her investigative journalism. 

 

233. This is interesting also because it shows how the government continued to 

approach journalists working on corruption and abuse of power in the same 

manner as it did with Daphne Caruana Galizia – very selectively. Farrugia 

indeed declares that following the Panama Papers and the Pilatus Bank 

publications by Daphne Caruana Galizia “Jekk waqaftx inwegibha, fuq affarijiet 

bqajt inwegiba u fuq affarijiet le.”336 This declaration is made after witness was 

shown an article published by Daphne Caruana Galizia in 2017 in which she 

clearly stated that the Office of the Prime Minister had stopped replying to her 

questions337.  

 

234. The blog post published on the 22 February 2017 by Daphne Caruana Galizia is 

most significant. She confirms that Kurt Farrugia as government’s head of 

communications “who never replied to my message asking him what the Prime 

Minister’s position is on the newly emerged fact that his chief of staff and 

favourite minister were in the process of opening bank accounts at the 

Winterbotham Merchant Bank in the Bahamas when the Panama scandal broke 

in February last year – has tweeted about a meeting with the Institute of Maltese 

Journalists.338” 

 

235. However even more significant is her proposal for the inclusion of “a special 

provision making it illegal for politicians and political parties to harass or 

intimidate, or attempt to harass or intimidate, journalists. This is ‘special case’ 

harassment which cannot be tackled under the existing harassment laws.” The 

significance of her proposal is explained in her blogpost in which she describes 

the harassment she was subjected to by the government in the following words: 

 

236. “Taking my own case, for example: I have always been subjected to harassment 

by the Labour Party and its media machine, but since the Labour Party got into 

government, starting literally from the middle of March 2013, I have been 

subjected to serious harassment in every imaginable way possible by 

 
336 Page 70, Kurt Farrugia, 17 July 2020 
337 https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/02/reminds-much-photograph-azerbaijan/  
338 Ibid  

https://daphnecaruanagalizia.com/2017/02/reminds-much-photograph-azerbaijan/
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government authorities, politicians of the government, cabinet ministers, aides to 

the Prime Minister and the ongoing assaults by the Labour media machine. 

 

237. “It is clearly and obviously systematic, and in some cases dovetailed for 

maximum distress. For example, while I was dealing with the immediate fall-out 

the day the Economy Minister and his policy aide had my bank account frozen, I 

began receiving telephone calls, in the thick of it, from the police who want to 

interrogate me for “harassing” John Dalli. Yes, it is quite unbelievable.” 

238. “Meanwhile, the language which members of the government use in my regard 

in official communications, including press statements issued formally through 

the government’s Department of Information, and the letter which the Prime 

Minister’s chief of staff gave to the chairman of the PANA Committee, have 

shocked many.” 

239. “I have no means of redress, because there is no law which allows journalists to 

take a case for systematic and concerted government harassment to the courts. 

There is no Ombudsman or other authority with whom I can lodge a report and 

seek redress when the government and its ministers issue press releases using 

vicious language about me, insulting me and referring to me as a ‘hate blogger’ 

who ‘spreads hate’.” 

240. “There is the law of libel, but libel and slander are not the point here. 

Intimidation and harassment are: and when it is a government harassing and 

intimidating a journalist, it is a very grave situation. It is not in the same 

category as a neighbour harassing another neighbour.” 

241. “The grave nature of this government’s systematic actions against me should be 

considered in the light of how just one of those actions – the Economy Minister’s 

freezing of my bank account – drew international opprobrium from world and 

European organisations for the protection of journalists, human rights and 

media freedom. Until then, people in Malta seem to have seen it as a simple and 

unproblematic ‘tit for tat’: I write about them and they pay me back. That is 

when you realise how abnormal Malta is: that it is considered ‘normal’ for 

politicians to seek revenge and payback on the journalists who hold them to 

scrutiny, rather than something absolutely shocking.” 

242. “For years I have had to repeat this simple maxim and it appears that only now 

is it sinking in to people, because of the extreme behaviour of members of the 

government in recent days: 
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243. When journalists hold politicians to public scrutiny, that is democracy – but 

when politicians expose journalists to public scrutiny and target them, that is a 

grave violation of democratic norms. It is the job of journalists to scrutinise 

politicians. It is not the job of politicians to scrutinise journalists. On the 

contrary, it is a violation associated with totalitarian regimes.” 

244. The proposal made by Daphne Caruana Galizia holds good today. Journalists 

remain exposed to harassment and bullying at the hands of any politician, 

persons connected with any politically exposed person as well as at the hands of 

anyone who dares harass them simply because of their role as journalists. 

Journalists remain exposed without any measure of redress, their role not being 

specifically recognised and their harassment not being specifically outlawed.  

 

The Accreditation Controversy 

 

245. The obligation for accreditation of journalists, the rights obtained therefrom, and 

conversely the obstacles faced by members of the media who refuse to seek 

accreditation is another issue that was raised before the Board. Initially this issue 

was raised by Caroline Muscat as editor of The Shift News, however questions 

were raised with witnesses even in relation to the government’s legislative 

proposal for obligatory accreditation and for the government’s refusal to 

legislatively protect media houses registered in Malta and journalists against 

SLAPP proceedings. 

 

246. Kurt Farrugia speaks of the government floating the idea of obligatory 

accreditation to website users/administrators yet this was more than a mere 

raising of the subject for public debate and was in fact presented by government 

in its parliamentary legislative proposal339.  

 

247. Referring specifically to the reporting of Caroline Muscat’s testimony, Farrugia 

skirts around her allegations on accreditation and refers only to her time at the 

Times of Malta ignoring the fact that she testified as the editor of The Shift 

News340. He does, however, confirm that, on entrance to a government press 

event. they would ask for identification even if he would at times question with 

colleagues which media house was being represented by a new face turning up 

for such an event341. 

 

 
339 Page 64, Kurt Farrugia, 17 July 2020 
340 Page 65, Kurt Farrugia, 17 July 2020 
341 Page 66, Kurt Farrugia, 17 July 2020 
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248. Despite an official accreditation system not having made it into law, access to 

government media events is restricted to those who register for an Access Card 

with the Department of Inofrmation. This accreditation system with the 

Department of Information is managed exclusively by that department and is 

separate and independent from membership of the Institute of Journalists. 

Membership to the IGM is determined by the Board on the basis of either the 

accreditation of the DOI already issued to a person or, in default, on the basis of 

the journalism portfolio of the applicant342. Accreditation for an Access Card is 

run exclusively by the Department of Information and independently from the 

IGM. 

 

249. Being a member of the IGM or even holding a press card issued by a foreign 

entity does not provide a journalist with access to media events held by 

government. This brings about a system whereby a journalist who wants to cover 

government organised media events can only do so if he/she is also recognised 

and registered with the DOI.  

 

250. Witness Paul Azzopardi, as director of the Department of Information clearly 

states that: “An International Press Card does not equate to a passe par tout.”343 

Azzopardi also confirmed that once one is registered for an Access Card with the 

DOI, then one will receive all Press Calls issued by government. Anyone else 

would know of this call when this is posted online344, but, at the end of the day, it 

is the Access Card, event and not merely reading the press call online, that grants 

a journalist access to the government media.345   

 

The Invitation Controversy 

 

251. The government’s attitude towards members of the press is also shown in the 

complaints raised by newsrooms for being excluded from press events held by 

government representatives. While Farrugia346 states that such invitations are 

issued by the Department of Information to all those newsrooms registered 

therewith, thereby perpetuating the issue of accreditation or else losing out on 

being invited for government press events, the complaints determined by the 

Commissioner for Standards in Public Life shed more light on this controversy.  

  

 
342 Page 29 et seq, Yannick Pace, 9 March 2020 
343 Page 33, Paul Azzopardi, 11 March 2020 
344 Page 30 et seq, Paul Azzopardi, 11 March 2020 
345 Page 42 et seq, Paul Azzopardi, 11 March 2020 
346 Page 65, Kurt Farrugia, 17 July 2020 
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252. On investigating a complaint presented by the Times of Malta against Minister 

Konrad Mizzi for having failed to inform the Times of Malta and possibly other 

media organisations of a public media activity, the Commissioner for Standards 

in Public Life concluded that, though the behavior of the Minister was not a 

breach of the code of ethics, he “nevertheless openly expressed my concerns on 

the practice adopted” and:347  

 

253.  
 

254. In another investigation, the Commissioner was called on to investigate the 

former Prime Minister Joseph Muscat for having failed to invite 

Newsbook.com.mt to a press event held on 22 November 2019.348 In this case, 

the Commissioner found that the former Prime Minister had acted in breach of 

the Code of Ethics when an invitation for an impromptu media event was issued 

only to selected media houses. He also commented on how the formal normal 

procedure of calling a press event through the Department of Information was 

the correct procedure which was not to be bypassed “under the guise of 

impromptu press events in order to engage only with selected media houses.” 

 

 
347 Case Report 001, Commissioner for Standards in Public Life, 4 February 2019, 

https://standardscommissioner.com/wp-content/uploads/Commissioner-for-Standards-case-report-K001.pdf  
348 Case Report K/016, Commissioner for Standards in Public Life, 24 January 2020, 

https://standardscommissioner.com/wp-content/uploads/Commissioner-for-Standards-case-report-K016.pdf  

https://standardscommissioner.com/wp-content/uploads/Commissioner-for-Standards-case-report-K001.pdf
https://standardscommissioner.com/wp-content/uploads/Commissioner-for-Standards-case-report-K016.pdf
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255. Sylvana Debono narrates that, around November 2019, when “things started 

hooting up, il-Prim’Ministru kien ta kumment lill-erba’ media houses 

f’Kastilja,”349  but their media house had not been invited. The witness explains 

the difference in treatment shown to her media house by the current 

administration as opposed to the former one in the following words: 

 

“Ix-Xhud: 

To the credit of the current administration, and this jigifieri ghedtha b’ wicci 

minn quddiemn anke lill-persuni koncernati, illum il-gurnata hemm forma ta’ 

djalogu. Jigifieri jiena nibghatlu lil Head of Communications u jwegibni. 

... 

Ix-Xhud: 

There is a channel of communication. This week I had the opportunity of telling 

him at lest with you ghandi dan ic-channel of communication; kieku kellu 

jkellimni l-predecissur tieghek lanqas lehnu ma naghraf. 

Imhallef A Lofaro: 

Is-Sur Farrugia jigifieri? 

Ix-Xhud: 

That’s right.” 350 

 

State Visits without Media except for the National State Broadcaster 

 

256. The first visit of the Prime Minister, Kurt Farrugia, Konrad Mizzi, and Keith 

Schembri to Azerbaijan without giving notice of this visit to the media and the 

public and without inviting media to travel with the government’s delegation 

raised many eyebrows not only because of the reputation of Azerbaijan itself in 

international fora, but even more so set against a background of secrecy when 

Malta, Enemalta, and Electrogas were negotiating deals with Azeri companies 

related to the provision of LNG and energy projects, and then when Pilatus Bank 

in Malta was identified as an alleged laundromat for Azeris and with which 

Keith Schembri and Brian Tonna held bank accounts and in which funds were 

transferred. While more will be said on the contractual aspect with Azeris and 

the issue of Pilatus Bank in other chapters of these submissions, these give a 

dark shade of secrecy to the goverment’s decision of not inviting press members 

to cover this visit and not informing the public of such visit before it happened.  

 

257. While Farrugia states that they had discussed this and decided “illi ma hemmx 

ghalfejn li jkun hemm il-media”351 this was in stark contrast to the grandeur of 

 
349 Page 21, Sylvana Debono, 24 November 2020 
350 Pages 21 to 22, Sylvana Debono, 24 November 2020 
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the media show made by the Azeri State of this visit. Farrugia highlights the 

grandiose manner with which Malta’s delegation was met and then admits that, 

in hindsight, the government’s decision was wrong since at the end of the day 

the public did find out of this visit from the Azeri press352. This is an admission 

that they had originally decided to try to hide the visit. 

 

258. For the second visit to Azerbaijan, the situation did not change much and the 

government had only invited the national broadcaster and the department of 

information, even though they never reached Azerbaijan.353 

 

Right to Information 

 

259. Not informing the public or withholding information from the media and 

consequently from the public, is counter to the very basic right of every citizen 

to be informed and the obligation of the State to inform the public. In a 

democracy respectful of freedom of expression, it is essential that the 

government adopts high levels of transparency by providing information to the 

public often through the media. Kurt Farrugia’s testimony is significant in 

establishing how the government failed in this respect as he provides a 

description on how government relied on Schembri and Mizzi to rebut 

allegations of corruption and abuse of power as being untrue or irrelevant rather 

than be at the forefront of fighting that corruption and abuse of power.  

 

260. Lack of information was also exposed in Farrugia’s testimony with the 

indication that the government was selective about which media questions to 

reply to and which requests for information from the media to reply to. Farrugia 

also admits that government’s decision on when to publish information or 

withhold it was controversial even internally354.  

 

261. However, the strongest evidence of denial of access to information where such 

lack of information cannot be put down to some mere public relations internal 

policy or dilemma, is the government’s refusal to publish public contracts or to 

publish them with little information still readable355 and its rate of refusal to 

reply to freedom of information requests presented by journalists356.  

 
351 Page 77, Kurt Farrugia, 17 July 2020 
352 Page 78, Kurt Farrugia, 17 July 2020 “... Nahseb li konna naïve  meta ghidna ma tantx hemm xi issues 

partikulari x’naghmlu biex intellghu l-media maghna.” ... “Il-poplu Malti seta’ sar jaf mill-media ta’ l-

Azerbaijan u mill-istqarrija li hrigt jien, iddraftjajt jien ...” 
353 Page 75 to 78, Kurt Farrugia, 17 July 2020 
354 Page 99, Kurt Farrugia, 17 July 2020 
355 ADD REFERENCE 
356 See point iv, page 51 et seq above 
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262. The issue of lack of information and challenges in obtaining information which 

is in the public interest was also considered by the Board in the testimony of 

Herman Grech. When asked if ,in his opinion, the right to information and the 

corresponding obligation of the State to inform needs to be strengthened, Mr 

Grech confirms that access to information is very limited to the extent that even 

basic information is not given to journalists. The testimony states as follows: 

 

“Imhallef J Said Pullicino: 

Imma l-accessibilita` ghall-informazzjoni kemm hija limitatat? Ghax wiehed 

jiehu l-impressjoni minn barra illi hija limitata hafna; fis-sens illi anke 

informazzjoni bazika li wiehed jistenna li tkun ovvjament pubblika ma tasalx 

ghandkom u allura ma tasalx ghand …. 

 

Ix-Xhud: 

Ezattament. 

 

Imhallef J Said Pullicino: 

Dan qed nghidu ghaliex wahda mir-ragunijiet ghaliex il-gurnalista ma jkunx 

jista’ jahdem hija u anke ghaliex twassal ukoll ghal korruzjoni din. Jekk inti ma 

jkollokx informazzjoni regolari hielsa, tajjeb?, hierga minn l-istat fuq l-

attivitajiet tieghu awtomatikament inti ghandek sitwazzjoni fejn tinkoraggixxi il-

korruzjoni ghax m’hemmx kontroll 

 

Ix-Xhud: 

Hekk hu. 

 

Imhallef J Said Pullicino: 

Ghax m’hemmx kontroll. Jigifieri kemm hi limtata din l-informazzjoni li tasal 

ghandkom? Per ezempju jekk jiena nitlob kuntratt ta’.. dettalji ta’ kuntratt ta’ 

impieg ta’ persuna mhux fil-public service tghidlu kemm qed jithallas mill-gvern 

dan? Ghaliex ghandha tkun risposta ma intihielkx ghaliex l-interess pubbliku? 

Ikollkom minn dawn? 

 

Ix-Xhud: 

Ikollna; ikollna u hafna drabi ghandek id-delays sakemm jigu.. jekk tigi l- 

informazzjoni. Jiena semmejtilkom il-kaz tal-Vitals ghax huwa nahseb fl-interess 

pubbliku. Domna sentejn u nofs; staqsejna minn hemm fuq Adjudication 

Committee; li ghalija huwa ta’ l-interess pubbliku. U iddum daqshekk u ghandek 

tipprova u ghandek kwazi daqqa ta’ sieq wara l-ohra sakemm tasal fil-Qorti biex 
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forsi tiehu ragun dik hija intenzjonata biex inti you don’t bother in the first place, 

le? 

 

Chairman Imhallef M Mallia: 

U dan qed titkellem b’ media house b’ sahhitha. Meta l-gurnalist ikun wahdu? 

Daphne wehihda kienet. 

 

Ix-Xhud: 

Impossibbli hu mbaghad.”357 

 

263. This testimony is also indicative of the challenges that Daphne Caruana Galizia 

faced in obtaining access to information. In the Board’s discussion with this 

witness on how impossible it is for a single journalist unattached to a media 

house to obtain information, since it was already very difficult for a well 

established media house to gain access, the witness replies that is “impossibbli” 

and “difficli hafna”. Despite this, the Board still noted that Daphne Caruana 

Galizia managed to obtain access to information.  

 

 

Protection of Journalists 

 

264. Testimony given by a number of former Police Commissioners including for 

example, John Rizzo, Peter Paul Zammit, and Carmelo Magri, all indicate that 

there was and there is no formal procedure or system by which the police carry 

out risk assessments to identify persons at risk of harm. This indicates that, in 

relation to journalists, there is no awareness of how the force can assess 

journalists’ risk based on their publications, the national political climate, and 

other information or intelligence. Essentially, as things stand, the police force 

places journalists in the same category as any other common citizen, despite the 

role they have as watchdogs in the public interest and irrespective of whether 

they publish about a food recipes or corruption, abuse of power, crime, and 

criminal networks or political abuse. 

 

Conclusion 

 

265. The assassination of Daphne Caruana Galizia took place amid a culture of 

impunity which not only gave criminals, businessmen, politicians, and holders of 

public office a sense of protection, but clearly also amid an institutional, 

 
357 Pages 15 and 16, Herman Grech, 7 December 2020 
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legislative, political and social failure to recognise the fundamental value of 

journalism to a country’s democratic credentials and to its rule of law.  

 

266. Daphne Caruana Galizia was clearly singled out and dehumanised, threatened, 

and harassed for her work and struggle at holding those in public office to 

account. She was vilified by those same people who the rule of law requires to 

be held to account and some of whom today are facing criminal charges or are 

under police and court investigation for the very same facts on which Daphne 

Caruana Galizia was investigating them.   

 

267. Not only could this not take place unless there was an institutional, legislative, 

political, and social failure in recognising the public interest in her journalism, 

but this Inquiry has heard testimony and has been provided with evidence which 

clearly confirms such failures.  

 

268. Which institution recognised the value of her journalism? None. She was vilified 

and attacked as an individual journalist directly through official public 

statements as well as unofficial statements made by persons in public office and 

closely connected with government and the governing party. There was no 

procedure or system in place which could assess the risk and threat she was 

facing. 

 

269. There is no formal legislative recognition of journalism as being a central pillar 

in Malta’s democracy. Though the Media and Defamation Act speaks of 

journalists and protection of sources, there is no formal legislative protection of 

journalists nor of sources from risk of harm.  

 

270. There was during Daphne Caruana Galizia’s last years no political recognition of 

the value of journalism. Indeed there was exactly the opposite: a track record of 

years of anti-media political rhetoric which was uniquely targeted at Daphne 

Caruana Galizia and which spilled over onto other media workers and 

journalists. This fuelled a social distrust of Daphne Caruana Galizia and a social 

hatred in her regard. 

  

271. The anti-media political rhetoric coupled with the lack of legislative and 

institutional recognition of the value of journalism has also embedded a distrust 

in the media which is formally recognised in the Eurobarometer report published 

for the last few years.358  

 
358 https://timesofmalta.com/articles/view/maltese-more-likely-to-trust-government-than-the-media-study-

shows.649583 https://www.independent.com.mt/articles/2019-02-20/local-news/Maltese-people-trust-political-

https://timesofmalta.com/articles/view/maltese-more-likely-to-trust-government-than-the-media-study-shows.649583
https://timesofmalta.com/articles/view/maltese-more-likely-to-trust-government-than-the-media-study-shows.649583
https://www.independent.com.mt/articles/2019-02-20/local-news/Maltese-people-trust-political-parties-more-than-the-written-press-Eurobarometer-survey-6736203951
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272. In relation to Daphne Caruana Galizia, little can be done to address such failures. 

It is only a declaration that such failures did occur, and that her assassination 

took place within such circumstances and as a consequence of such 

circumstances, that can be provided to Daphne Caruana Galizia today. This will 

serve not only to honour her memory and her journalism but also to address the 

untruths that have been levelled at her personally and at her work.  

 

273. There is, however, a responsibility to learn lessons from her brutal assassination 

and on the basis of these lessons to make proposals upon which journalists and 

journalism may regain their value in Malta’s democracy. The following are some 

such proposals: 

 

274. There is strength in grouping together and in this regard representation of 

journalists must be strengthened. While it is for journalists to decide how they 

are to exercise their right of association and how to organise their representation, 

any entity having this role, be it the Institute of Journalists or any other, should 

not be ignored.  

 

275. The Broadcasting Authority, whose members are appointed by the President of 

the Republic on the advice of the Prime Minister after consultation with the 

Leader of the Opposition, is tasked with enforcing the Broadcasting Act. The 

Act was introduced to ensure the impartiality of broadcasters but, in practice, it 

has only ever been applied to the national television station, PBS, and not to the 

two broadcasters owned by the country’s two major political parties, whose 

impartiality remains unmonitored. In enforcing impartiality on the public 

broadcaster, the Broadcasting Authority takes a narrow view of impartiality 

defined as equal airtime between representatives of the two largest political 

parties. The Authority has so far failed to address complaints related to the 

public broadcaster’s impartiality when covering major corruption cases, street 

protests, and censure of the government by independent institutions such as the 

Ombudsman, Auditor General, and European institutions. The chief reason for 

this is likely the manner in which the members of the Authority are appointed: a 

majority are effectively appointed by the leader of the party in government (the 

prime minister) who is also responsible for that party’s proprietary broadcast 

media, and a minority are appointed by the leader of the second largest party in 

parliament (the Leader of the Opposition), who is also responsible for that 

 
parties-more-than-the-written-press-Eurobarometer-survey-6736203951 

https://www.independent.com.mt/articles/2021-04-29/local-news/Maltese-trust-police-media-less-than-EU-

average-but-have-more-faith-in-health-system-6736233041  

https://www.independent.com.mt/articles/2019-02-20/local-news/Maltese-people-trust-political-parties-more-than-the-written-press-Eurobarometer-survey-6736203951
https://www.independent.com.mt/articles/2021-04-29/local-news/Maltese-trust-police-media-less-than-EU-average-but-have-more-faith-in-health-system-6736233041
https://www.independent.com.mt/articles/2021-04-29/local-news/Maltese-trust-police-media-less-than-EU-average-but-have-more-faith-in-health-system-6736233041
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party’s broadcast media. The composition of the Authority – currently three 

members selected by government and two by the Opposition – ensures the 

impunity of political party-owned media from the impartiality provisions of the 

Broadcasting Act. The composition of the Broadcasting Authority, the method of 

appointing its members, and its powers need to be restructured to ensure the 

Authority’s independence and effectiveness  in ensuring the impartiality of all 

broadcasters, in line with the provisions of the Broadcasting Act.   

 

276. The framework, procedures, and processes of disbursing public funds to media 

must be transparent and fair, representing the needs of the media and provided at 

arm’s length from government and the influence of government officials. 

Arbitrary disbursement of funds through opaque procedures and decisions, often 

providing far more assistance to the public broadcaster and the political party-

owned media rather than to independent media, only serves to continue to 

devalue the fundamental importance of a free, objective, and non-politically 

controlled media. This applies to all types of funding, be it emergency funding 

allocated during the pandemic, government advertising, or resources to address 

the need to strengthen the financial stability of media in Malta. 

 

277. There is a high degree of opacity in the allocation of the state advertising budget. 

In its published list of direct orders – contracts awarded without a public 

tendering process – and awarded tenders, the government includes its contracts 

with advertising agencies. The costs are not broken down so it is not possible to 

tell on which media organisations or social networks the advertising budget was 

spent. Government agencies are directed in private by the government on how to 

spend the allocated budget. In this way, a cordon of opacity, in the form of the 

government agency, is put between the government and the public. This creates 

an opportunity for the government to distribute spending among favourable 

media organisations, including those that are owned or controlled by the party in 

government. In theory, the allocation of advertising spending may be subject to 

Freedom of Information rules. However, in practice this is not a solution. Malta 

has hundreds of public bodies and government-owned businesses, each spending 

its own budget on advertising. It is not feasible to make requests to every public 

body. Data on advertising spending by all public bodies or publicly-owned 

companies, with a high level of detail, should be publicly disclosed 

automatically, at least once per quarter.  

 

278. Protection from threats of SLAPPs against media in Malta does not need to wait 

for the European Union to legislate. Indeed, in a meeting with Commissioner 

Reynders for the Foreign Affairs Committee held on the 24 March 2021, 
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Reynders indicated that the Commission would not frown upon any EU country 

whose own system could offer protection against SLAPP even before the EU 

could come up with its own legislation.359  

 

279. Protection for journalists must include a legislative recognition that harassment, 

threats and harm to journalists linked to his/her work are of a criminal nature and 

where such criminal sanctions already exist vis-a-vis the general public, these 

criminal offences are to carry harsher penalties when committed against 

journalists for their work. Legislative recognition needs to be accompanied by 

clear public and systematic statements made by persons in public office who 

condemn violence, intimidation, threats and attacks against journalists and the 

press. 

 

280. The Police Force must implement a formal risk assessment procedure which 

assesses the risk of journalist based on a consideration of their publications and 

the circumstances in the country. This needs to be an ongoing process 

undertaken by persons assigned this responsiblity and who are accountable for 

this process. Meanwhile, journalists need to have a contact point within the 

police force who is able to understand their role and responsibility while 

efficiently receiving notification of threats received by journalists and who has 

the power and ability to offer and execute protection in their regard as well as 

investigate incidents and prosecute perpetrators. In this regard, an early warning 

and rapid response mechanism is required to provide journalists and media 

workers with immediate access to authorities who are competent and well 

resourced to provide effective protective measures. 

 

281. A review of the Media and Defamation Act should be undertaken with the 

objective of protecting journalists from: 

(i) frivolous libel proceedings instituted against them by persons occupying 

public office;  

(ii) the continuation of libel proceedings against deceased journalists; 

(iii) the presentation of precautionary warrants; and 

(iv) protection from SLAPPs.  

 

282. Initiate a public debate on Malta having a media ombudsman or authority which 

is entirely independent and impartial, and entrusted with the implementation of 

laws and regulations aimed at safeguarding media freedom, journalists’ safety, 

and the right to information.  

 
359 https://c.connectedviews.com/01/SitePlayer/parliamentmalta?session=111616  

https://c.connectedviews.com/01/SitePlayer/parliamentmalta?session=111616
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283. Provide training to relevant stakeholders, including the police force, persons in 

public office, members of the judiciary and relevant professions, on the role and 

responsibilities of the press as the fourth pillar of democracy, relevant 

legislation, and measures that secure a safe and enabling environment for the 

press.  

 

284. Review the Freedom of Information Act with the objective of eliminating a 

“culture of confidentiality and secrecy that has little to do with the exercise of 

democracy”360. In doing so, limit administrative discretion in the refusal of 

requests for information, shortening timeframes within which requests are 

determined and establish guidelines for those exercising discretion in 

determining such requests for information. 

 

285. Establish clear guidelines and procedures for inviting the press to government-

related and State-related media events to be adopted by government and state-

related entities with the purpose of addressing arbitrary, unfair, and unequal 

treatment of journalists, thereby securing more effective access to information 

which is in the public interest. 

 

286. Malta should sign, ratify, and implement the Convention on Access to Official 

Documents361. 

 

287. Malta should implement Recommendation CM/Rec(2016)4 of the Committee of 

Ministers to member States on the protection of journalism and safety of 

journalists and other media actors, which the country had signed in 2016, the 

year before Daphne Caruana Galizia was killed. If the provisions of this 

recommendation had been properly implemented in full at the time Malta signed 

on, the resulting systemic protection could have saved Daphne Caruana Galizia’s 

life. 

 

 
   

Avv Therese Comodini Cachia   Avv Jason Azzopardi 

 
360 Special Rapporteur on the right to freedom of opinion and expression, E/CN.4/2006/55, 30 December 2005, 

Commission on Human Rights, 62nd Session, United Nations 
361 Council of Europe, CETS NO. 2015; See Parliamentary Question 18911, 

https://pq.gov.mt/PQWeb.nsf/7561f7daddf0609ac1257d1800311f18/c1257d2e0046dfa1c12586760041c02c!Op

enDocument  

https://pq.gov.mt/PQWeb.nsf/7561f7daddf0609ac1257d1800311f18/c1257d2e0046dfa1c12586760041c02c!OpenDocument
https://pq.gov.mt/PQWeb.nsf/7561f7daddf0609ac1257d1800311f18/c1257d2e0046dfa1c12586760041c02c!OpenDocument

